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1. ABSTRACT
Age-at-death is one among the key parameters of interest when building a 
biological profile from an unknown adult skeleton. The pubic symphysis is said
to be the preferred and most commonly used skeletal element for age-at-death 
estimation. The conventional approach to age estimation from this indicator 
requires the visual assessment of the bone morphology and its association with
predefined age-ranges. While this practice is appealing for its simplicity, the 
process of bone-to-phase matching is methodologically subjective: it is 
conditional upon the range of variation expressed in the comparative sample, 
or the typicality of the skeletal element under analysis, and the 
macromorphoscopic assessment is driven by the experience and training of the 
practitioner. Problems of method and observer error are well established, yet 
efforts to make improvements to these approaches have been few and have 
gained little traction since their introduction. We have argued, therefore, that 
there is an immediate need to develop alternative tools for the rigorous 
quantification of age-related skeletal changes in the pubic symphysis. Further, 
we have advocated for greater diversity in the populations for which methods 
have been developed and on which they have been validated, especially with 
respect to the present demographic composition of the United States. We have 
developed a fully computational method that employs three shape measures of 
the pubic symphysis that are associated with the age-at-death. We have built 
and tested models for a wide sampling of modern American and Asian 
populations. We demonstrate that this approach approximates true 
chronological age with moderate to high accuracy, regardless of side sampling 
(asymmetry) and level of training (observer error). We have also generated 
results suggestive of the need for population-specific methods. To implement 
this computational approach, we have developed the free, open-source 
software, forAge, including sample data scans, to ensure the easy and 
consistent implementation of our methods by a wide variety of forensic 
caseworkers. In reducing methodological subjectivity, providing fully quantified
estimates and rates of error, and facilitating the consistent implantation of this 
method via our project-specific software, we contend that this approach better 
meets medico-legal standards of scientific evidence.

2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

2.1. Synopsis of the Problem.
The estimation of chronological age-at-death from the adult skeleton is a key 
component of the biological profile produced by forensic anthropologists. 
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Knowing age is essential for reducing the investigative burden by reducing the 
list of potential victims in the identification process: too wide an interval, 
irrelevant cases are included, while too limited a range, potential matches are 
lost. Further, age-at-death is often a prerequisite for the accurate 
interpretation of other skeletal signatures, like pathological conditions (Milner 
and Boldsen, 2017; Milner et al, 2008; Ortner, 2003), that may give 
valuable clues to an individual’s identity, increasing the likelihood that the 
remains represent a specific person (Konigsberg et al, 2008; Steadman et al, 
2006). In the medico-legal context, it is crucial, therefore, that estimates 
produced at the level of the forensic case are both precise and accurate, such 
that the difference between inferred and true age is small and width of the 
confidence interval is narrow. Because there exists an imperfect correlation 
between chronological age, simply defined by calendar years since birth, and 
physiological age, inferred from the state of morphological expression of 
degenerative indicators that change sequentially with time, some quantity of 
error in estimation is unavoidable (Kemkes-Grottenthaler, 2002; Konigsberg, 
2015; Nawrocki, 2010). This error can be attributed to the life-history-driven 
variation in each skeleton and is said to result its own unquantifiable degree of 
error (Boldsen et al, 2002). It can also result from methodological limitations, 
whether introduced at the stages of technique development or 
implementation, both of which include some combination of data collection, 
indicator evaluation, and age determination. 

In this project, we have focused on this latter, technique-driven, error as it can
be experimentally controlled, tested, and quantified. In common practice, 
forensic anthropologists estimate adult age-at-death by quantifying the 
morphological variation in a skeletal indicator associated with aging in terms 
of a suite of grossly observable characteristics, using an ordinal categorical 
scoring system. The pubic symphysis is the most widely exploited, and 
preferred, of the skeletal indicators for adult age estimation (Garvin and 
Passalacqua, 2012). In this case, the morphology of the symphyseal surface in 
question is compared against a set of sex-specific criteria that represent a 
series of pre-defined phases. The case-specific age-at-death is then estimated 
from the age-range previously associated with the assigned phase (Brooks and 
Suchey 1990). Other well-known skeletal age indicators are distributed 
throughout the skeleton, and the most familiar include the auricular surfaces, 
ribs, and clavicles. They also undergo the same kind of sequential, 
degenerative alteration (in shape, size, and texture) to bone morphology with 
increasing age. They are, accordingly, subject to similar visual scoring criteria 
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and equally permit the inference of chronological age from the state of their 
observed biological features (Buckberry and Chamberlain, 2002; DiGangi et 
al, 2009; Falys et al, 2006; Hartnett, 2010; Igarashi et al, 2005; Işcan, 
1987; Işcan et al, 1984; Işcan et al, 1985; Langley-Shirley and Jantz, 2010; 
Lovejoy et al, 1985; McKern and Stewart, 1957; Merritt, 2014; Murray and 
Murray, 1991; Osborne et al, 2004; San Millán et al, 2013). These 
“macromorphoscopic” approaches are understandably popular in forensic 
casework as they are well-established in the literature of biological 
anthropology, giving the practitioner the scientific precedent needed for 
medical-legal reporting. In practice, they are also very appealing as they are 
simple to apply and place little demands on the practitioner with regards to 
equipment, space for evaluation, and statistical analysis. Yet, such bone-to-
phase matching techniques are at the same time problematic for the fact that 
they are conditional upon the range of variation captured in the comparative 
reference samples and their success in application is largely driven by the 
user. More specifically, their efficacy is dependent upon both the morphological
typicality of the skeletal elements under analysis relative to the method-
specific standards (e.g., text-based descriptions, photographs, and reference 
casts) as well as the training and experience (i.e., in source and degree) of any 
given practitioner. Accordingly, the standard indicator assessment methods are
often quite subjective: a point already well made by the body of literature on 
the problems of method and observer error in the conventional approaches to 
skeletal age estimation (Fojas et al. 2015; Hoppa 2000; Kim J et al. 2018; 
Kimmerle et al. 2008a; Kimmerle et al. 2008b; Saunders et al. 1992; 
Shirley and Ramirez Montes 2015).

The comparative nature of these methods also imposes other limitations on the
bone feature evaluation and the final prediction of age. Except for those 
techniques that adopt an explicitly component-based approach to feature 
scoring, there are no options for deriving ages from indicators with areas that 
are fragmented, damaged, or obscured. Further, the foundational methods 
focus on the analysis of a single indicator. They ignore the valuable 
information on age that may be sourced from the contribution of many, large- 
and small-scale changes to the skeleton. This single indicator approach 
places on the individual practitioner the burden of determining if and how 
multiple indicators, distributed throughout the available skeletal elements and 
scored independently, should be combined to produce a single, more inclusive 
age estimate for a given case and how to contend with instances when different
indicators yield conflicting results. This system necessarily encourages either 
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the loss of information by disregarding all other/some indicator data or the 
proliferation of ad hoc approaches to a “gestalt” age analysis, thereby 
producing estimates of age that are again practitioner dependent.

Finally, many of the prevailing methods have been developed and validated on 
only a subset of the world populations, despite the fact that 
uncharacterized skeletal cases can vary in time, space, and life history. 
Preference is typically given those groups for which skeletal reference 
materials is readily available. Forensic anthropologists must contend with 
the fact that unidentified skeletal remains rarely derive from closed 
populations, as in select mass fatality scenarios such as the American KIA 
repatriation, the New York City World Trade Center attacks (Adams and Byrd 
2008), the recent sunken ferry, Sewol, incident in South Korea and the Branch
Davidian compound recovery (Ubelaker et al, 1995), and most often represent 
unknown source populations. Forensic anthropologists also routinely engage
casework outside the geographic boundaries of North America (Djurić et al, 
2007a; Djurić et al, 2007b; Hens and Belcastro, 2012; Hens et al, 2008; 
Rissech et al, 2012; Schmitt, 2004). Even at home, practitioners in the 
United States must account for continued diversification of the American 
population-at-large in its composition, the presence of secular change, and 
shifts in the demographics of those persons who make up the present pool of 
local forensic cases (Shrestha, 2011; Frey, 2015; Taylor, 2014; Algee-Hewitt
et al, 2018; Algee-Hewitt, 2017a; Algee-Hewitt, 2017b; Hughes et al, 2017; 
Jantz and Jantz, 1999; Klales, 2016; Klepinger, 2001; Komar and Grivas, 
2008; Spradley, et al. 2008; Wescott and Jantz, 2005).

2.2. Purpose of this Project.
This project, supported by the National Institute of Justice (NIJ award 2015-
DN-BX-K013), was motivated by our belief that, despite these known 
limitations in methodology, improvement in skeletal age estimation can be 
achieved. To this point, we have argued that transformative work in age-at-
death estimation should seek, first, to identify the potential sources of error in 
the current gross-assessment methodologies and, next, to offer computational 
solutions to the prediction of chronological age. This project was developed, 
therefore, with the purpose to (1) draw upon technological innovations in semi-
to-fully-automated data capture technologies and methodologies of analysis to 
identify, ideally new and/or improved, measures of skeletal morphology that 
are highly correlated with chronological age, (2) consider the effects of bilateral
asymmetry and define its relationship to individual life-history factors, like 
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body size (weight/BMI/height) and parturition, when choosing between the left
or right age or both indicator(s), (3) account for confounding factors like 
fragmentation and sex differences at the stages of data acquisition and 
statistical inference of age, (4) produce methods that are either population-
specific, and uniquely suitable for the diverse peoples that are represented in 
contemporary casework, or invariant to such biogeographic variation, and (5) 
generate age-at-death estimates with high precision, accuracy, and 
repeatability that offer reliable forensic evidence that meet heightened 
standards of medico-legal admissibility, including reported rates of method and
observer error at all stages of analysis – from data collection to age 
computation. In order to ensure that the computational framework developed 
over the course of this project would be accessible to the forensic community, 
when broadly defined and regardless of the practitioner’s degree of osteological,
3D laser scanning, image processing, or statistical training, we sought to 
produce practical guidelines for the correct implementation of our proposed 
methodologies and a free, open-source software package for the user-friendly 
execution of our shape-based algorithms and regression equations as well as 
the reliable and repeatable (re)production of age estimates using our semi-
automated framework and built-in database of reference scans.

2.3. Research Design
In keeping with the mission of the National Institute of Justice award, to serve 
immediate forensic science needs, our research design was structured to 
deliver practical methodologies, user guidelines, computing tools and robust 
results that are rooted in sound biological and statistical theory and meet the 
complex demands of forensic anthropological casework in the current medico-
legal setting. However, in the spirit of sustainability, broader utility, and cross-
disciplinary impact, we have worked to design a project whose deliverables are 
of value to members of the forensic and biological anthropological research, 
teaching, and practitioner communities alike. Accordingly, we have developed a
data acquisition protocol (for scan settings/seg-up, editing, data exporting) that
is generally applicable to other skeletal elements and a set of computational 
tools (including our published age estimation equations, shape algorithms, and
comprehensive forAge software) that can be extended to other skeletal 
indicators, whether to assess age or to quantify the bone features shapes for 
their subsequent association with, for examples, other parameters of personal 
identity, like sex and ancestry, or different taphonomic, like pathological,  
traumatic, and destructive, conditions. We have also adopted a multi-
populational approach to our method development, such that our framework 
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has the potential to be implemented in various forensic analysis and biological 
research settings, at home or abroad, where the demographic composition of 
the cases or samples is diverse. To this point, we have pursued our data 
collection, tested our preliminary single-sex/population models, and, as 
needed, re-built our equations using samples representing males and females 
from many different groups from the Americas, Europe and Asia, representing 
such socio-geographic identifiers as Black, White, Hispanic (Spanish, Puerto-
Rican, and Mexican), Japanese, Korean and Thai. Further, we have extended 
our techniques for use on archaeological collections, validating our work with 
scans collected on the PaleoIndian sample from Windover Pond 
(https://fsu.digital.flvc.org/islandora/object/fsu%3Awindover). 

2.4. Findings, Conclusions, and Impact.
Our project has sought to respond to the present methodological limitations in 
age-at-death estimation by addressing areas of potential improvement: we 
focus, specifically on reducing subjectivity and error, when considering the 
most commonly used element in “aging the skeleton” as our test indicator. To 
this goal, we have designed a fully computational framework for adult age-at-
death estimation from the pubic symphysis. We drew upon our preliminary 
laser-scan work, first published in Slice and Algee-Hewitt (2015), which 
advanced a novel variance-based approach to inferring chronological age from
a surface sampling of the pubic symphysis face using principal component 
and regression methods. First, building upon these findings, we have offered 
methodological improvement in data acquisition by delivering (1) new three-
dimensional laser-scan data on, primarily, the pubic symphysis, but also 
including test samples of other classic age indicators (medial surface of the 
clavicle, sternal surface of the rib, and auricular surface of the os coxa), (2) 
creating the first published protocols for (a) collecting x,y,z coordinate data 
from said skeletal elements using a portable, low-cost 3D laser scan system, 
(b) editing the resulting scans for regions of interest, and (c) processing the 
numeric data for downstream visual and statistical manipulation. Second, we 
have improved data analysis and age inference by (1) refining the SAH-score 
previously reported in Slice and Algee-Hewitt (2015), (2) implementing shape-
analysis algorithms to produce two new measures, the Bending Energy (BE) 
and Ventral Curvature (VC) scores, to capture the variation in the bone surface 
as it  undergoes morphological evolution — whether through the build-up or 
break-down of bone — over the course of physiological aging, and (3) 
developing new statistical, regression-based, models for the prediction of 
chronological age-at-death that are (a) built to use each of the three shape 
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scores or two of these scores combined, and (b) applicable to diverse 
populations, including both sexes and various bio-social, geographic, and 
ancestry groups. Second, we have built a substantial database of over 1200 
pubic symphysis scans obtained on documented contemporary individuals of 
self-reported White, Black, Hispanic/Latinx in the United States, known 
individuals sampled from modern Mexican, Puerto Rican, Japanese, Thai, and
Spanish populations, and three collections of cases representing persons of 
unknown identity, one representing undocumented individuals of current 
forensic significance recovered along the US-México Border and another 
representing young, male Korean solidiers, and archaeological remains from 
the PaleoIndian site of Windover Pond. Finally, we have made publicly available
for free download a multi-platform, open-source, software package, forAge. 
Written specifically for this project, forAge allows the user to easily (1)  upload 
their own data as a simple text file of coordinate values, (2) implement our 
shape algorithms to generate the SAH, BE and VC scores, and (3) use one or a 
combination of these shape scores in regression-based analyses based on our 
reference database of pubic symphyseal scans to produce ages-at-death for 
their target samples.  

We have convincingly shown how, by exploiting coordinate data that is quickly 
and easily derived from low-cost and portable desktop scanners, it is possible 
to design a semi-automated framework under which we can estimate age-at-
death with good accuracy and without the subjectivity that accompanies a 
traditional morphoscopic assessment (Slice and Algee-Hewitt, 2015, Stoyanova
et al, 2015, Stoyanova et al, 2017, Kim et al, 2018, Stoyanova et al, 2018). The 
shape-based metrics generated by our published techniques show significant 
linear associations with chronological age, yielding moderate to highly positive 
correlation coefficients. Our regression equations provide consistent estimates
that fall within useful age intervals and allow for the quantification of method 
error, by computing, for example, RMSE, R2 and p-values statistics for model 
evaluation, agreement metrics for assessing observer error, and individual age
ranges for measuring uncertainty in case-specific analyses. Our method 
output – and more, specifically, the three shape scores – can also be used to 
reveal trends in morphological variation associated with life-history factors, 
asymmetry in bilateral indicators, and different populations of origin. As key 
project deliverables, our published papers using these scores can serve as the
foundation for recommendations on best practices related to not only 
computational age-at-death estimation using three-dimensional shape data 
but also the choice of sides (left or right or both) for feature assessment, the 
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need to include covariates, such as BMI or stature, in the age estimation 
models, and the importance of accounting for spatial, temporal, sex and 
population-specific differences in the skeletal expression of the senescent 
process when choosing among available reference samples and the statistical 
equations used in the prediction of chronological age. Finally, our extension 
work on other skeletal indicators has offered promising results, indicating, in 
particular, that our current data collection protocols and computations for 
the three published shape scores can be translated to the auricular surface 
with minimal refinement required. 

We anticipate exploiting not only this potential for advancing new work that 
follows along the trajectory of the research completed under this NIJ project, 
but also expanding the scope of our computational approach to alternative 
techniques that capitalize upon the advance in artificial intelligence and 
machine learning (AI-ML) algorithms, which have been successfully used for 
shape analysis and shape pattern recognition (Chen et al, 2016; Liang et 
al, 2017; Lim et al, 2016; Omodaka et al, 2018; Wade et al, 2017). 

This project has important implications for policy and practice in Forensic 
Anthropology as it has demonstrated the potential to transform the way that 
skeletal assessment and age determination is performed by advancing a “fully-
computational framework” for age-at-death estimation. Specifically, it brings to 
the field a more objective method for (a) documenting surface morphology of 
classic skeletal age indicators, (b) quantifying age-related changes in these 
skeletal indicators, (c) reducing method and observer-related error, and (d) 
providing robust, repeatable statistical results for chronological age-at-death in
cases distributed across the adult life-span and sourced from various 
populations. When these factors are considered together, this project provides 
a comprehensive methodology that better meets the medico-legal demands for 
standards of forensic evidence, as they have been made clear in the guidelines 
by the Scientific Working Group for Forensic Anthropology (SWGANTH 2013) 
and the National Research Council (National Research Council 2009) and 
which are applicable to forensic anthropological case analyses. Owing to its 
semi-automated and fully-computational design, this project’s methodological 
framework can be implemented by practitioners with varying kinds of expertise 
and levels of experience. With the use of the accompanying software, forAge, 
our shape and age-prediction analyses can be easily performed by any 
researcher in the absence of the actual skeletal material, with minimal 
computational resources, and without the need to personally write code for, 
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and execute, the statistical procedures. The flexible design of our methodology 
allows for the straightforward incorporation of new data from scans 
representing other populations (e.g., self-reported group identifiers, geographic 
ancestries, sexes), different temporal periods (i.e., to address secular change or 
assess forensic v. archaeological samples), paired elements (i.e., to account for 
asymmetry), and even different age-informative indicators (e.g., auricular 
surfaces, ribs, clavicles; dental wear). The forward-thinking approach to 
quantifying changes in shape computationally that underlies this project’s age 
estimation methods will permit future development, refinement, and 
expansion. This project’s work also has the potential to impact other areas of 
research, inspiring new methods for and initiating improvements to parameter 
estimation for the biological profile in Forensic Anthropology. 

3. INTRODUCTION

3.1. Statement of the Problem
Age-at-death estimation is an important component in the construction of a 
biological profile by forensic anthropologists. Yet, standard, widely-used 
methods for this tend to be subjective with varying and inconsistent results 
based on user experience and fail to meet requisite legal standards for scientific
evidence. This project sought to address these issues by developing and testing
new, objective, and computational methods for age-at-death estimation using 
laser scans of the pubic symphysis, constructing an extensive database of such
scans to better represent U. S. and global populations, and providing free 
software and training in the use of these methods.

3.2. Literature Citations and Review
The pubic symphysis (Figure 1) is the most widely used, and the most 
preferred, skeletal indicator when estimating age-at-death for adult human 
remains (Garvin and Passalacqua 2012). Standard practice requires the visual 
comparison of the bone surface morphology of the pubic symphysis against a 
set of population-specific criteria that represent a series of pre-defined phases. 
The case-specific age-at-death is estimated from the age-range previously 
associated with the assigned phase (Brooks and Suchey 1990). While this 
approach is appealing for its simplicity, the process of bone-to-phase matching 
is conditional upon the variation in the comparative samples and driven by the 
user; as such, it is methodologically subjective. The efficacy of this kind of 
approach is, therefore, dependent upon both the nature of training and 
practical experience of the practitioner as well as the morphological typicality of
the skeletal elements under analysis relative to the method-specific standards, 
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e.g., text-based descriptions, photographs, and comparative casts. The well-
known problems of method and observer error in skeletal age estimation have 
suggested an immediate and ongoing need to develop alternative tools for the 
rigorous quantification of age-related change in skeletal morphology that better
approximate true chronological age, regardless of sample source (population of 
origin or sex) and level of practitioner training or experience, and better meet 
medico-legal standards of scientific evidence (Ritz-Timme et al, 2000; Algee-
Hewitt, 2011). Moreover, as forensic anthropologists routinely engage casework
outside the geographic boundaries of the United States and as the American 
population continues to diversify in its composition, it is critical that efforts are
made to reach a clear understanding of age-related changes in under-studied 
populations and, in turn, to develop standardized methods that can be equally 
applied across biogeographic groups on a global scale.

3.3. Statement of Hypothesis or Rationale for the Research
This project (2015-DN-BX-K010) sought to address the limitations of more 
subjective methods of age-at-death estimation by:

1. Testing, extending, and developing objective, computational methods for 
age-at-death estimation.

2. Constructing a database of surface scans of the pubic symphysis which 
could be used to test and develop objective, computational methods for 
age-at-death determination and provide better representation of 
populations in the U. S. and around the world.

3. Delivering free, open-source software for the implementation of objective, 
computational methods for age-at-death determination.

The work of Slice and Algee-Hewitt (2015) demonstrated an objective method 
for age-at-death estimations based on the overall variability of the pubic 
symphysis surface. For this project, we sought to build upon this to develop a 
new method to incorporate not only the magnitude of variation in the surface of
the pubic symphysis, but also its spatial organization (the thin-plate spline or 
bending-energy method). Furthermore, experience in working with these 
methods and the source material was to be used to devise and test other 
methods resulting in work on the ventral-curvature method of age-at-death 
estimation.

Methods can, and arguably should, be developed on smaller, more 
homogeneous samples to identify effect size and eliminate controllable sources 
of extraneous variation, such as sex or ancestry. However, they must 
ultimately be examined for potential effects of such factors. In the course of 
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this research, we examined the performance of the developed methods with 
respect to a number of factors that could impinge upon their efficacy. These 
included sex, asymmetry, ancestry, user-reliability, and life-history factors 
such as stature, weight, or body-mass index.

To provide a sufficient source of data for the above research, laser scans of 
pubic symphyses were collected from forensic and medical collections 
representative of U. S. population subgroups. Similar scans were also obtained 
from collections in Japan, Thailand, and Korea. While not originally 
anticipated, it was possible to support the further extension of this database to 
include more extensive Hispanic data from the Mexico and Puerto Rico, and 
data were included from a Paleoindian collection to better understand the 
benefits and limits of the new methods.

We further took advantage of the data-collection trips oriented toward the 
scanning of pubic symphyses to collect other data for which our new methods 
might be applicable or for which new methods might be developed. This 
includes the auricular surface, the sternal end of the clavicle, and sternal 4th 
rib end.

The results of the above were disseminated through poster, presentations, and 
peer-reviewed publications, and training in the methods and software were 
provided to the community of potential end-users through workshops, 
symposia, and online resources.

4. METHODS

4.1. Data Collection
Data Collection Protocol: Laser scans of contemporary material were made using
the NEXTENGINE 3D Desktop Scanner, such that the selected os coxa was 
captured over three consecutive angles. The pubic symphysis was positioned 
within the center scan, with an offset scan to both its ventral and dorsal sides 
(Figure 1). The three resulting scans were grouped as a family, aligned, and 
fused such that a multidimensional model (i.e., a coordinate mesh with a 
photometric surface texture map) of the full bone was generated. The face of 
the pubic symphysis was then isolated within this full model and the 
surrounding areas were deleted, leaving only the trimmed surface of the pubic 
symphysis. The trimmed mesh was converted to either a Wavefront geometric 
object file (OBJ) or Polygon file (PLY) and stored in ASCII format. The data 
analyzed here are, therefore, the three-dimensional coordinates of points (x, y, 
z values) that characterize the surface of the pubic symphysis for each scanned
individual and that have been saved in a .obj (or .ply) file. The procedure, as 
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just described, was also followed to obtain coordinate data for the Suchey–
Brooks and McKern and Steward casts.

All scans were taken and manipulated using the accompanying NEXTENGINE 
software, SCAN STUDIO HD version 2.0.2 (http://www.nextengine.com/). 
Machine calibration, scanning, and editing settings were based upon the 
recommendations (help files and tutorials) available from the user-accessed 
NextWiki support center, but were optimized for this particular bone and the 
conditions of our morphometrics laboratory. A comprehensive protocol for use 
on most skeletonized remains (i.e., incorporating age features on the cranium, 
ribs, and clavicles), with different surface treatments and degrees of 
completeness (e.g., smooth, porous, fractured), and under different scanning 
environments, is in development based on previous work by Algee-Hewitt. 
These guidelines will be included in the documentation for the free software 
package that will be released upon completion of this multipart project. Figure
2 shows representative symphyseal scans spanning the age range in the data 
set used here for method development. Figure 3 shows the subsequent 
manipulation of a scan.

New Data: The new scans were retrieved from males and females representing 
part of modern and archaeological populations of North America, Japan, and 
Thailand, Mexico, and Puerto Rico. 

In the U.S., Kim spent 18 weeks at University of Tennessee collecting data from
the William M. Bass Donated Collection. Upon completing data collection at 
UTK, she visited University of New Mexico for three weeks and collected scans 
from the collection of the Maxwell Museum. Kim traveled to Japan and made 
scans of data from the collections of the Kyoto University and Jikei University. 
In Thailand, data were obtained from Chiang Mai and Khon Kaen Universities. 
Taking advantage of contacts made in the course of this work, Kim visited and 
collected data from the Ministry of National Defense Agency for KIA (Killed in 
Action) Recovery and Identification (MAKRI), Seoul, South Korea representing 
young Korean soldiers killed during the Korean War.

In Mexico, Figueroa Soto spent 2 weeks at the Universidad Nacional Autónoma 
de Mexico, School of Medicine collecting data from a skeletal collection that 
originates from bodies donated to the Medical Examiner’s Office for the sole 
purpose of medical education and research. Figueroa Soto traveled for 
approximately three weeks to the Instituto de Ciencias Forenses in San Juan, 
Puerto Rico to collect data from a skeletal collection that originates from the 
body donation program at the institute. 
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From Windover Collection at FSU that represents one of the oldest Native 
American collections in the U.S., 51 new scans of the pubic symphysis were 
collected.

The number and types of scans collected are reported in the Results section 
below.

4.2. Age-At-Death Estimation Methods
Slice-Algee-Hewitt Score (SAH)

The Slice-Algee-Hewitt score (Slice and Algee-Hewitt, 2015) is based on the 
variability of points (vertices) orthogonal to the symphyseal surface as captured
in 3D surface scans. Surface scans record the x, y, z coordinates of points on a 
surface as produced by a laser or structured-light scanner, or other means. 
Triangles (faces) are defined connecting the points so that filling in the triangle 
gives the appearance of the original surface when rendered on a computer 
screen or printer (Figure 2). The actual data are the underlying vertex 
coordinates (Figure 3b). 

A principal components analysis of the vertices using the coordinates as 
variables produces an alignment such that the first principal component aligns
with the greatest direction of variation in the coordinates, the second with the 
second greatest, and the remainder with the third (Figure 3c,d). Owing to the 
overall shape of the pubic symphysis, this aligns the antero-posterior direction 
of the symphysis with the first principal component, the dorso-ventral direction
with the second principal component. The third represents variability 
orthogonal to the first two, which in this case coincides with surface variability.
The eigenvalue, a measure of variance, associated with this third principal 
component is the SAH score. Slice and Algee-Hewitt (2015) showed this score 
to be an objective and reasonable predictor of known age: p-value = 0.0147, R-
squared = 0.1432, RMSE = 17.15 years (Figure 4). Enhanced samples in later 
publications improved this result.

Bending Energy (BE)

The Bending Energy measure utilizes the thin-plate splines algorithm that 
models the bending of an infinitely flat plate to match another surface and 
measures the minimum energy required for the transformation (Bookstein, 
1989). It was introduced as an alternative to the SAH-Score due to the fact that
it takes into account the special structure of the data. For instance, the two 
structures illustrated in Figure 5 would produce the same SAH-Scores but the 
left one will be associated with a higher Bending Energy value. The 
implementation of the algorithm requires standardizing the size and position of
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the scans. The scans are standardized to be of uniform length and the width 
and depth for each scan are scaled accordingly to preserve the aspect ratio. The
scans are also rotated by the use of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) so 
that the length, width and depth of the scans are aligned along the x, y and z 
axes respectively. Unlike the SAH-Score, which uses all surface vertices, the BE
algorithm requires the selection of equidistant vertices on the scan surface as 
shown in Figure 6. Similar to the SAH-Score high BE values are associated 
with younger individuals for whom the symphyseal surface is covered by deep 
furrows and ridges and lower BE values are typical for older individuals. 
Stoyanova et al. (2015) first introduced the BE measure in a study based on 44
scans from White males. The results showed that the measure is associated 
with the age-at-death (Figure 7) and reported a p-value = 0.0002, R-squared = 
0.2270, and RMSE = 18.6183 years. 

Ventral Curvature (VC)

Both the SAH-Score and BE capture age-related shape changes that occur on 
the symphyseal surface. In addition, changes also occur on the outline of the 
pubic symphysis. Stoyanova et al. (2017) introduced a new measure that 
focused on the ventral margin of the pubic symphysis. This new shape score, 
Ventral Curvature, measures the curvature of the ventral margin. The study 
shows that lower curvature values are associated with younger ages while more
curved margins are observed in older individuals (Figure 8). Overall, the VC 
measure does not outperform either of the SAH or BE scores (Figure 9) but 
when combined in multiple regression models with the surface measures it 
contributed to the accuracy of age estimation. 

5. RESULTS

5.1. Statement of the Results
New Data: The new scans were retrieved from males and females representing 
part of modern and archaeological populations of North America, Japan, and 
Thailand.

From the William M. Bass Donated Collection at the University of Tennessee, 
Knoxville, 273 new scans, including 146 pubic symphysis scans, 49 auricular 
surface scans, 48 clavicle scans, and 30 rib scans were collected. From the 
University of New Mexico 215 new scans, including 178 pubic symphysis 
scans, 19 auricular surface scans, 13 clavicle scans, and five rib scans were 
collected. In Japan, 200 new scans of the pubic symphysis were collected from 
Kyoto University and 153 new scans from the pubic symphysis from Jikei 
University.
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In Thailand, 145 new scans, including 135 pubic symphysis scans and 10 
auricular surface scans were collected from Chiang Mai University and 193 
new scans, including 179 pubic symphysis scans and 14 auricular surface 
scans, were collected from Khon Kaen University.

From Korea, 24 new scans, including 10 pubic symphysis scans and 14 
auricular surface scans from the MAKRI Collection representing young Korean 
soldiers killed during the Korean War were collected.

From Mexico, 43 new scans of the pubic symphysis (8 females, 20 males) were 
collected at the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de Mexico, School of Medicine. 
From the Instituto de Ciencias Forenses in San Juan, Puerto Rico, 137 new 
scans of the pubic symphysis (8 females, 61 males) were collected.

From Windover Collection at FSU that represents one of the oldest native 
American collections in the U.S., 51 new scans of the pubic symphysis were 
collected. 

The number, type, and source of new data collected for the database of laser 
scans collected in the course of this project are summarized in Table 1 below.

Method Comparison

The three shape measures developed by our lab capture unique age-related 
characteristic on the shape of the pubic symphysis. The SAH-Score and BE 
both capture the transitioning of the surface from being covered by furrows 
and ridges to becoming more flat with age. The VC measure captures the 
transition of the ventral margin to a more curved shape. All three measures are
associated with the age of the individual. The models presented in Stoyanova et
al. (2017) report p-value = 1.6×10−14 , R-squared value = 0.4786, and RMSE = 
14.1511 years for the SAH-Score; p-value = 4.7×10−9 , R-squared value = 
0.3151, and RMSE = 16.3831 years for the BE; and p-value = 7.6×10−7 , R-
squared value = 0.2365 and RMSE = 16.5457 for the VC measure. Since the 
SAH-Score and the BE both measure the surface of the scan they capture some
of the same information. However, the VC measure captures unique outline 
features and therefore it can be combined with each of the surface measures 
for an improved multi-variate model. The results from the multivariate 
regression models are p-value = 6.0×10−15  , adjusted R-squared = 0.5178, 
and RMSE = 13.6830 years when VC is combined with SAH; and p-value =

1.3×10−11 , adjusted R-squared = 0.4267, and RMSE = 15.0704 years when 
combined with the BE. 

Software
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We have developed an open-source, multi-platform program, forAge, that 
allows scientist to use our age-estimation methods. The program takes a PLY 
file as input from the user. It then implements all pre-processing steps 
including the scaling and PCA rotation of the scans. It generates the grids used
by the BE and VC methods and calculates the three shape measure, SAH, BE 
and VC. The program also calculates 5 age-estimates for each scan based on 
the models proposed in Stoyanova et al. (2017). The age-estimates are 
calculated from the use of the three shape measure in univariate models and 
two multivariate models that combine each of the SAH-Score and BE with the 
VC. An example of sample output from the program is shown in Figure 10. The 
program is available for download from http://morphlab.sc.fsu.edu/.

Reliability

In Stoyanova et al. (2015), we showed the increased repeatability of the five 
computational methods based on the three shape measures through a single 
(intra) observer error test. However, we did not fully and systematically 
substantiate the methods’ performance and reliability at the level of multiple 
observers with different training backgrounds and/or different experience 
levels. In response to this concern, we investigated the intra-scan variability 
and within- and between observer reliability in initial scan data capturing and 
editing using 3D laser scans of the Suchey–Brooks pubic symphysis casts. For 
this study, the upper and lower stages of each of the six Suchey-Brooks phases
were scanned three times by a single observer (n = 36). 

Five observers with various training background and experience levels 
independently edited the triplicate set of scans over three consecutive trials. Of 
the five, three are biological anthropologists and represent a senior 
researcher/the developer of the scan editing protocol (Observer 1), a newly-
graduated Ph.D. (Observer 3), and an advanced graduate student/forensic 
investigator (Observer 4). All three had received training in skeletal biology/age 
estimation and have practiced the computational methods prior to this study. 
Observer 2 is a computational scientist and the developer of the computational 
methods and accompanying software, forAge, with some knowledge in osteology
and pubic symphyseal scan editing experience. Later in the study, the fifth 
observer, an undergraduate student with limited knowledge in age estimation 
using skeletal remains, was introduced. Observer 5 was blinded to the study’s 
purpose and provided with only minimal instruction on scan editing via online 
texts. From each of the edited scans, shape measures and final age estimates 
were obtained and these values were subjected to a calculation of intraclass 
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correlation coefficients (ICC) which was employed as a measure of observer 
agreement among various scans. 

In addition, we simulated two extra editing situations where the practitioner 
misidentifies age-related traits due to unfamiliarity with the scan editing 
protocol and/or inexperience with skeletal biology. These conditions specifically
address following two questions regarding scan editing; (i) how far one should 
delete the margin around the symphyseal face for the scan to be useful for age 
estimation (i.e. 2mm vs. 4mm vs. 1cm); and (ii) whether one should include or 
exclude the pubic tubercle, an age-informative trait that sometimes extends to 
the symphyseal face making it difficult to identify the exact border when editing
raw scans. As for the second concern, we hypothesized that either inclusion or 
exclusion of the pubic tubercle will influence the VC value as the feature 
protrudes ventrally. The pairwise t-test was conducted to evaluate the mean 
difference in age estimates derived from properly edited scans vs. those 
improperly edited on purpose. 

Our results show that (i) five observers with various training background and 
experience levels edited the scans consistently for all three trials and the 
derived shape measures and age estimates were in excellent agreement among 
observers (0.76 <ICC < 0.86 without Observer 5, 0.60 <ICC > 0.75 with 
Observer 5), and (ii) the computational methods are robust to a measured 
degree of scan trimming error. This more complex observer error study not only
corroborates the results of the single observer error study presented in 
Stoyanova et al. (2015), but also supports the application of computational 
methods to 3D laser scanned images for reliable age-at-death estimation, with 
reduced subjectivity.

Asymmetry

Each person has two pubic symphyseal surfaces, left and right, that follow 
similar patterns of aging but are not identical. Within-individual asymmetry is 
an important factor in age-at-death estimation. Traditional techniques put 
emphasis on studying left surfaces but it is important to evaluate the effect of 
asymmetry on our computational methods. We performed a study based on 88 
White males for whom both the left and right symphyseal surfaces were 
scanned. In Stoyanonva et al. (2018), we present results that show that the 
computational algorithms are not sensitive to the within-individual asymmetry.
Neither side produced consistently better (or worse) results. Each individual’s 
level of asymmetry was defined as the difference in years between the left and 
right estimates. The asymmetry values were then regressed against the 
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individuals’ weight, height, body-mass index and advanced age as a way to 
explain the higher asymmetry observed for some individuals. None of the four 
factors was associated with the level of asymmetry. Our findings indicate that 
scientists can with the same level of confidence generate an age-estimate using 
either of the left or right sides which is useful in situations when one side is 
missing or damaged. Further, the lack of sensitivity of the methods to 
individuals’ life-history factors would allow investigators to rely on the age-
estimates when there is no other known information about the person in 
question. 

6. CONCLUSION

6.1. Discussion of Findings
This project, MODELING SURFACE MORPHOLOGY OF THE PUBIC 
SYMPHYSIS, has sought to advance both the theory and method of Forensic 
Anthropology by developing objective, fully-computational methods for the 
estimation of age-at death from the adult skeleton. Indicators of age that are 
known to undergo degenerative changes (as bone build up and break down) 
with advancing time, are widely used to estimate chronological age-at-death 
from skeletal remains recovered in medico-legal contexts. In conventional 
practice, involving the gross morphological assessment of the bone feature or 
surface, the indicator is visually compared against some set of criteria, a 
corresponding score or phase is assigned, and age-at-death is estimated from 
the age-range associated with the chosen phase. While appealing for its ease of 
application – as it permits straightforward explanation, uses limited laboratory 
equipment (casts or images or text descriptions of exemplar phases), and 
requires no mathematical computations, this morphoscopic process of bone-to-
phase matching is prone to methodological subjectivity and disagreement 
among observers, which together introduce estimation error. We have argued 
that there is both great need and untapped potential for developing alternative 
tools for the quantification of age-related change in skeletal morphology that (1)
better approximate true chronological age, regardless of the individual case 
characteristics and the nature if the forensic practitioner’s experience, and (2) 
better meet current expectations for standards of evidence in the medico-legal 
casework context. 

We have proposed, therefore, a novel approach to age estimation that uses 
laser-scan-derived, three-dimensional coordinate data to quantify the shape of 
the skeletal element or its feature(s), in order to capture the senescent changes 
in morphology occurring over the adult lifespan with reduced error, high 
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precision, accuracy and repeatability, and low requirements for training or 
experience. We have developed a comprehensive framework for age indicator 
analysis and the prediction of age that provides robust estimates of 
chronological age by bringing the morphometric, mathematical, and 
programming strengths of scientific computing to bear on the skeletal 
indicators routinely used in the macromorphoscopic determination of age. 
Building upon the success of our preliminary work (Slice and Algee-Hewitt, 
2015), we have developed new and refined our prior methodologies for inferring
age from the pubic symphysis, and we have expanded our coverage of variation
in this skeletal element, including both sexes, sampling from the full range of 
adult ages, and applying our techniques on data we collected on many different
biosocial and biogeographic populations. Specifically, we have implemented 
three shape algorithms that produce novel age-related measures useful for 
regression-based estimation. We have delivered (1) a revised version of the 
SAH-score method that captures the variance on the symphyseal face to 
quantify the gradual flattening of the surface associated with aging (Slice & 
Algee-Hewitt, 2015), (2) a Bending Energy (BE) method that uses thin-plate 
splines techniques to determine the bending energy required for transforming a
perfectly flat, infinitely thin plate to match the surface of a pubic symphysis 
scan in order to quantify surface variance (Stoyanova et al., 2015), and (3) a 
Ventral Curvature (VC) method that quantifies the progressive formation of a 
rim around the entire symphyseal surface and its later erosion (Stoyanova et 
al., 2017). We have collected laser scan data on multiple age indicators from ≈ 
1200 modern skeletons of reported American Black, Hispanic, and White, 
Mexican, Puerto Rican, Spanish, Japanese, Korean, and Thai identity. These 
data were used to build the foundation for our computational framework by, 
first, setting standards for shape analysis and, second, to build regression 
models for age prediction from the shape measures. To these goals, we have 
completed work on, for example, (a) grid density and surface sampling 
resolution, (b) indicator partitioning schemes for fragmentary remains, (c) 
outline, 2D Fourier, wavelet parameterization, regression and Bayesian 
analyses, (d) the effects of sample sex, population diversity, asymmetry, and 
life-history factors on estimation, (f) rates and patterns of observer error, (g) 
application of our methods to the auricular surface as an alternative pelvic age 
indicator, (h) comparison of our results against those derived by traditional 
skeletal aging methods and the more recent technique of transition analysis, 
and (7) released free, downloadable, stand-alone software, forAge, that 
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facilitates our methods and permits the addition of new scans and age 
distribution data to build databases of reference samples and age priors. 

We have demonstrated how it is possible to overcome the high subjectivity and 
error associated with traditional approaches to adult age at death estimation - -
from the skeleton  – typically, the macroscopic assessment of the pubic 
symphysis, the association of this indicator with a phase or score for which an 
age point estimate/ internal has been predefined – by developing a full 
computational, semi-automated framework that enables the objective and 
mathematically robust assessment of true chronological age in forensic 
anthropological case contexts. By focusing on the changes observed in the 
shape of the symphyseal surface and the curvature of ventral margin of the 
pubic symphysis, we have shown how we can build multivariate regression 
models (with root mean square errors between 13.7 and 16.5 years) that - - -
produce objective, accurate and precise age at-death estimates (Stoyanova et -
al, 2017). These estimates are just as good as, if not better than, results 
obtained with the conventional gold-standard methods, while they have the 
special advantage of being grounded in accepted mathematical theory and 
robust statistical practice. Further, we have established how our methodologies
have several features desirable to forensic casework and important for meeting 
evolving evidentiary standards: they (1) permit quantifiable error at the level of 
the technique and observer, (2) allow for the more reliable application of an age
estimation technique when the practitioner’s expertise is low, (3) offer 
straightforward repeatability and validation testing given their scan and 
algorithmic-driven design, and (4) provide the ability to incorporate new 
samples and perform independent analyses using the open-source, method-
specific software, forAge.

In order to advocate for the reliable use of this project’s framework for age 
estimation  in actual forensic applications, we expanded upon the single 
observer error test reported in Stoyanova et al (2015). In this study, we sought 
to quantify the possible error that may occur during the initial process of scan-
data capturing and scan editing, especially considering these effects for 
multiple observers with various experience levels and training backgrounds. 
We demonstrated that observer error is low: the scans are consistently edited 
and highly congruent, reliable, and accurate with respect to age estimates 
produced using a set of test scans and applying our computational methods via
the software package, forAge. These results show that the computational 
methods and the use of scan data can alleviate the concern of subjectivity that 
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is known to be associated with the visual assessment of age-related skeletal 
features (Kim et al, 2018). As age alone does not account for all the variation 
observed in the pubic symphysis, and presumably other skeletal indicators 
used in aging, and individual factors (like sex, population, and lifestyle) may 
affect the rate at which the pubic symphysis ages and, in turn, its 
morphological expression, we sought to address some of the confounding 
factors to estimation associated with the unique characteristics of a given case 
and not the technical application of the method. We pursued, therefore, studies
of sex and population differences as well as tests of asymmetry. Our 
preliminary studies of sex and populations suggested that while pooled sample 
analyses using mismatched reference samples yield reasonably good estimates,
even better results can be obtained when group-specific equations are built, 
differentiation the analysis of, for example, males and females, and Puerto 
Rican and American White (Figueroa Soto, forthcoming – human biology 
paper). Our asymmetry analysis indicated that this project’s computational, 
shape-based techniques are largely robust to bilateral deviations in shape. For 
those cases with high asymmetric pubic symphyses, we found that the 
differences in the final age estimates produced with our methods were not 
associated with such factors as advanced age, weight or stature. These results 
are important for forensic casework practice as they confirm for this bilateral 
indicator how our computational framework can be equally applied to either 
side (left or right) in unknown case contexts, when no life-history information is
available (Stoyanova et al, 2018).

6.2. Discussion of Implications for Policy and Practice
We have provided a novel semi-automated toolkit that does not depend fully on
the user, but is instead computationally driven, which allows for the direct 
quantification of error and the probabilistic estimation of age. Our methods are
transformative to how age-at-death estimation can be approached in forensic 
casework contexts by demonstrating the potential of such a fully-
computational framework to producing highly reliable individual estimates of 
age that meet medico-legal standards of evidence. At the same time this 
research makes significant contributions to understating age-related changes 
in skeletal indicator morphology across different peoples who vary widely in 
their life-histories, given the kind and breadth of data exploited and diversity in
the samples used in our analyses. In addition to advancing new methodological
system, we have also contributed to the field a wealth of new information 
available for future research. Our project data consists of the raw laser scans of
several skeletal elements (including the pubic symphysis, auricular surface, 
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and rib ends) that are a priori known to be informative of age and, so, have 
served as the basis for many of the classic age assignment techniques. It also 
includes the 3D (x,y,z) coordinates extracted from these laser scans. We have 
also produced the first comprehensive data set of age estimates obtained by 
applying the standard (pelvic, rib, clavicle) methods, transition analysis, and 
our fully computational approach to the same laser scanned cases.  Our 
sample is, to our knowledge, unprecedented, given its size and biogeographic 
diversity: while we sought to cover the breadth of variation in the major 
American groups, given the emphasis on forensic casework standards and 
methods in the United States, we also prioritized data collection on Latino and 
Asian populations, recognizing that their patterns and rates of senescence are 
poorly known, they are the largest and fastest growing minority groups in the 
U.S., and they represent the majority of the undocumented [im]migrants in 
forensic casework. 

Although scanners are increasingly affordable, easily run, and widely used in 
many fields of biological sciences, including anthropology, they have received 
limited attention for bone surface modeling and no such data has been 
previously acquired for age-estimation. We believe that our study has 
demonstrated the merit of embracing these technological advances as new 
standards and, in turn, the potential of effecting positive change to 
conventional forensic anthropological protocol. Our work can serve as 
justification for not only incorporating laser-scan-based, semi-automated and 
fully computational methodologies into forensic practice, but also for 
demanding a new baseline for standards of evidence. Specifically, it can inform 
procedures for documenting skeletal indicators of age, producing chronological 
age estimates, and preserving and sharing data, results, and the mathematics, 
algorithms and programming code that underlie the implementation of the 
proposed computational methods. Laser scanning has several advantages for 
forensic practice, as is enables accurate measurement, eliminates contact with 
the specimen, simplifies data sharing, permits virtual modeling and 
reconstruction, and offers digital solution to the long-term archiving of 
casework remains. The nature of the scan-derived data and the open-source 
design of our software (with free access to the methods included therein), gives 
researchers the flexibility to develop new computational shape-analysis 
methods. Such numerical analysis has notable value as it permits fast big data
processing, codifies techniques, and improves accuracy in estimation. It also 
has the ability to statistically account for case characteristics that may 
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otherwise confound estimation just as it has the important flexibility to allow 
for its tailoring to different forensic contexts.

6.3. Discussion of Future Work
This project has laid the foundation for various lines of future research. First, 
our preliminary testing suggests that there is great promise in continuing to 
refine our current computational shape algorithms. We will, therefore, test 
various modifications to our framework on the skeletal samples that we have 
already collected, with a focus on the understudied Asian populations. Second,
we will expand the scope of variables tested for life history effects and 
investigate the benefit of including any of factors as covariates in our prediction
models. Third, we will use our currently available pubic symphysis data to 
assess in greater depth the accuracy of age estimation from fragmentary 
remains and develop a computational solution for handling missing scan data. 
To achieve this goal, we will artificially generate fragmentary scans by deleting 
sections of the full scans. We will aim to assess the percentage of missing 
information allowed, as well as any particular areas that need to be present, for
reliable and accurate age estimation. We will then develop algorithms that 
either impute the coordinate data for the missing regions, thereby, 
reconstructing the element, or estimate age in the presence of these lacunae. 
Fourth, we will investigate the applicability of our current algorithms with 
other skeletal indicators of adult age, distributed throughout the entire 
skeleton. By extension, we will generate new predictive models for these 
additional indicators, just as we will develop new regression equations for 
other sampled populations. Fifth, we intend to expand upon our current 
reference sample by building a free-access, online database of scan data that 
covers the range of spatial, temporal and bio-social group variation that we 
might expect to encounter in forensic casework at present and in the future. 
Finally, we plan to test the applicability of machine learning methods, like 
deep neural networks, for improved inference (Chen et al, 2016; Liang et al, 
2017; Lim et al, 2016; Omodaka et al, 2018; Wade et al, 2017). We posit that, 
in finding data correlations that evade human intuition, we can produce 
models that give age-range and point-estimate predictions superior to any of 
the classic statistical methods. This machine learning approach has, therefore, 
the potential to further decrease the estimation error in age estimation and to 
better capture more nuanced morphological differences across a wide variety of
skeletal indicators. Recent publications implementing this analytical approach 
have shown encouraging results for skeletal age estimation, albeit not using 
laser-scan data or adopting a fully-computational framework of analysis (Buk 
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et al, 2012; Corsini et al, 2005; Navega et al, 2017). However, preliminary 
research by Algee-Hewitt and Kim (presented at the Wenner-Gren Workshop) 
has demonstrated, with neural networks how the laser scan and our shape 
algorithm data obtained for our age estimation project can be used to infer 
population of origin, as proportions of continental ancestry. This novel work 
supports not only the value of investigating this and other AI-ML approaches 
but the possibility of revealing other information on personal identity from 
coordinate data on the pubic symphysis as well as other classic skeletal 
features.
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6.4. Tables

COLLECTION LOCATION pubic
symphysis

(ps)

Ind.
(ps)

auricular
surface (as)

Ind. (as) clavicular
end (ce)

Ind. (ce) sternal 4th
rib end (s4r)

Ind.
(s4r)

SCAN
TOTAL

William M. Bass 
Donated 
Collection

UTK 146 73 49 26 48 26 30 17 273

Maxwell Museum
Collection

University of New 
Mexico

178 95 19 10 13 7 5 3 215

Windover Tallahassee, FL 51 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 51

Kyoto University Khoto, Japan 200 136 0 0 0 0 0 0 200

Jikei University Tokyo, Japan 153 151 0 0 0 0 0 0 153

MAKRI Seoul, South 
Korea

10 9 14 14 0 0 0 0 24

Chiang Mai 
University

Chiang Mai, 
Thailand

135 135 10 10 0 0 0 0 145

Khon Kaen 
University

Khon Kaen, 
Thailand

179 169 14 14 0 0 0 0 193

Universidad 
Nacional 
Autónoma de 
Mexico

Mexico City, 
Mexico

43 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 43

Instituto de 
Ciencias 
Forenses

San Juan, Puerto 
Rico

137 69 0 0 0 0 0 0 137

SCAN TOTAL 1232 858 106 74 61 33 35 20 1281
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Figure 1: Pubic symphysis anatomical location (left) and mounted for scanning (right). Drawing 
(left) from https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Symphysis_Pubis.png.
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Figure 2: Age-related variation in symphyseal surface. Age in years shown below scan.
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Figure 3: When rendered (see Figure 2) surfaces appear smooth. They are, in fact, 
shaded triangles formed by vertices (a). The vertices of these triangles (b) are the raw 
data obtained by the scanner and subject of analytical methods for age determination. 
For the SAH method (see text) the vertex coordinates are subject to a principle 
components analysis. The first two PCs (c) correspond roughly to the superior-inferior 
axis (PC1) of the surface and the dorso-ventral axis (PC2).The third PC (d) encodes 
variation in the symphyseal surface exploited by the SAH method.
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Figure 4: Association between SAH score (x-axis) and age (y-axis). See text for details. 
Figure from Slice and Algee-Hewitt (2015).
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Figure 5: Different surface variation leading to identical SAH scores. See text for details. Figure from Stoyanova et 
al. (2015).
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Figure 6: Regular grid generated for symphyseal surface aligned to spatial principle components. Interior points 
(black) are projected onto the surface. The parameters for the distortion of a thin-plate in the x-y plane to match the 
heights of these points is computed and the net bending energy of that distortion used as a measure for age-
association analysis. Figure from Stoyanova et al. (2015).
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Figure 7: Association of log(age) and log(BE) from the Thin-Plate Spline/Bending Energy method. Left shows 
association for all data. Lines connect pairs of Suchey-Brooks surface scans. Right shows association when age 
is restricted to <50. Figure from Stoyanova et al. (2015).
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Figure 8: Association of age with ventral curvature (VC) exploited for age-at-death 
prediction. Ages represented (left to right): 25, 36, 85. Figure from Stoyanova et al. 
(2017).
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Figure 9: Association of log(age) with log(VC). Gray symbols show connected pairs of 
Suchey-Brooks casts - phase indicated above connecting line. Black symbols show 
McKern and Stewart casts. Figure from Stoyanova et al. (2017).
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Figure 10: forAge: software for age-at-death estimation implementing methods developed in the course of this research. 
Left: output window showing estimates for SAH, BE, VC, and multiple regression of age onto SAH+VC and BE+VC. 
Right: display window showing symphyseal surface, BE grid points, and VC edge points (dense points along top).
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DISSEMINATION OF RESEARCH FINDINGS

WORKSHOPS/SYMPOSIA

2018 Stanford Workshop

TITLE:  New Methods in Skeletal Age Estimation for Diverse Populations (Gr. 
CONF-772)

ORGANIZERS: Bridget F.B. Algee-Hewitt and Jieun Kim

LOCATION: Stanford University and Live-Streamed via Webcasting

DATE: August 5-11, 2018. Public Talks on August 6&7, 2018; Participant 
Discussions on August 8-10, 2018.

SPONSORS: Wenner-Gren Foundation; Center for Comparative Studies in Race 
and Ethnicity, Center for Spatial and Textual Analysis, Center for Latin American
Studies, Humanities Center, and the Office of the Dean of Research at Stanford 
University.

PUBLICATIONS: Commitment with Elsevier to produce a volume, entitled, Re-
modeling Forensic Skeletal Age: Estimation, Evidence and Research, edited by 
Bridget Algee-Hewitt and Jieun Kim; Publication deadline of January 2020.

Workshop Summary: 

The reliable estimation of age-at-death and age-of-the living from the human 
skeleton is of fundamental importance. It contributes to the study of 
morphological variation and the senescent process in modern population biology.
As such, skeletal development and degeneration has implications that reach into
the anatomical and medical fields as we, as skeletal biologists, can grapple with 
the effects of genetics, environment and individual lifestyle factors on bone 
density, rates of fracture healing, and atypical skeletal expression. Estimating 
age is important among the personal identity parameters that are used in 
medico-legal case identification in forensic anthropology, as we seek to provide 
law enforcement, medical examiner, and non-governmental agencies with the 
information that can help to link the unknown individual with the named 
person. In these circumstances, the anthropologist, working in the service of 
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humanitarian aid and social justice, estimates skeletal age to assist in missing 
person, asylum seeker, and undocumented death cases. Finally, age-at-death is 
fundamental to the paleodemographic reconstruction of mortality profiles for 
skeletal assemblages in bioarcheology, allowing us to bring a better 
understanding of the life and death of past peoples. Despite the importance of 
knowing about skeletal “age” and “aging”, achieving accurate, precise, and 
repeatable estimation continues to be a challenge. Several acknowledged but 
unresolved theoretical and methodological problems continue to actively 
constrain the optimal inference of skeletal age for both juveniles and adults. 

Our week-long workshop, New Methods in Skeletal Age Estimation for Diverse 
Populations, was supported by the Wenner-Gren Foundation, two co-sponsoring 
entities, the Center for Spatial and Textual Analysis (CESTA) and the Center for 
Comparative Studies in Race and Ethnicity (CCSRE), and other contributors at 
Stanford University, including the Center for Latin American Studies (CLAS), the 
Humanities Center, and the Dean of Research. This workshop was motivated by 
the challenges and importance that age estimation holds in not only the 
traditional field of physical anthropology but also in the new biological 
anthropology – as we seek out innovative research that supports collaboration 
and crosses disciplinary, theoretical and methodological barriers. We had the 
pleasure to invite an esteemed panel of experts in the field of age estimation to 
participate in the Workshop at Stanford University. Together, we participated in 
an intensive period of discussion, debate, and even some critical resolution on 
age estimation practice in the context of forensic casework, modern skeletal 
research, and the determination of age distributions for diverse populations. 

We identified, and we believe successfully realized, three specific aims over the 
course of this workshop. First, as a broadly experienced community of 
participants, it was our goal to more fully articulate our current areas of need. 
Some of which included identifying alternative age-informative traits and new 
data collection resources, implementing more sophisticated computational 
techniques, developing models that are more satisfying, statistically, and 
accessible, practically, obtaining more comprehensive data for diverse 
populations that better reflect the true range of variation in aging, advancing 
methods that deliver more realistic mortality profiles for understudied 
populations, and finally, for the forensic sciences, producing better individual 
estimates of age and accounting for the evolving evidentiary standards in 
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casework. Second, it was our hope that this workshop would provide a forum to 
discuss the future of age estimation. The semi-public talks delivered over the 
first two days represented the innovations in scholarship and the critical re-
appraisals of the state-of-the-art of age estimation that are necessary to moving 
the field forward. Third, the workshop was designed with the aim of motivating 
the participants, as young thinkers or leaders in the field, and pioneers in their 
areas of research specialty, to create a set of recommendations on age estimation
that defines this future pathway for theory, method, and practice. 

We believe, owing to a community of varied thinkers, the workshop group was 
able to bridge the long acknowledged disconnect between academic and applied 
work. Articulating our shared – same but different – experiences, we gained fresh
insight into how we can modify our computational methods and biological theory
to better the anthropologist’s aid to the acute needs of changing demographics, 
humanitarian crises and disaster response. In their keynote talks, Lyle 
Konigsberg spoke on methods and models for age estimation and Eugenia Cunha
delivered practical guidelines for the routine practice in Forensic Anthropology, 
with an emphasis on some of the challenges particular to practice in Europe.  
These two talks together embodied the spirit of this workshop as they linked for 
us both theory and practice. All Monday and Tuesday talks were open to the 
Stanford/public community as well as invited “virtual” guests, as we live-
streamed the talks, questions and discussion periods. 

The two-day series of public presentations and keynote talks coupled with the 
three days of intimate and intensive debate among workshop participants 
generated a wealth of information for our collaborative volume, entitled Re-
modeling Forensic Skeletal Age: Estimation, Evidence and Research, edited by 
Bridget Algee-Hewitt and Jieun Kim. There are limited texts directed at both the 
researcher and practitioner for age estimation in forensic contexts. Collectively 
this book is formatted in an innovative manner, presenting highly targeted, hotly
debated and critical topics inspired from major knowledge gaps in the field and 
written for a global perspective by leading, international experts. We present a 
multidisciplinary approach for age estimation which incorporates 
groundbreaking research in the fields of data science, systems engineering, 
forensic anthropology and advanced imaging, which aims to bridge the gap 
between research, academia and practice. This approach is made accessible by 
the provision of an end-to-end example from data acquisition, statistical 
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modelling and interpretation using a GUI, as a demonstration for best practice. 
We provide an introduction, conceptional understanding and taxonomy of 
statistical frameworks and computational approaches, including the Bayesian 
paradigm and machine learning techniques for age estimation. We will discuss 
core concepts in age estimation, key terminology and challenge how we ask 
questions and generate sound models which can be translated into forensic 
reports and expert testimony. We provide a step-wise approach and series of 
recommendations of best practice for data acquisition, considerations in 
sampling, exploratory data analysis, visualization and sources of error for 
appropriate and reproducible research design. Specifically, we try to understand 
the fundamental biological processes of growth and senescence and the impact 
of different factors for age estimation and discuss the viability of skeletal and 
dental indicators using micro/macroscopic techniques. This book provides 
examples, theory and guidance to develop models for age estimation and discuss 
the impact of population-specific and universal approaches. We provide 
paradigms for the evidentiary statement and we identify from our collective 
experience key communication considerations for the presentation of an age 
estimate for research and the forensic anthropologist. We are confident that this 
book – emerging directedly out of the present workshop – will not only offer a 
window into exciting, high-level research but also provide a codified set of best 
practice recommendations made by experts whose knowledge cuts widely across 
the discipline of biological anthropology, as broadly defined. This workshop 
product will set the seed for initiating change within the field of skeletal age 
estimation. 

Workshop Participants and Institutional Addresses: 

Bridget F.B. Algee-Hewitt, Center for Comparative Studies in Race and Ethnicity,
Stanford University, CA. 

Guillermo Bravo Morante, Laboratory of Anthropology, University of Granada, 
Spain.

Hugo Cardoso, Department of Archaeology, Simon Fraser University, Canada.

Louise Corron, Department of Anthropology, University of Nevada – Reno, NV.
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Eugenia Cunha, Laboratory of Forensic Anthropology, Centre For Functional 
Ecology, Department of Life Sciences, University of Coimbra, Portugal.

Cristina Figueroa Soto, Office of The Medical Examiner, Waukesha County, WI. 

Susan R. Frankenberg, Department of Anthropology, University of Illinois At 
Urbana-Champaign, IL. 

Michael Holton Price, Santa Fe Institute, Santa Fe, NM. 

Jieun Kim, Department of Scientific Computing, Florida State University, 
Tallahassee, FL. 

Lyle W. Konigsberg, Department of Anthropology, University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign, IL. 

Nicolene Lottering, Adelaide Medical School, University of Adelaide, Australia.

Marta San-Millan, University School of Health and Sport, University of Girona, 
Spain.

George R. Milner, Department of Anthropology, Pennsylvania State University, 
PA. 

Stephan Naji, Department of Anthropology, New York University, NY. 
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Chiara Villa, Department of Forensic Medicine, University of Copenhagen, 
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Regular Workshop Talks (with coauthors)

Introduction to Age Estimation. Bridget F.B. Algee-Hewitt

Predicting Age-At-Death From The Shape Of The Human Pubic Symphysis By 
Bandpass Filtering Of Bending Energy. Guillermo Bravo Morante, Fred 
Bookstein, Katrin Schaefer, Dennis Slice, Immaculate German Aguilera & Miguel
Botella López.
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Population Variability In Age-At-Death Estimation For Modern Populations In Latin 
America Through The Use Of 3d Laser Scans Of The Pubic Symphysis. Cristina 
Figueroa Soto, Jieun Kim, Detelina Stoyanova. Dennis E. Slice & Bridget F.B. 
Algee-Hewitt.

Acetabular Aging: New Approaches. Marta San Millan, Carme Rissech & Daniel 
Turbón.

Standardized Cad Approaches To Refine Standards For Age Estimation In 
Australia Using Thin-Slice Msct: Strengths And Challenges Of Clinical And Post-
Mortem Acquisition. Nicolene Lottering.

Going Back To The Basics In Juvenile Age Estimation. Hugo Cardoso.

Exploring The Variation In Growth And Development And Its Impact On Subadult 
Age Estimation: Variables, Samples, And Models. Kyra Stull, Louise Corron & 
Michael Price.

Introducing Yada: An Open Source R Package For Demographic Analysis. Michael 
Holton Price.

Are You A Lumper Or A Splitter? Establishing Age-At-Death Estimation Standards 
For Two Geographically Distanced Asian Populations. Jieun Kim & Bridget F.B. 
Algee-Hewitt.

Bayesian Cementochronology...Let's Try It! Stephan Naji

Adult Skeletal Age Estimation: Dismal Results, Ensuing Misconceptions, But A 
Promising Future. George R Milner, Jesper L Boldsen, Stephen D Ousley, Sara M 
Getz, Svenja Weise & Peter Tarp.

Testing For Inter-Sample Differences In Senescence. Susan R. Frankenberg & Lyle 
W. Konigsberg 

[Machine] Learning About Age From The Skeleton. Bridget F.B. Algee-Hewitt & 
Jieun Kim.

Skeletal Age-At-Death Estimation - A Machine Learning Approach. David Navega

Aging The Skull Beyond The Sutures And Living More Than 100 Years: Can We 
See It On The Skeleton? Eugenia Cunha

New Approaches To Estimate Adult Age-At-Death Using Medical Imaging 
Techniques. Chiara Villa
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Keynote Workshop Talks

“It's Not A Scandal. It's Statistics.” Lyle W. Konigsberg

Practical Guidelines For The Routine Practice In Forensic Anthropology, With An 
Emphasis On Some Of The Challenges Particular To Practice In Europe. Eugenia 
Cunha
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2018 AAPA Symposium

Thinking Computationally About Forensics

Bridget Algee-Hewitt (Chair), Jieun Kim (Co-chair). the 87th Annual Meeting of 
the American Association of Physical Anthropologists, Austin, TX, April, 2018.

ABSTRACT

Computational methods offer several advantages to the study of anthropological 
data, particularly in their important practical contributions to human 
identification in the forensic sciences. Through the analysis of large quantities of 
information, they allow researchers to perform more comprehensive or deeper 
investigations, effectively overcoming the limitations of cognitive ability and 
building stronger scientific foundations for applied techniques. By probing data 
in previously unavailable ways, computational tools also give means to reveal 
latent data trends, identify and explore novel questions, and establish inferential 
procedures that deliver more satisfying results. Finally, when computational 
systems are used to represent expert knowledge, they allow researchers to better 
capture, distill and interpret complex data, while also improving precision and 
accuracy, reducing subjectivity, and facilitating the automation of traditional 
procedures. However, researchers and practitioners alike must contend with 
evolving issues of software compatibility and data management, bioethical 
concerns over the new kinds of information now accessible, and the question of 
best practices for the dissemination of results among peers, in the classroom, for
the medico-legal community, and to the public. The purpose of this symposium 
is to provide a forum to 1) introduce new algorithmic advances and 
methodological improvement, 2) present work on the application of 
computational techniques to understudied populations, novel datasets or new 
information types, and 3) speak to the challenges that the revolution in data 
technologies may pose for future scientific investigation as well as the broader 
social effects on issues of policy, privacy and lay interpretation.

This symposium brings together a mix of participants, who engage wide-ranging 
skeletal, genomic, phenotypic and meta-data analyses. Nevertheless, their 
contributions are linked by an interest in advancing computational research that
has implications for the forensic anthropological sciences, to enrich current 
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procedures and with the potential to change the course of future human 
identification practice.
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2017 AAFS Workshop

A Computational Framework for Skeletal Age-at-Death Estimation Using 
Laser Scans of the Adult Pubic Symphysis: Theory, Methods, and Software. 

Bridget F.B. Algee-Hewitt (Chair), Jieun Kim (co-chair). The 67th Annual Meeting
of American Academy of Forensic Sciences, New Orleans, LA, February 2017 
(Meeting program: 47).

ABSTRACT

After attending this presentation, attendees will understand state-of-the-art 
skeletal age estimation, the problems forensic anthropologists face when 
estimating age by conventional methods, the needs of the medicolegal 
community, and the potential for advancing the field using new shape-based 
methods. Attendees will receive instruction in three new methods that apply 
numerical shape algorithms to laser scans of the skeletal age indicator. 
Attendees will also receive hands-on training in using the equipment, software, 
casts, and data. This presentation will impact the forensic science community by
delivering instruction on implementing three new fully computational methods 
for age-at-death estimation from skeletal laser scans that produce estimates that
closely approximate true age, with minimal risk of subjectivity or low-
method/observer-induced error. The estimation of age-at-death in forensic 
anthropology represents an essential component of the biological profile, 
providing information on the individual that is key to medicolegal case 
identification. Skeletal indicators of age are widely used to estimate age-at-death 
from adult remains in this casework context. Of the pelvic, thoracic, and cranial 
features for which age-related change is known, the pubic symphysis remains 
the preferred, most frequently studied indicator. Common practice requires the 
macroscopic comparison of the bone surface morphology to a set of population-
specific criteria that represent a series of pre-defined scores or phases. The case-
specific age-at-death is then estimated from an age range previously associated 
with the assigned score or phase. While the simplicity of this approach is 
attractive, the limitations of this kind of visual analysis are well-documented 
across the field, not only for age-at-death estimation and but also for other 
parameters of interest to the biological profile. In general, this methodology is 
known to introduce a large degree of subjectivity and intra/inter observer-related
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error. For age estimation especially, these problems have been shown to variably 
impact the reliability and repeatability of results; therefore posing, significant 
challenges to meeting current medico-legal standards of evidence and successful 
forensic case identification. In response to these concerns, an alternative, fully 
computational approach to the macromorphoscopic assessment methods 
traditionally applied to skeletal indicators of age and, specifically, to the pubic 
symphysis has been proposed. It is argued that accurate, precise, and objective 
age estimates can be obtained by sourcing three-dimensional coordinate data 
from laser scans of the pubic symphysis, subjecting these data to shape-analysis
algorithms, and combining the resulting shape measures in multivariate 
regression models. In recent publications the value of this novel approach for 
contemporary skeletal analysis have been demonstrated. Using Bass Collection 
samples, forensic cases, and the Suchey-Brooks and McKern & Stewart casts, 
these methods produce estimates that differ from the exact age-at-death by 
≈11.72 ± 0.97 years. To standardize implementation, a protocol for data 
collection and extraction has been formalized. The software, forAge, was 
developed to facilitate accurate and efficient method application among forensic 
practitioners, whose levels of familiarity with laser scanning technology, 
statistical computing, and the morphological characteristics of the pubic 
symphysis may vary. This workshop will introduce forensic practitioners to the 
theory that underlies the methods and provide laboratory instruction on its 
implementation. It will also be broadly applicable to other scan and shape-
related research. To contextualize the work, a review of the current state of the 
art of age-estimation, the demands that working within the medico-legal context 
places on forensic case analysis, and the advantages that these methods offer for
estimation, evidence, ease of use, and data preservation or sharing. The 
anatomical properties of pubic symphyseal morphology that make this indicator 
well-suited to shape-based inference as well as the mathematical theory that 
supports the calculation of our shape measures will be explained. The 
appropriate use of these measures 18 *Presenting Author and clarification of 
how an estimate of age is generated will be discussed. To provide practical 
instruction, protocols for laser scan collection using the NextEngine scanner, 
scan editing and manipulation using ScanStudio or Meshlab, extraction of shape
information as three-dimensional coordinates, file storage of these data, and for 
standardization and processing of the coordinates prior to analysis will be 
demonstrated. The detailed implementation of the following will be discussed: (1) 
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the SAH-Score method that captures the variance on the symphyseal face to 
capture the gradual flattening of the surface associated with aging;1 (2) the thin 
plate splines methodthat determines the bending energy required for 
transforming a perfectly flat, infinitely thin plate to match the surface of a pubic 
symphysis scan;2 and, (3) the ventral curvature methodthat quantifies the 
progressive formation of a rim around the entire symphyseal surface and its later
erosion.3 A tutorial on the use of the forAge software for these analyses and to 
produce age-estimates via multivariate regression will be provided. With France 
Casting, the age-determination casts for calibration and validation will be 
discussed. Finally, recommendations for data collection in the field and 
laboratory will be offered. Workshop attendees will have the opportunity to train 
on the scanning equipment and software and produce age estimates directly 
from specimens and coordinate data in various stages of processing. 

Reference(s): 

1. Slice D, Algee-Hewitt, B. 2015. Modeling Bone Surface Morphology: A Fully-
Quantitative Method for Adult Age-At-Death Estimation Using the Pubic 
Symphysis. J Forensic Sci 2015: 60(4): 835-843. 

2. Stoyanova D, Algee-Hewitt B, Slice D. An Enhanced Computational Method for
Age-At-Death Estimation Based on the Pubic Symphysis Using 3D Laser Scans 
and Thin Plate Splines. Am J Phys Anthropol 2015: 158: 431-440. 

3. Stoyanova D, Algee-Hewitt B, Kim J, Slice D. A Computational Framework for 
Age-at-Death Estimation from the Skeleton: Surface and Outline Analysis of 3D 
Laser Scans of the Adult Pubic Symphysis. J Forensic Sci 2016: in review 
(submitted April. 26, 2016).
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Testing the applicability of shape-based computational age-at-death estimation
methods using pubic symphyseal surface scans of Asian origin

JIEUN KIM1, BRIDGET FB. ALGEE-HEWITT1,2,4 DETELINA K. STOYANOVA1,3, 
CRISTINA FIGUEROA-SOTO4 and DENNIS E. SLICE1,5

1Scientific Computing, Florida State University, 2Center for Comparative Studies in 
Race and Ethnicity, Stanford University, 3Mathematics and Statistics, University of 
North Carolina at Charlotte, 4Anthropology, University of Tennessee, 5Anthropology, 
University of Vienna

Recent computational age-at-death estimation methods developed using 3D laser 
scans of the pubic symphysis have been shown to provide robust estimates of age 
for documented White individuals. While validation testing has demonstrated 
reduced within-/between-observer error, improved objectivity, invariance to 
asymmetry, and equal applicability to female and males pubic symphyses, no study 
has explored the issue of population diversity. Concerns over broad applicability 
arise from the facts these methods were developed using a reference sample 
composed of modern American White males and that the same sample is used to 
produce the final age estimate in the associated software, forAge, which implements 
the shape algorithms and multiple regression analyses. There is, therefore, a need to
determine their utility for peoples from different geographic regions. The present 
study seeks to assess the applicability of these computational methods for age 
estimation of Asians, focusing on a mixed-sex sample from Asia. Three shape-based 
measures, capturing the gradual flattening of the face and changes in the ventral 
margin of the symphysis, are used to build a series of regression models and the 
final age estimates are assessed for error and bias. Preliminary results from 69 
scans suggest statistically significant relationships exist between ages-at-death and 
the three shape measures (p<0.05). R-squared values indicate that 30-50% of the 
shape variation can be explained by age. RMSE values of 10-11 years are lower than
those originally reported. These preliminary results suggest the utility of these 
methods for Asia and support further investigation for the rest of the region.

This project is supported by a National Institute of Justice grant (2015-DN-BX-
K010) awarded to the senior authors, Slice and Algee-Hewitt.
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Understanding population variability in age-at-death estimation for modern 
populations in Mexico and Puerto Rico through the use of 3D laser scans of the
pubic symphysis

CRISTINA FIGUEROA-SOTO1, JIEUN KIM2, DETELINA STOYANOVA2, DENNIS E. 
SLICE2 and BRIDGET FB. ALGEE-HEWITT3 

1Anthropology, The University of Tennessee, 2Scientific Computing, Florida State 
University, 3Biology, Stanford 

One of the main goals of the forensic anthropologist is to aid in the positive 
identification of unknown human remains by developing a biological profile. Age-at-
death estimation is a crucial parameter, but it remains one of the most challenging. 
Reliable estimation is made difficult by the fact that many traditional methods are 
dependent upon a set of population-specific criteria that have been mainly developed
using individuals of European and African descent. The absence of information on 
the potential differences in the aging patterns of underrepresented, especially 
Latino, populations across the U.S. may, therefore, hinder our efforts to produce 
useful age-at-death estimates. In response to this concern, this study obtained data 
from individuals of Mexican and Puerto Rican origin to test and update a newly 
published computational framework for age-at-death estimation from the pubic 
symphysis for contemporary Hispanic casework. Data for this study consist of laser 
scans of the pubic symphysis from skeletal collections with known age-at-death at 
the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de Mexico and the Institute of Forensic Science 
in Puerto Rico. Each scan was subjected to the Slice and Algee-Hewitt(SAH), Thin 
Plate Spline/Bending Energy (BE), and Ventral Curvature (VC) methods. Preliminary
analyses, using paired t-tests, find no significant differences between known and 
inferred age-at-death (0.03≤ p ≤ 0.71) after Bonferonni correction. Results do suggest
a tendency for the VC and BE methods to underestimate age for individuals over 65 
years. This study has confirmed that reliable age-at-death estimates can be obtained
for Hispanic groups using these computational methods. 
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Analysis of Inter- and Intra-Observer Error Associated with the Use of 3D Laser 
Scan Data of the Pubic Symphysis. 

Jieun Kim, Detelina Stoyanova, Bridget Algee-Hewitt, and Dennis Slice. 

ABSTRACT

After attending this presentation, attendees will understand the intraobserver and 
interobserver error related to collecting and editing 3D laser scans of skeletal 
material, as well as the repeatability of three new age estimation methods that use 
bone shape data extracted from the laser scans. This presentation will impact the 
forensic science community by providing best practice guidelines for using laser 
scanners, scanned images, and coordinating data in forensic casework that will 
contribute to the standardization of 3D image processing procedures between 
different forensic practitioners and labs. It will also provide validation for the age 
estimation methods discussed here. In age-at-death estimation based on visual 
assessment, objective evaluation and correct diagnosis of age-related skeletal traits 
are crucial, as these factors determine whether the aging methods can achieve their 
full potential — producing the most accurate and reliable age estimates. 
Nevertheless, the traditional, phase-based age estimation methods have been 
reported to yield inconsistent age estimates both within and between observers.1,2 
The reasons for these discrepancies lie in the fact that accurate macromorphoscopic 
analysis heavily depends on the correct interpretation of qualitative trait 
descriptions, conformity of the bone, and experience of the observer. Recently, Slice 
and Algee-Hewitt and Stoyanova et al. have introduced three novel, fully 
computational aging methods using 3D laser scans of the pubic symphysis that 
minimize subjectivity in age estimation by reducing the effects of observer 
experience in the age-indicator/trait assessment and methodological bias; however, 
the reproducibility of these methods has not been fully explored or quantified.3-5 This
is of concern because there is potential for introducing error in the first two steps of 
data processing — when the scans are taken and edited at different times by 
different observers. In response to this concern, the current study evaluates the 
repeatability of these novel methods by assessing intra-scan variation, within, and 
between, observer differences in scan editing and its impact on age estimation. The 
test data used in this study represent replicate scans of the Suchey-Brooks’ (SB) 
male casts, taken using a 3D desktop laser scanner. The upper and lower stages of 
each of the six phases were scanned three times by a single observer (n=36). Four 
different observers with various experience levels and training backgrounds 
independently edited the triplicate of the SB scans using the scanner’s 
accompanying software, such that the symphyseal face is extracted from the 
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surrounding bones. From these isolated faces, x, y, and z coordinates were retrieved 
and analyzed via the Subarachnoid Hemorrhage (SAH) Score method, the Thin Plate 
Splines/Bending Energy (TPS/BE) method, and the Ventral Curvature (VC) method 
to compute shape measures.3-5 These measures were subjected to single-variable 
and multivariate regression models to obtain age estimates for each replicate scan 
per observer. Finally, using the shape measures and final age estimates, a series of 
the Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) were calculated to evaluate within- and 
between-observer reliability in scan editing. Additionally, extra editing conditions 
were tested to simulate the situation in which the practitioner misidentifies age-
related traits due to unfamiliarity with the scan editing protocol. A set of the SB 
casts was edited with different widths of the margin (2mm vs. 4mm vs. 1cm) left 
around the symphyseal face and with/without the pubic tubercle, which may impact
the VC values as it protrudes ventrally. Possible effects of these conditions on age 
estimates were evaluated using the paired t-test. This study produced high ICC 
values (0.75-1.0), demonstrating that the raw scans were edited consistently within 
and between observers and that the derived shape measures and age estimates were
in excellent agreement among observers. Moreover, despite the simulated improper 
editing of the scans with various margin widths remaining, the methods were robust
enough to self-correct and produce consistent and accurate age estimates (p >0.05), 
with the exception of the faces with 1cm margin. Interestingly, the inclusion of the 
pubic tubercle for the shape analysis did not necessarily yield inaccurate age 
estimates for the VC method, while it produced statistically significant mean 
differences between the documented chronological age and age estimates of the SAH
score method, TPS/BE method, and the two multivariate regression models (p < 
0.01). These results demonstrate high repeatability of the computational methods 
regardless of the observer’s level of experience or training background and support 
using a 3D laser scanner and scanned images to aid in resolving the issue of 
subjectivity.

Reference(s): 
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Methodologies Involving the Pubic Symphysis, Sternal Ribs, and Teeth. J Forensic 
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of Biology, Stanford University 

The most popular and widely used skeletal indicator for age-at-death estimation is 
the pubic symphysis. Recently, novel computational, shape-based, aging methods 
have been proposed as alternatives to traditional visual-scoring methods to address 
recognized limitations, especially high inter-/intra-observer error. However, these 
new methods were developed on 3D laser scans of males, and their applicability to 
female skeletal remains has not been substantiated. In this study, we show that 
these computational techniques can successfully be applied to females despite 
extrinsic factors (e.g., childbirth and osteoporosis) that may alter the morphology of 
the pubic symphysis and make accurate age-at-death assessment of females 
challenging. This study uses 3D laser scans from 55 documented female skeletons 
whose ages range from 15 to 99 years. The results are based on two surface scores 
and one outline measure that are shown to be associated with age in males. As our 
sample is skewed towards older individuals, we generate different data subsamples, 
preserving the ratio between individuals who are younger and older than 40 years. 
The results of regression models produced for the different subsamples show that 
the shape measures are associated with recorded age-at-death. R-squared values 
indicate that 30% to 55% of the shape variation is explained by age and p-values are
significant (alpha=0.05). An additional individual asymmetry analysis based on 34 
females shows that both sides can be used interchangeably for age-at-death 
estimation using these new methods. Furthermore, testing finds that individual 
asymmetry is not significantly associated with advanced age, number of children, 
weight or stature. 

This project was supported by a National Institute of Justice grant (2015-DN-BX-
K010) awarded to the senior authors, Slice and Algee-Hewitt. 
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ABSTRACTS: 2017

Testing computational age estimation methods using laser scans of the adult 
pubic symphysis on modern Hispanic populations. 

Figueroa-Soto, C., Stoyonova, D. Kim, J. Slice, D. Algee-Hewitt, B.F. 

After this presentation, attendees will have a better understanding of the 
applicability and effectiveness of three newly published computational methods that 
focus on 3D laser scans of the pubic symphysis (Slice and Algee-Hewitt 2015; 
Stoyanova et al. 2015; Stoyanova et al. 2016) for the estimation of age at death on 
populations of Mexican and Puerto Rican descent.

This presentation will impact the forensic science community by demonstrating how 
age at death can be estimated in a more accurate, precise and objective way by 
utilizing fully computational methods and 3D scans of the pubic symphysis on 
populations of Mexican and Puerto Rican descent. It will also provide 
recommendations and best practice applications of these standards to forensic 
casework of a possible Hispanic background.

Age-at-death estimation techniques have received considerable attention within the 
anthropological community, especially among forensic anthropologists, as it can 
narrow the list of potential missing persons in a forensic investigation. Even though 
the estimation of age is a crucial parameter of a biological profile, it is also one of the
most challenging to attain as it greatly depends on the practitioner’s ability to 
associate age changes against a set of population specific criteria, usually 
represented by a series of pre-defined age phases. Along with this issue is the lack of
population specific standards for underrepresented populations in the U.S., as most 
of the age-at-death techniques are based on individuals of African and European 
ancestries from late 19th and mid-20th century anatomical collections. In order to 
address the lack of population specific methods in age at death estimation, this 
study sourced data from individuals of Mexican and Puerto Rican decent with the 
goal to test the applicability of newly published standards for age at death 
estimation created by Slice and Algee-Hewitt1, and Stoyanova et al2, 3. 

Slice and Algee-Hewitt, and Stoyanova et al. have recently developed a more 
objective, fully computational, and statistically robust technique than conventional 
bone-to-phase matching standards. These new techniques utilize coordinates 
obtained from 3D scans of the pubic symphysis that are subjected to numerical 
shape algorithms and regression analysis producing objective age-at-death 
estimates. The ultimate goal of this study is to expand these new standards so that 
they can be utilized in populations of Mexican and Puerto Rican ancestry and, in 
turn, to produce more accurate and precise estimates of age at death with reduced 
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error and subjectivity than currently possible using the traditional macroscopic 
assessment methods.

Data for this study consist of laser scans for both sides of the pubic symphysis from 
skeletal collections with known age-at-death housed at the Universidad Nacional 
Autónoma de Mexico, Universidad Autónoma de Yucatan, Institute of Forensic 
Science in Puerto Rico, and Pima County Office of the Medical Examiner’s in 
Arizona. For each pubic symphysis, 3D scans were created using the NextEngine 3D
Desktop Scanner, 2020i. The resulting scans were aligned and fused in order to 
generate a multidimensional model of the pubic symphysis. The 3D coordinates of 
each scan were extracted and subjected to the SAH-Score method1 , the thin plate 
splines/bending energy-based method2, and the ventral curvature method3. 
Multivariate regression models were used to combine the resulting measures and 
obtain the final age estimates for each individual. 

Preliminary results demonstrate no significant differences between the known age-
at-death and the inferred age on all three methods, when both sides, left and right, 
were tested separately and together. Furthermore, there is a tendency, though not 
significant, to overestimate known age-at-death for all methods, with mean 
differences a low as -9.3 and as high as -1. Overall, we have demonstrated that 
objective and reliable age-at-death estimation can be obtained on populations of 
Mexican and Puerto Rican descent by the use of computational methods and 3D 
laser scans of the pubic symphysis. 
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challenging tasks to skeletal biologists because senescence is easily influenced by 
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factors. Among the myriad of different variables, ancestral affiliation has been 
suggested to play a highly impactful role in influencing age-related trait expressions,
such that applying one method developed on a particular population is not relevant 
to another population. While there has been a strong emphasis on developing and 
using population-specific methods, what level of population-specificity one age 
estimation method should offer is relatively underexplored. The key to addressing 
this question lies in a holistic understanding of population history as well as 
systematic studies of subgroups within a continent. This study investigates whether 
an aging method should be region-specific or continental-specific using 20th century
Japanese (n= 183) and modern Thai (n=236) individuals from four documented 
skeletal collections. Four age estimation methods were applied to the Asian samples,
including Transition Analysis (Boldsen et al. 2002), and three conventional methods 
(Suchey and Katz 1998, Lovejoy et al. 1985, Meindl and Lovejoy 1985). Final age 
estimates were obtained using multivariate ordered probit regression under 
Bayesian inference. The results show that an age estimation model derived from a 
pooled-Asian sample performs superior to Japanese-/Thai-specific models. In 
addition, error and bias in age estimates induced by biased reference samples are 
greater than expected, and such error can be falsely interpreted due to between-
population variation in skeletal aging.
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Age-at-death estimation is crucial for building individual forensic profiles and 
studying mortality in past populations. For decades, anthropologists have relied on 
imprecise age estimation techniques based on the visual inspection of the pubic 
symphysis. Recently several computational methods using 3D laser symphyseal 
scans have been proposed as accurate, reliable and objective alternatives to current 
practices. The methods include two surface analysis algorithms, one ventral outline 
measure, and two multivariate-regression models combining each surface measure 
with the outline score. The five proposed models are calibrated on 3D scans from 
white males where the left or right pubic symphysis was randomly selected. A 
question remains whether the asymmetry of the two surfaces affects the age 
estimates. For this study both the left and right pubic symphyses from 25 white 
males are scanned. Both sides are used to estimate the age-at-death for each 
individual using the five computational models. Additional tests are performed by 
selecting 25 individuals for whom the left or right symphyseal scan is included in 
the data for the models. For those males the age-at-death is  estimated using the 
opposite side. The results of paired t-tests for mean differences, Wilcoxon rank sum 
tests for median differences and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests for distributional 
differences show that there is no significant difference (p-values > 0.26) between the 
age estimates of the two sides for the 50 males. The Spearman and Pearson 
correlations are robustly positive, between 0.47 and 0.72  (p-value < 0.05), 
suggesting a monotonic relationship with high degree of linear dependence.
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Accurate age-at-death estimation is crucial for building individual forensic profiles 
and studying mortality in past populations. The pubic symphysis is the most widely 
used skeletal age indicator. In standard practice, symphyseal shape is visually 
compared to phases, whose morphological characteristics are associated with age 
intervals. This kind of method introduces some level of subjectivity and observer-
related error. Recently two novel, objective techniques have been proposed that use 
a 3D scan representation of the shape of the pubic symphysis and apply 
computational  algorithms to capture the age-related features of the surface. Both 
methods use laser scans from ≈50 modern American male skeletons with known 
ages-at-death. The first technique, the SAH-Score, measures the scan's surface 
variance, while the second uses the bending energy produced by the thin-plate 
spline algorithm to quantify surface structure. These methods are able to capture 
the transition of the symphyseal face from being covered by well-developed ridges 
and furrows, for younger individuals, to flattening with increased age. Both methods
analyze the same feature of the pubic symphysis – the face. We present an 
alternative algorithm that  measures the curvature of the ventral margin of the 
symphyseal scans. When applied to the original data used by the two surface 
analysis techniques, this new measure shows comparable results: RMSE=18.3 years
and R-squared=0.19. However, when the face and margin measures are combined in
a multivariate regression model, there is a RMSE improvement of about 2 years and 
an improvement in R-squared of over 10%.
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ANTHROPOLOGY
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Testing Reliability of the Computational
Age-At-Death Estimation Methods between
Five Observers Using Three-Dimensional
Image Data of the Pubic Symphysis*,†

ABSTRACT: In an effort to standardize data collection and analysis in age estimation, a series of computational methods utilizing high-
dimensional image data of the age indicator have recently been proposed as an alternative to subjective visual, trait-to-phase matching
techniques. To systematically quantify the reproducibility of such methods, we investigate the intrascan variability and within- and between-
observer reliability in initial scan data capturing and editing using 3D laser scans of the Suchey–Brooks pubic symphysis casts and five shape-
based computational methods. Our results show that (i) five observers with various training background and experience levels edited the scans
consistently for all three trials and the derived shape measures and age estimates were in excellent agreement among observers, and (ii) the
computational methods are robust to a measured degree of scan trimming error. This study supports the application of computational methods
to 3D laser scanned images for reliable age-at-death estimation, with reduced subjectivity.

KEYWORDS: forensic science, forensic anthropology, age-at-death estimation, observer error, 3D laser scans, pubic symphysis, biological
profile, forensic casework, osteological standards, morphometrics, multiple regression

Age-at-death for the adult skeleton remains one of the most
challenging biological profile parameters requiring osteological
estimation. This difficulty arises, first, from the fact that aging, or
the postmaturation degeneration, of the adult skeleton is a com-
plex process that reflects dynamic interplays between genetic and
nongenetic (i.e., hormonal, biomechanical stress, nutritional, dis-
ease, body size) factors that are unique to each individual (1–3).
These factors determine how age-related skeletal characteristics
manifest in the individual and consequently cause a wide range of
variation in skeletal trait expression between individuals and

between age-informative indicators within the individual. Accord-
ingly, they contribute to the apparent delay and/or acceleration of
skeletal aging, which results in an imperfect correlation between
chronological age and biological age (4,5). Each skeleton can be
said, therefore, to have its own degree of error (6,7). Reliable age
estimation is further challenged by the methodological error asso-
ciated with the traditional morphological assessment systems.
Indeed, deficiencies in the most popular and preferred macromor-
phoscopic (Ousley and Hefner (2005) after Wilczak and Christo-
pher [8]) (morphological variation) methods have been already
well articulated and include issues related to the bone-to-phase
matching scoring systems (5,6,9), the weak statistical foundations
for data analysis and age inference (10–12), the skewed reference
samples used in method development (13,14), the reliance upon
subjective, qualitative trait descriptions (15), and the prominent
role that the experience of the observer plays in the successful
application of most age estimation methods (15,16).
Over the past three decades, alternative approaches to age esti-

mation have been proposed, with the goal to overcome the limita-
tions associated with traditional methods. Out of this work has
emerged a consensus on what properties make for good age esti-
mation methods: they should use revised, more quantitative and
objective skeletal trait evaluation systems and nontraditional traits
distributed throughout the skeleton (7,17–20), more robust statisti-
cal frameworks that can take into account the target population’s
current mortality profiles (6,21–27), and expanded reference skele-
tal samples incorporating bio-geographically diverse populations
(28). In response to these concerns and owing to the recent techno-
logical advancements in scientific computing and data capture
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techniques, there has emerged a body of innovative research that
utilizes computerized, virtual age indicators and imaging data
(e.g., CT/MRI scans) to expand the scope of the analysis of age-
progressive morphologies, enabling for the first time fully quanti-
tative approaches to the analysis of skeletal data and the estimation
of chronological age (29–38). In addition to increasing accuracy
and precision in age estimation, these new approaches seek to
improve the degree of repeatability and the level of standardization
in both data collection and analysis, with an explicit interest in
responding to the evidentiary needs of the medico-legal commu-
nity in the context of forensic anthropological casework.
Recent work by Slice and Algee-Hewitt (39) and Stoyanova

et al. (40,41) represents successful examples of studies that
embrace this methodological shift in adult age estimation. In
these papers, the authors have proposed an alternative “fully
computational” way of evaluating age-related skeletal traits by
applying a series of shape-based algorithms to three-dimensional
laser scans of the pubic symphysis that yield continuous data
measures, which can be used in predictive models. Specifically,
the Slice-Algee-Hewitt (SAH) score and Bending Energy (BE)
capture the changes in the complexity (or gradual flattening) of
the pubic symphyseal surface. The SAH score measures the vari-
ance on the surface of the symphyseal face from the third eigen
value of a principal component analysis: the greater the variance
(or SAH score), the younger the individual. The BE value,
obtained through the thin plate splines (TPS) algorithms, repre-
sents the minimal energy required to bend an infinitely thin flat
plate to match the surface of the pubic symphysis. As such,
young individuals with more complex surface topography yield
greater BE values. Lastly, the ventral curvature (VC), measured
by finding a best-fitting circle through the semi-landmarks of the
ventral outline, quantifies the changes in the ventral margin of
the symphyseal face throughout the adulthood. A large VC value
indicates that the pubic symphysis is from an older individual.
The steps for implementing these methods proceed such that (i)
the pubic symphysis is scanned; (ii) the observer edits the scan
to isolate the symphyseal face from the rest of the pubic bones;
(iii) three-dimensional coordinates are extracted from the edited
scans; and (iv) the coordinates are subjected to numerical shape
algorithms and regression analysis to attain final age estimates.
The analysis, in step 4, can be executed using the free Java-
based software, forAge (http://morphlab.sc.fsu.edu/software/f
orAge/index.html), which was designed to calculate easily for
the user both the shape-based scores and the final age estimates
based on simple and multiple regression models.
The method development studies by Slice and Algee-Hewitt

(39) and Stoyanova et al. (40,41) have demonstrated how the three
sets of shape-based measures yield accurate and reliable age esti-
mates that are comparable (sometimes even better performing) to
those of conventional aging methods, namely the Suchey–Brooks
system. Moreover, their ongoing validation studies, based on a
large-scale, mixed sex, and multi-ethnic sample, continue to show
promising, albeit preliminary, results: for example, the shape
methods are invariant to issues of asymmetry in the pubic symph-
ysis and can be successfully applied to males and females of vari-
ous geographic origins and ancestral histories (42–44). From the
success of these studies, the authors contend that this semi-auto-
mated procedure improves age estimation practice by reducing the
effects of observer experience and/or methodological bias. How-
ever, there remain concerns over method reproducibility as there is
the potential for introducing error in the first two steps of data pro-
cessing, when the scans are taken and edited at different times by
possibly different observers.

While Stoyanova et al. (40) have shown the increased repeata-
bility of the fully computational methods through a single (intra)
observer error test, their methods’ performance and reliability
have not been fully quantified or substantiated at the level of
multiple observers with different training backgrounds and/or
different experience levels. Moreover, the potential for introduc-
ing error during scan editing arguably increases if the observer
is (i) unfamiliar with the editing protocols of raw scans, (ii)
inexperienced with skeletal biology and/or age estimation, and/or
(iii) provided with scans of poor resolution or scans with no sur-
face color/texture of the bone captured. Specific to the applica-
tion of these computational methods to pubic symphysis scans,
there are two regions of the bone where editing mistakes and
observer variation are more likely to occur: the margins of the
pubic symphysis and the pubic tubercle protruding on the ventral
aspect of the bone. Trimming around these two areas could be
challenging, especially when (i) the pubic symphysis exhibits
ridges and billows covering the symphyseal face in part/entirely,
(ii) there are bony outgrowths or instances of lipping close to/at
the margin, and (iii) the pubic tubercle extends to and is inte-
grated into the superior aspect of the symphyseal face. All these
conditions may obscure proper identification of the region of
interest (the features required to properly execute the methods)
relative to the remaining bone area. For example, the inclusion
or exclusion of the pubic tubercle can potentially impact the out-
come of the VC algorithm by making it fit circles with different
curvature values.
Because discrepancies can arise from such various sources,

we argue here that measuring the degree of error between obser-
vers at the preprocessing stage—during data capture via scan-
ning and when editing the resultant images—is a critical issue. It
demands attention not only for the optimal implementation of
these computational age estimation methods, but also for any
methods that utilize high-dimensional images as a source of
numerical data. The goal of this study was, therefore, to test the
following research hypotheses:

• Hypothesis 1. The same observer will edit a set of raw scans
inconsistently when editing is done repeatedly over time.

• Hypothesis 2. Observers with various training background
and/or level of experience will edit the same sets of raw
scans inconsistently.

• Hypothesis 3. Edited scans with margins of different widths
left around the pubic symphyseal face will yield different
shape measures and age estimates.

• Hypothesis 4. Edited scans with the ventrally protruding
pubic tubercle will yield inaccurate age estimates when
applying the VC method.

This extension work, which builds upon the method develop-
ment and validation studies of Slice and Algee-Hewitt (39) and
Stoyanova et al. (40,41), is necessary to determine the effect of
inter-/intraobserver and experience-related error on performance
—specifically, the potential to produce the most accurate, reli-
able, and precise age estimates when implementing the fully
computational methods as proposed in the original papers.

Materials and Methods

Study Sample

The test data used here represent replicate scans of the 12
Suchey–Brooks’ (SB) age estimation male casts, taken by the
same make of portable, desktop laser scanner, the NextEngine
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3D Scanner HD, as in the original papers. Specifically, it is
identical in all specifications to the machine used in Slice and
Algee-Hewitt (39) but represents an earlier generation model to
that used for the newer scans in Stoyanova et al. (40,41). For
this study, the upper and lower stages of each of the six phases
were scanned three times by a single observer (n = 36). The SB
casts were chosen exclusively for the analysis given their acces-
sibility to most researchers, allowing for easy replicability of our
analysis. We acknowledge that this gain in reproducibility does
come at the expense of testing error for many samples that may
cover a wider range of morphological variation.
Each of the SB male casts was placed on the small platter of

the AutoDrive scanning stand approximately 6.5 inches away
from the scanner. The raw scans were produced within 5 min,
using the scanner’s recommended high definition (HD) settings:
neutral-colored object, 16 divisions, 40 K points per inch2 with
a triangle size of 0.0050, and a close-up (macro) single scanning
mode. The casts’ labels were covered and, prior to each scan-
ning, the casts were shuffled to produce a new order. Scanning
sessions were broken up by irregular periods to introduce
variation in the time between scans. “Blinded” casts were cho-
sen from the “new” order to randomize the scanning at each ses-
sion. Scans were post hoc associated with their true order and
labels.
Given the fact that the scan editing protocols and computa-

tional methods will most likely be used by researchers who
have, at least, minimal experience, knowledge, or training in age
estimation and/or human osteology/anatomy, four different
observers with common interests and/or specialty in forensic
sciences, and yet with various experience levels and training
background, were randomly chosen among the pool of potential
participants representing method developers, method experts, and
method users. A fifth observer was selected to represent the
extreme of a novice category of users, as discussed later.
Three of the four main observers independently edited the

triplicate sets of the SB scans throughout a 4-week period;
Observer 1 took additional time between scan edits to simulate,
as best possible, tabula rasa conditions. Of the four, three
researchers are biological anthropologists and represent a senior
researcher (Observer 1), a newly-graduated Ph.D. (Observer 3),
and an advanced graduate student/forensic investigator (Observer
4). All three had received training in skeletal biology and have
practiced the computational methods prior to this study to
untested target samples in North America and South America.
Particularly, Observer 1 is the developer of the scan editing pro-
tocol for the computational methods and an experienced osteolo-
gist. Observer 2 is a computational scientist and the developer of
the computational methods and accompanying software, forAge,
with some knowledge in osteology and pubic symphyseal scan
editing experience, largely acquired for the larger method devel-
opment project. At the time of the study, Observer 1 had almost
a decade of scan editing experience and Observer 2 had 5 years
of experience with scan editing, while Observers 3 and 4 had 2
and 1 year of scan editing experience, respectively. The number
of scans that Observers 2–4 had edited before this study ranged
from 10 to 100; Observer 1 has collected, edited, and analyzed
over 1000 scans of some skeletal element.
An undergraduate student with limited knowledge in age esti-

mation using skeletal remains was introduced to the study. As
Observer 5, s/he was blinded to the study’s purpose. After being
provided with only minimal instruction on scan editing via
online texts, Observer 5 edited the three sets of the raw SB
scans at the same pace as Observers 2–4.

The raw SB scans were edited using the scanner’s accompa-
nying software, ScanStudio 2.0.2, such that the symphyseal face
is extracted from the surrounding bones. From these isolated
faces, x, y, and z coordinates were retrieved and analyzed via the
SAH Score method (39), the TPS/BE method (40), and the VC
method (41) to compute shape measures. More detailed, step-by-
step procedures on how the shape measures are calculated can
be found in Slice and Algee-Hewitt (39) and Stoyanova et al.
(40,41). Lastly, these measures were subjected to five sets of
regression models to obtain final age estimates for each replicate
scan per observer: three simple linear regression model using BE
values, VC values, or SAH scores, independently, and two multi-
ple regression models that combine BE values and VC values or
the SAH scores and VC values. Both the shape measures and
final age estimates reported in this study were calculated via the
software, forAge, developed by Slice and Algee-Hewitt (39) and
Stoyanova et al. (40,41).

Intra/Interobserver Error Test

Using the shape measures and final age estimates, a series of
the intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) were calculated to
evaluate intra- and interobserver reliability in scan editing. By
definition, interobserver reliability indicates the variation
between two or more observers who take measurements from
the same set of sample subjects. Intraobserver reliability, on the
other hand, is about the variation between the measurements
themselves when a single observer repeatedly measures the same
sample (50). ICC, a modification of Pearson’s correlation coeffi-
cient (45), is one of the most commonly used statistics that
assesses reproducibility of quantitative measurements when the
measurements are taken by multiple observers (or multiple times
by one observer over time) on the same sample using the same
method. It evaluates congruency between the multiple measure-
ments/observers via the degree of correlation and agreement.
Such conformity is represented by a coefficient ranging 0–1; any
values close to 1 indicate higher reliability. As there are six to
ten different forms of ICC with different calculations based on
the definition one follows (46,47), deciding what ICC to use
should depend on the nature of the study and the type of agree-
ment the observer wishes to quantify (48). We use the following
four questions as general guidelines to help identify which ICC
form to use (49,50): (i) Does/do the observer(s) evaluate every
case in the same sample (one-way vs. two-way model); (ii) do
the observers represent researchers at large or a specific group of
researchers (random- vs. mixed-effect model); (iii) are the obser-
vers interested in comparing single scores/measures or average
of multiple measures; (iv) is the research investigating general
consistency or absolute agreement among scores generated by
different observers/at different times?
For this study, the exact same set of scans were edited by all

five observers and we were interested in evaluating individual
scan-to-scan agreement between the randomly selected observers.
Therefore, the two-way random ICC model, which calculates
absolute agreement on single measures (e.g., each of the raw
shape measure values and age estimates derived from the five
observers), was selected. Theoretically, for a single observer
study (i.e., intraobserver error test), it is recommended to use the
mixed-effect ICC model as one observer’s scores cannot be gen-
eralized to represent the entire population of researchers (47).
However, there is no separate formula for the mixed-effect
model for ICC, and the current computation only allows one to
use the same formula for both mixed- and random-effect models,
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but with slightly different interpretation. Therefore, we based our
analysis of intraobserver error on the two-way random ICC
model as well.
Our model chosen for ICC is based on ANOVA which is well

known to be robust to moderate violations of normality (51,52).
We chose this robust, parametric model-based ICC following the
observer error test protocol that is most familiar to and recom-
mended by the forensic anthropology literature (16,53).
Intraclass correlation coefficients was computed using the

inter-rater reliability package, irr (54), in the statistical environ-
ment R (55). The package provides F-test statistics and 95%
confidence intervals for the selected ICC model. Although there
is no universally agreed definition on the acceptable ICC values,
the often-cited guidelines suggested by Cicchetti and Sparrow
(56) and Cicchetti (57) were used (Table 1). These guidelines
are in line with those proposed by Landis and Koch (58) and
Fleiss (59). Additionally, we took a more conservative approach
on the ICC value interpretation by taking into consideration of
both point ICC values and 95% confidence intervals (CIs). Here,
the 95% CIs predict a probable range on which the “real” popu-
lation ICC value may lie and they essentially measure how much
statistically reliable our ICC point estimates are. For signifi-
cance, we set alpha = 0.05.

Additional Test on Different Editing Conditions

In addition to the test of the consistency in scan editing
between observers, we simulated two extra editing situations
where the practitioner misidentifies age-related traits due to unfa-
miliarity with the scan editing protocol and/or inexperience with
skeletal biology. This specifically addresses two concerns regard-
ing scan editing; (i) how far one should delete the margin
around the symphyseal face for the scan to be useful for age
estimation; and (ii) whether one should include or exclude the
pubic tubercle when editing raw scans. Although the pubic
tubercle is not necessarily part of the symphyseal face, we found
Question 2 to be important to test because the tubercle is one of
the age-informative traits that are often used for pubic symphysis
age estimation, and it sometimes extends to the symphyseal face
making it difficult to identify the exact face border when editing
raw scans. Theoretically, either inclusion or exclusion of the
pubic tubercle is expected to impact the VC values as the feature
protrudes ventrally. In other words, the inclusion of the ventrally
protruding tubercle may lead the method’s algorithms to falsely
fit a differently sized circle along the ventral outline, further gen-
erating a different curvature value compared to the condition in
which the tubercle is properly deleted (Fig. 1).
For these additional tests, Observer 3 chose a set of the SB

casts and edited them with different widths of the margin (2 mm
vs. 4 mm vs. 1 cm) left around the symphyseal face, and with/
without the pubic tubercle. From these differently edited scans,
final age estimates were attained. Possible effects of these condi-
tions to the accuracy of the estimated ages were evaluated by
comparing the estimated ages to documented chronological ages.

To determine whether it is appropriate to use parametric statisti-
cal analyses with this dataset, the Shapiro–Wilk test of normality
(w) was performed. The pairwise t-test was conducted to evalu-
ate any difference in the mean age estimates and documented
known ages. In addition, Pearson’s correlation coefficients (r)
were calculated to assess a linear relationship between the age
estimates of various editing conditions and documented known
ages. The differences between age estimates and known ages
were also visually evaluated using Bland–Altman plots. These
analyses were conducted in the statistical program R (51) and/or
JMP (60).

Results

Intraobserver Error

The majority of ICC values computed for the intraobserver
error test fell between 0.75 and 1.00, indicating excellent relia-
bility (Table 2). This supports that each of the four observers
edited the raw SB scans consistently over three trials, generating
compatible shape measures and age estimates to each other. The
ICC of BE values for Observer 1 was slightly lower (0.728), but
it did not have significant influence on final age estimates and
still produced highly reliable BE age estimates for the three con-
secutive trials by the observer (0.910). The 95% CIs of the three
shape measures (BE, SAH and VC values) showed more fluctua-
tions in the range of reliability, between fair and excellent
among the three trials per observer. However, the 95% CIs of
the final age estimates generated from these shape measures,
with only slightly varying values between trials, consistently
showed excellent reliability, with an exception of Observer 4,

TABLE 1––The interpretation guidelines for intraclass correlation coeffi-
cients (ICC) by Cicchetti (57).

ICC value Interpretation

<0.40 Poor reliability
0.40–0.59 Fair reliability
0.60–0.74 Good reliability
0.75–1.00 Excellent reliability

FIG. 1––A representation of two different ventral curvatures (solid and
dashed lines) depending on the presence/absence of the tubercle (SB male
cast upper phase VI).
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whose CIs of the age estimates ranged from fair to excellent
(Table 2).

Interobserver Error

For the evaluation of four-observer error, a preliminary analy-
sis was conducted to compute ICCs using both single measures
(n = 36) and average of three trials per SB cast (n = 12). The
resulting ICCs using average values were much more favorable
as they were higher overall (ICCs > 0.9, See Table S1), com-
pared to ICCs based on the single measures, which is due to the
different calculations used for the average and single-measure
approaches (see Field (49); Koo and Li (50) for the complete
summary of ICC model formulae). Additionally, another set of
ICCs were computed using each of the three trials per SB cast
generated by the four observers using the two-way random ICC
model on single measures for absolute agreement. While this
approach reduces the total sample size to twelve instead of 36

scans, it allows us to compare, for example, Observer 1’s Trial
1, Observer 2’s Trial 1, . . ., Observer 4’s Trial 1, individually.
Of 24 ICC values, the majority (20 ICC values) fell within the
excellent reliability range (See Table S2), except four instances
where ICCs were either on the borderline between good and
excellent or in good agreement. However, we took a very con-
servative approach to the analysis in this study to ensure that we
obtained cautioned estimates. Therefore, we report here the
results of the single-measure absolute agreement ICCs using all
36 scans.
Similar to the results of the intraobserver error test, ICC val-

ues evaluating the four-observer error fell within the excellent
reliability range (0.75–1.00) (Table 3). The point ICC values
showed that, for the three shape measures, BE values had the
highest reliability (0.865) among the four observers followed by
the SAH scores (0.832) and VC values (0.756). The trend was
consistent for final age estimates of the shape measures,
although ICC of SAH score-based age estimates was slightly
higher (0.836), while in a negligible degree, than that of the BE
method (0.829). Of the two multiple regression models, age esti-
mates of the VC + SAH method were most congruent between
the four observers (0.853). VC values and VC age estimates
were at the borderline between good and excellent reliability
(0.756 and 0.746, respectively), indicating relatively greater
observer variability in editing the ventral margin than the other
two shape measures. This tendency is also shown in the 95%
CIs: while most of the 95% CIs ranged from good to excellent
reliability, the CIs of VC values and VC age estimates were
wider ranging from fair to excellent reliability (Table 3). In addi-
tion, when the same analysis was run for only Observer 3 and
Observer 4, who were not the developers of the methods, ICC

TABLE 2––Intraobserver error: ICC absolute agreement of within-observer
shape measures and age estimates derived from first, second, and third time

editing.

ICC DF (1,2) F-Test p-Value
Lower
95%

Upper
95%

Observer 1
BE value 0.728 11,22.4 8.42 <0.001* 0.441 0.903
SAH score 0.856 11,22.6 20.5 <0.001* 0.675 0.952
VC value 0.942 11,23.9 48.8 <0.001* 0.859 0.981
BE estimate 0.910 11,23.1 29.7 <0.001* 0.785 0.971
SAH estimate 0.930 11,20 47.5 <0.001* 0.825 0.978
VC estimate 0.942 11,23.8 49 <0.001* 0.859 0.981
VC + BE
estimate

0.949 11,24 56.4 <0.001* 0.875 0.984

VC + SAH
estimate

0.945 11,20.4 60.3 <0.001* 0.861 0.982

Observer 2
BE value 0.809 11,22.4 13.8 <0.001* 0.589 0.934
SAH score 0.780 11,22.6 11.3 <0.001* 0.536 0.923
VC value 0.924 11,23.9 35.8 <0.001* 0.817 0.975
BE estimate 0.920 11,23.9 34.7 <0.001* 0.809 0.974
SAH estimate 0.905 11,22.7 27.6 <0.001* 0.772 0.969
VC estimate 0.946 11,23.9 52.9 <0.001* 0.868 0.983
VC + BE
estimate

0.952 11,22.9 56.5 <0.001* 0.880 0.985

VC + SAH
estimate

0.940 11,23.6 46.3 <0.001* 0.854 0.981

Observer 3
BE value 0.941 11,23.4 46.5 <0.001* 0.855 0.981
SAH score 0.913 11,24 32.7 <0.001* 0.793 0.971
VC value 0.933 11,22 39.6 <0.001* 0.835 0.979
BE estimate 0.953 11,23.9 61.2 <0.001* 0.885 0.985
SAH estimate 0.957 11,23.6 71 <0.001* 0.894 0.986
VC estimate 0.943 11,22.2 46.8 <0.001* 0.858 0.982
VC + BE
estimate

0.972 11,22.6 97.4 <0.001* 0.928 0.991

VC + SAH
estimate

0.969 11,23.8 98.6 <0.001* 0.923 0.990

Observer 4
BE value 0.898 11,24 27.1 <0.001* 0.761 0.966
SAH score 0.978 11,21.8 152 <0.001* 0.944 0.993
VC value 0.828 11,23.1 14.7 <0.001* 0.620 0.942
BE estimate 0.817 11,23.4 13.8 <0.001* 0.599 0.937
SAH estimate 0.975 11,22.1 131 <0.001* 0.937 0.992
VC estimate 0.777 11,22.9 10.8 <0.001* 0.526 0.922
VC + BE
estimate

0.789 11,22.4 11.4 <0.001* 0.545 0.927

VC + SAH
estimate

0.973 11,23.9 112 <0.001* 0.933 0.991

*Significance level of p < 0.05

TABLE 3––Interobserver error: ICC absolute agreement of between-obser-
ver shape measures and age estimates.

Shape measures/
Age estimates ICC DF (1,2) F-Test p-Value

Lower
95%

Upper
95%

BE value 0.865 35,108 26.8 <0.001* 0.790 0.921
SAH score 0.832 35,27.8 29.3 <0.001* 0.696 0.911
VC value 0.756 35,32.8 18 <0.001* 0.594 0.863
BE estimate 0.829 35,60.4 24.1 <0.001* 0.726 0.902
SAH estimate 0.836 35,32.6 28.7 <0.001* 0.711 0.911
VC estimate 0.746 35,28.7 17.8 <0.001* 0.571 0.859
BE + VC
estimate

0.811 35,25 26.2 <0.001* 0.656 0.900

SAH + VC
estimate

0.853 35,18.4 38.6 <0.001* 0.700 0.927

*Significance level of p < 0.05

TABLE 4––Intraobserver error of the inexperienced observer (Observer 5).

Shape Measures/
Age estimates ICC DF (1,2) F-Test p-Value

Lower
95%

Upper
95%

BE value 0.505 11,23.2 3.93 0.003* 0.150 0.800
SAH score 0.730 11,19.6 10.7 <0.001* 0.448 0.903
VC value 0.840 11,23.8 16.4 <0.001* 0.644 0.946
BE estimate 0.664 11,22.1 6.45 <0.001* 0.343 0.877
SAH estimate 0.753 11,21.6 11.4 <0.001* 0.490 0.912
VC estimate 0.828 11,24 15.5 <0.001* 0.624 0.941
VC + BE
estimate

0.767 11,23.5 10.5 <0.001* 0.513 0.918

VC + SAH
estimate

0.760 11,22.1 11.6 <0.001* 0.504 0.915

*Significance level of p < 0.05
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values were slightly lower than the analysis with the two devel-
opers included: BE value (0.769, excellent), followed by
SAH + VC estimate (0.708, good), BE estimate (0.706, good),
SAH score (0.688, good), SAH estimate (0.672, good),
BE + VC estimate (0.656, good), VC value (0.632, good), VC
estimate (0.599, between fair and good). The ICC values based
on the average of the three trials for Observer 3 and Observer 4
were all in excellent agreement (see Table S3).

A Blind Introduction of an Inexperienced Observer

Intraclass correlation coefficients values of the inexperienced
observer (Observer 5), who was blindly introduced to this study,
ranged from fair to excellent reliability (0.505–0.840), indicating
the observer edited the scans consistently throughout the three
consecutive trials as the rest of the four observers (Table 4).
Specifically, ICC of VC values and VC estimates was the high-
est (0.840 and 0.828, respectively) with the CIs ranging good to
excellent reliability. However, the 95% CIs of Observer 5 were
much wider compared to those of the previous four observers.

The widest 95% CI of Observer 5 was BE values, which ranged
from 0.150 to 0.800, indicating poor to excellent reliability. We
also conducted a preliminary analysis that considered the aver-
age of the three trials and the trial-by-trial comparisons, just as
we explained for the four-observer tests above. We provide these
preliminary results in Tables S4–S5.
In general, when the inexperienced observer was included to

assess between-observer variation in scan editing, ICC values
were slightly lower, and yet still the majority fell within the good
reliability range (0.593–0.747) (Table 5). The highest ICC was
BE values (0.747). The corresponding BE age estimates (0.744)
were at the borderline between good and excellent reliability.
The next two reliable shape measures were VC values (0.665)
and SAH scores (0.593, fair reliability). Although the ICC of
SAH scores was the lowest, suggesting that different scores were
generated among observers, final age estimates produced using
these variable SAH scores were still consistent between obser-
vers. The ICC for SAH score-based age estimates among the
observers still showed good reliability (0.691). The lowest ICC
value for age estimates was VC age estimates (0.659). The age
estimates of the two multiple models had the same level of
between-observer reliability (0.712, good reliability).
With the inclusion of Observer 5, the 95% CIs tend to fluctu-

ate more and are much wider than those of the first four obser-
vers as seen in the Observer 5’s intraobserver error results.
Particularly, the 95% CI of SAH scores was 0.303–0.780 (poor-
excellent reliability). This trend was absent when the observer
error was assessed based on the four observers (the previous
95% CI of SAH scores was 0.696–0.911, good-excellent reliabil-
ity), indicating the larger variability in the edited scans was com-
ing from the scans of the inexperienced observer.
To summarize the five-observer error test, the ICCs of BE val-

ues and BE age estimates were the highest and deemed to be the
most reliable between observers. This is consistent with the results
of the four-observer analysis. As corroboration, we present Fig. 2,
which compares the average BE value of the three trials generated

TABLE 5––Interobserver error after adding Observer 5.

Shape Measures/
Age Estimates ICC DF (1,2) F-Test p-Value

Lower
95%

Upper
95%

BE value 0.747 35,142 16.1 <0.001* 0.635 0.844
SAH score 0.593 35,11.6 19.4 <0.001* 0.303 0.780
VC value 0.665 35,23 17.9 <0.001* 0.456 0.810
BE estimate 0.744 35,50.3 20.2 <0.001* 0.604 0.849
SAH estimate 0.691 35,14.9 24.3 <0.001* 0.442 0.837
VC estimate 0.659 35,21.7 17.8 <0.001* 0.443 0.806
BE + VC
estimate

0.712 35,19.4 23.4 <0.001* 0.499 0.844

SAH + VC
estimate

0.710 35,12.3 29.7 <0.001* 0.442 0.853

*Significance level of p < 0.05

FIG. 2––BE value comparisons between observers. Note the proximity of BE values generated for each cast by five observers. An average BE value of the
three trials was used for each observer.
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per SB scan among the five observers. The proximity of the five
BE values indicates the observers consistently and reliably edited
the scans. Although the differences in BE values between obser-
vers were more prominent for the SB cast lower phase I (see
Fig. 2), final age estimates generated from the various BE values
were almost identical (see Fig. 3). However, this method tends to
underestimate individuals in the upper SB phases (or older

individuals), as indicated by the age estimates that are located far
below the known chronological ages of the SB casts (the asterisk
symbol in Fig. 3). Nevertheless, we observed that the magnitude
of underestimation reduces significantly when the multiple regres-
sion models were used to obtain final age estimates for the upper
phases. Underestimation does persist, however, in two Phase VI
casts, as shown in Fig. 4, which presents age estimates of the

FIG. 3––Between-observer comparisons of age estimates generated from the BE values presented in Fig. 2. Note the overlapping age estimates among five obser-
vers. Known chronological ages of the SB casts are indicated by the asterisk symbol. An average BE age estimate of the three trials was used for each observer.

FIG. 4––Between-observer comparisons of age estimates generated from the multiple regression model that combines VC and BE values. Note the reduced
magnitude of underestimation for the upper phase casts in comparison with the same casts in Fig. 3. Known chronological ages for the SB casts are indicated
by the asterisk symbol. An average age estimate of the three trials was used for each observer.
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regression model that combines BE and VC values. Based on
these results, we can infer that BE method is robust to observer
variability in scan editing, as it generates consistent shape mea-
sures and age estimates between different observers. The high reli-
ability/repeatability of the BE method is further supported by its
95% CIs, which are relatively narrow, ranging good to excellent
reliability, when compared to the rest of the CIs (Table 5).

Testing Different Editing Conditions

Effects of Different Symphyseal Margin Widths to Age Estima-
tion—Results of the Shapiro–Wilk normality test indicated a
normal distribution for most of the variables used in this study.
Three variables, including the chronological ages, and the “W/
Tubercle” age estimates of the SAH method and the VC + SAH
method, slightly deviated from the normality (p = 0.037, 0.016,
0.048, respectively Table 6). However, given that the t-test and

Pearson’s correlation coefficients are known to be robust to even
moderate deviations from normality (51,52) and that the non-
parametric paired difference test, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test,
yielded equally nonsignificant results, we report the results of
the parametric tests here (the results of the nonparametric tests
are presented in Tables S6–S7). Results of the pairwise t-test
indicated that there was no significant difference between the
means of the known ages and estimated ages derived from the
pubic symphyses with either 2 or 4 mm margin left (Table 7).
However, the mean of age estimates generated from the symphy-
seal face with 1 cm margin was significantly different from the
mean of the documented ages, except for the VC methods
(Table 7). This indicates that the 1 cm margin width was the
threshold where the algorithms start generating statistically sig-
nificantly different age estimates, especially for the two methods
of SAH scores and BE values. Nonetheless, the computational
methods mostly did not suffer from the improperly cleaned mar-
gins around the symphyseal face. In particular, the VC method
excelled in generating correct age estimates despite the wide
range of error (e.g., different margin widths, even with 1 cm
margin) in scan editing.

Inclusion/Exclusion of the Pubic Tubercle—In contrast to our
hypothesis, the VC method did not generate a statistically signif-
icant difference in mean estimated age and mean chronological
age when the pubic tubercle was not removed from the raw
scan. Instead, the shape-based methods evaluating the complex-
ity of the pubic symphysis topography (i.e., BE and SAH scores)
were more directly affected by the inclusion/exclusion of the
pubic tubercle (Table 8). It is possible that the VC values were
not affected by the inclusion of this extra feature because the
tubercle is located in a different plane: the tubercle is slightly
posterior to the symphyseal face surface when the observer is
directly facing the surface. However, as the SAH score and BE
methods measure the “ups and downs” of the symphyseal sur-
face, those shape measures and age estimates are affected by the
presence of the tubercle as the posteriorly extending feature adds
another depth (or complexity) to the scan that the SAH scores
and BE must account for. Accordingly, the scans with the tuber-
cle tended to exacerbate underestimation for BE and SAH meth-
ods compared to the age estimates based on the scans without
the tubercle. This trend is shown in the magnitude of mean

TABLE 6––The Shapiro–Wilk test of normality for all variables used in this
study.

Shape Measure Age Estimate per Condition W p-Value

BE Age* 0.850 0.037†

2 mm 0.944 0.553
4 mm 0.984 0.995
W/ tubercle 0.883 0.097
W/O tubercle 0.979 0.978

SAH 2 mm 0.945 0.567
4 mm 0.918 0.268
W/ tubercle 0.819 0.016†

W/O tubercle 0.888 0.111
VC 2 mm 0.958 0.759

4 mm 0.897 0.145
W/ tubercle 0.980 0.964
W/O tubercle 0.963 0.825

VC + BE 2 mm 0.988 0.999
4 mm 0.923 0.315
W/ tubercle 0.923 0.347
W/O tubercle 0.913 0.236

VC + SAH 2 mm 0.929 0.374
4 mm 0.947 0.593
W/ tubercle 0.854 0.048†

W/O tubercle 0.893 0.130

*Documented chronological ages
†Significance level of p < 0.05

TABLE 7––Paired t-tests for mean comparisons between documented chronological ages and age estimates of the scans with three different margin widths.

Method N Mean Age Mean age Estimate Mean Difference SE Lower 95% Upper 95% t DF p-Value

2 mm
BE 12 38.833 28.372 10.462 5.898 -2.520 23.443 1.774 11 0.104
SAH 12 38.833 34.765 4.068 4.003 -4.742 12.878 1.016 11 0.331
VC 11 40.454 39.820 0.634 5.712 -12.094 13.363 0.111 10 0.914
VC + BE 11 40.454 30.452 10.003 5.530 -2.319 22.324 1.809 10 0.100
VC + SAH 11 40.454 36.204 4.25 3.994 -4.647 13.149 1.064 10 0.312

4 mm
BE 12 38.833 27.085 11.748 6.049 -1.566 25.063 1.942 11 0.078
SAH 12 38.833 31.786 7.047 4.587 -3.049 17.144 1.536 11 0.153
VC 11 40.454 39.373 1.082 6.057 -12.414 14.577 0.179 10 0.862
VC + BE 11 40.454 28.907 11.547 5.869 1.531 24.625 1.967 10 0.077
VC + SAH 11 40.454 33.042 7.413 4.663 -2.977 17.803 1.589 10 0.143

1 cm
BE 12 38.833 24.570 14.263 6.023 1.005 27.522 2.368 11 0.037*
SAH 12 38.833 22.684 16.149 5.476 4.095 28.203 2.949 11 0.013*
VC 11 40.454 31.410 9.044 6.986 -6.520 24.609 1.294 10 0.224
VC + BE 11 40.454 22.935 17.519 6.595 2.823 32.215 2.656 10 0.024*
VC + SAH 11 40.454 22.483 17.972 6.066 4.455 31.489 2.962 10 0.014*

*Significance level of p < 0.05
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differences between two different editing conditions in Table 8.
The mean age estimates of the multiple regression models were
also significantly different from the mean documented age as the
models include the SAH scores and BE/TPS values (VC + BE t
(10) = 3.243, p = 0.009; VC + SAH t(10) = 4.099, p = 0.002,
Table 8).
In addition, when the edited scans of the symphyseal face

included the pubic tubercle or had too much of the margins
left (e.g., 1 cm), forAge loaded the scans in the wrong direc-
tion with incorrect age estimates, sometimes generating very
unlikely to impossible age estimates (e.g., 6728.29 years,
Fig. 5). When this happens, we advise the practitioner to
cease the analysis and re-edit the scan. For this study, we
observed three instances where the scans with the tubercle
yielded unrealistic age estimates: a single variable VC model,

VC + SAH model, and VC + BE model (6728.29, 872.53,
207.88 years respectively) for the SB cast Phase I-2. To facili-
tate the statistical analysis, these numbers were treated as
missing values.
As expected, when the pubic tubercle is properly removed

from the scan, there was no significant difference between the
means of the estimated and documented ages (Table 8). In
support of these results, the Pearson correlation coefficients
suggested there was a positive linear relationship between the
known ages and age estimates of various editing conditions
(r = 0.449–0.931, Table 9), indicating that both the chronolog-
ical age and estimated age increase in the same direction. It
is important to note, however, that the correlations for the
BE-based method did not differ significantly from zero (al-
pha = 0.05): especially for three editing conditions with 2 mm

TABLE 8––Paired t-tests for mean comparisons between documented chronological ages and age estimates of the scans with/without the tubercle.

Method N Mean Age Mean age Estimate Mean Difference SE Lower 95% Upper 95% t DF p-Value

With Tubercle
BE 12 38.833 21.653 17.181 5.281 5.557 28.804 3.253 11 0.008*
SAH 12 38.833 23.140 15.693 3.804 7.321 24.066 4.125 11 0.002*
VC 11 40.455 36.485 3.969 6.390 �10.268 18.207 0.621 10 0.548
VC + BE 11 40.455 23.052 17.403 5.366 5.447 29.358 3.243 10 0.009*
VC + SAH 11 40.455 24.310 16.145 3.941 7.364 24.925 4.099 10 0.002*

Without Tubercle
BE 12 38.833 27.343 11.491 5.873 �1.436 24.417 1.956 11 0.076
SAH 12 38.833 33.070 5.763 4.114 �3.291 14.818 1.401 11 0.189
VC 11 40.455 38.925 1.529 5.925 �11.673 14.732 0.258 10 0.801
VC + BE 11 40.455 29.008 11.446 5.682 �1.213 24.106 2.015 10 0.072
VC + SAH 11 40.455 34.323 6.132 4.266 �3.374 15.638 1.437 10 0.181

*Significance level of p < 0.05

FIG. 5––An example of misloading of the edited scan by forAge, when the symphyseal face scan includes the pubic tubercle. Note the very unrealistic age
estimates for SB male cast upper phase I.
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margin, with 4 mm margin, and without the tubercle. The VC
method’s age estimates for scans with the tubercle also
showed nonsignificant correlations with the chronological ages.
This lack of a significance between VC/BE age estimates and
chronological ages may be attributable to tendency for under-
estimation by the univariate regression models, as already dis-
cussed previously in relation to Figs 2–4, rather than to
observer-induced scan editing error.
Finally, the Bland–Altman plots in Fig. 6 demonstrate how

the computational methods produced persistent underestimation
regardless of the five different editing conditions, especially
for the upper phase casts: on average as small as 4 years and
as large as 17 years for the SAH score, BE, and two multiple
regression methods. The VC method showed the least under-
estimation, as the mean difference between the estimated and
known ages ranged from 0.6 to 9 years (see Fig. 6 and
Tables 7–8).

Discussion

In response to our stated concerns over method reliability in
the presence of observer variation, the current paper evaluates
the repeatability of the new fully computational methods pro-
posed by Slice and Algee-Hewitt (39) and Stoyanova et al.
(40,41), and, more broadly speaking, the degree of error associ-
ated with using high-dimensional laser scan data, when testing
multiple, randomly selected observers with diverse training back-
grounds and experience levels. In this study, we have demon-
strated that consistent and comparable shape values and final age
estimates were generated from scans edited by five independent
observers with various experience levels and training back-
grounds. Overall, the shape measures that evaluate the complex-
ity in the symphyseal face topography (e.g., BE and SAH
methods) are most resistant to observer error and scan editing
variability. On the other hand, the VC method tends to be rela-
tively more sensitive to such variation, although ICC was still
within the range of excellent reliability for the four-observer
study and good reliability for the five-observer study, which
included an inexperienced observer. Thus, our results find that
lower ICC values in three shape measures do not necessarily
mean that the associated final age estimates will also be different
between observers: the algorithms generate somewhat different
shape measures in response to the scans edited by different
observers, but the final age estimates are still similar. Moreover,
none of our results for the multiple regression models present
particularly low ICC, suggesting that the two shape measures in
the models compensate for any possible observer variation in the
edited scans and generate matched age estimates among obser-
vers. Lastly, we show that the computational methods are not as
susceptible to various inappropriate editing conditions as we
may have expected. All five age estimation models based on the
three shape measures generate consistently accurate and reliable
age estimates, except two conditions where the scans had the
1 cm margin left around the pubic symphysis and the pubic
tubercle. Despite its relative sensitivity to observer variation, the
VC method performed the best for all five different editing con-
ditions. Although the inclusion of the pubic tubercle did not
result in inaccurate age estimates for the VC method, we still
recommend removing the tubercle as it may influence age esti-
mates of the BE and SAH methods and the two multiple models.

TABLE 9––Pearson’s correlation coefficients between documented chrono-
logical ages and age estimates under various editing conditions.

Method Age Estimate r N
Lower
95%

Upper
95% p-Value

BE 2 mm 0.503 12 �0.100 0.836 0.096
4 mm 0.463 12 �0.151 0.819 0.130
W/ Tubercle 0.787 12 0.388 0.937 0.002*
W/O Tubercle 0.555 12 �0.027 0.856 0.061

SAH 2 mm 0.879 12 0.616 0.966 <0.001*
4 mm 0.806 12 0.433 0.944 0.002*
W/ Tubercle 0.904 12 0.687 0.973 <0.001*
W/O Tubercle 0.893 12 0.654 0.970 <0.001*

VC 2 mm 0.639 12 0.104 0.888 0.025*
4 mm 0.616 12 0.065 0.879 0.033*
W/ Tubercle 0.449 11 �0.206 0.826 0.166
W/O Tubercle 0.604 12 0.046 0.875 0.038*

VC + BE 2 mm 0.677 12 0.169 0.901 0.016*
4 mm 0.655 12 0.130 0.893 0.021*
W/ Tubercle 0.830 11 0.458 0.955 0.002*
W/O Tubercle 0.649 12 0.120 0.891 0.022*

VC + SAH 2 mm 0.876 12 0.607 0.965 <0.001*
4 mm 0.834 12 0.499 0.952 0.001*
W/ Tubercle 0.931 11 0.751 0.982 <0.001*
W/O Tubercle 0.867 12 0.584 0.962 <0.001*

*Significance level of p < 0.05

FIG. 6––Bland–Altman plots showing the difference between the documented chronological ages and the age estimates of the three shape measures based on
the scans with 2 mm margin: (i) BE method, mean difference� negative 10 years (p = 0.104); (ii) SAH score method, mean difference� negative 4 years
(p = 0.331); and (iii) VC method, mean difference� negative 0.6 years (p = 0.914).
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Similarly, the margins of the pubic symphysis need to be
trimmed as close to the rim as possible as the SAH score and
BE value should be computed based on the data points dis-
tributed within the symphyseal face, not beyond. In conclusion,
this more complex (multiple inter-/intra-) observer error study
corroborates the results of the single observer error study
reported in Stoyanova et al. (40). We have confirmed the high
repeatability in the shape-based age estimation based on 3D laser
scans of the pubic symphysis. In doing so, this study indicates
that these fully computational methods, and possibly more
broadly, any future methods that rely similarly upon 3D scan
editing, can be widely used with confidence, even by users with
limited skeletal knowledge, age estimation experience, training
in the laser scan editing techniques, and the implementation of
the method-specific software, forAge. We conclude that the
semi-automated framework of analysis that uses the computa-
tional methods proposed by Slice and Algee-Hewitt (39) and
Stoyanova et al.(40,41) can indeed serve as a standardized
procedure that enables modern skeletal researchers and forensic
laboratories to produce highly compatible age-at-death esti-
mates with a reduced risk of the observer effects that may other-
wise contribute to inaccurate, unreliable, and/or biased age
estimates.
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ABSTRACT
OBJECTIVES: The pubic symphysis is frequently used to
estimate age-at-death from the adult skeleton. Assessment
methods require the visual comparison of the bone mor-
phology against age-informative characteristics that rep-
resent a series of phases. Age-at-death is then estimated
from the age-range previously associated with the chosen
phase. While easily executed, the "morphoscopic" process
of feature-scoring and bone-to-phase-matching is known to
be subjective. Studies of method and practitioner error
demonstrate a need for alternative tools to quantify age-
progressive change in the pubic symphysis. This article
proposes a more objective, quantitative method that ana-
lyzes three-dimensional (3D) surface scans of the pubic
symphysis using a thin plate spline algorithm (TPS).
MATERIALS AND METHODS: This algorithm models
the bending of a flat plane to approximately match the

surface of the bone and minimizes the bending energy
required for this transformation. Known age-at-death
and bending energy were used to construct a linear
model to predict age from observed bending energy. This
approach is tested with scans from 44 documented white
male skeletons and 12 casts.
RESULTS: The results of the surface analysis show a
significant association (regression p-value 5 0.0002 and
coefficient of determination 5 0.2270) between the mini-
mum bending energy and age-at-death, with a root
mean square error of �19 years.
DISCUSSION: This TPS method yields estimates
comparable to established methods but offers a fully
integrated, objective and quantitative framework of
analysis and has potential for use in archaeological and
forensic casework. Am J Phys Anthropol 158:431–440,
2015. VC 2015 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

Physical anthropologists have long been interested in
the morphological variation observed within and among
skeletal populations, and there remains a longstanding
desire to make use of these observations in order to
reconstruct past population history, to understand the
biological consequences of different life ways, and, most
recently, to build individual biological profiles for the
identification of unknown remains in medicolegal con-
texts. These ongoing efforts have resulted in an exten-
sive and evolving toolkit that skeletal biologists can call
upon to evaluate the physical characteristics of osteologi-
cal remains and to estimate the biological parameters
(like sex, age, stature, or ancestry) that are of interest to
paleodemographic studies and useful for human identifi-
cation casework. Accordingly, when the goal is to answer
the question of age-at-death for the adult skeleton, the
anthropologist looks to an established suite of age-
progressive bony indicators, assessment techniques, and
estimation methods that can be simply used with high
repeatability and low error. Together these resources
enable the translation of biological age information col-
lected from the skeletal remains into a statistical esti-
mate of lived years for the individual or population
under study (Algee-Hewitt, 2013).

Standards of practice for estimating age-at-death for
the adult skeleton typically require the application of
component-scoring or phase-based aging methods to the

articular surfaces of the pelvis (e.g., McKern and
Stewart, 1957; Lovejoy et al., 1985; Brooks and Suchey,
1990). The pubic symphysis, in particular, is said to be
both the “most reliable” (Buikstra and Ubelaker, 1994:
21) and “most frequently used” (Meindl et al., 1985: 29)
indicator for accessing information on age-at-death. It
has been shown for past and present populations that
throughout adult life the surface of the pubic symphysis
undergoes post-developmental, degenerative modification
at a regular and predictable rate. Given this age-
progressive change, it should not be surprising that for
many decades, researchers have been interested in
developing techniques for age-estimation that capitalize
upon the morphological variation in this structure. Todd
(1920) first described the patterns of macroscopic change
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in the pubic bones, established scoring criteria for cap-
turing this age-progression in a suite of key traits under
a multiphase classification system, and provided a defin-
itive set of visual assessment standards. With the
increasing recognition of the utility of Todd’s approach, a
number of researchers worked in the years that followed
to provide more refined methods of age-at-death estima-
tion that were based on Todd’s original achievements
(e.g., Brooks, 1955; McKern and Stewart, 1957).

The Suchey-Brooks system (Brooks and Suchey, 1990)
has, thus far, made best use of the age progressive
changes in adult symphyseal morphology and, so, it con-
tinues to remain the “most highly favored aging
technique” for skeletal case analysis (Garvin and Passa-
lacqua, 2012). The Suchey-Brooks method combined
Todd’s original ten phases into six phases of aging for
each sex and provides written descriptions and illustra-
tions for a visual assessment: the pubic symphysis is
compared with the physical details that characterize
each of the six phases, and it is assigned to the phase
that best captures its state (i.e., degree, form) of skeletal
expression (Brooks and Suchey, 1990). The six phases
are characterized by the changes that occur on the shape
of the symphyseal face. For adult individuals it starts as
a set of high horizontal ridges and furrows: this billow-
ing appears to fill-in as it flattens-out over time. The
symphyseal face is usually smooth by phase 4 and after
that it becomes pitted and porous. In addition, by phase
4 the symphyseal face starts to develop a distinct rim,
during phase 5 the face is completely rimmed, and this
rim may later erode (Brooks and Suchey, 1990). Despite
the ease with which the Suchey-Brooks technique can be
applied to the pubic symphysis and the arguments made
for the regularity of the morphological changes that
underlie its categorical framework (Suchey et al., 1986;
Suchey and Katz, 1998), recent criticisms of this, as well
as other phase-age and ordinal scoring systems, have
identified several shortcomings (Baccino et al., 1999;
Kimmerle et al., 2008; Berg, 2008; Hartnett, 2010).
There is, for example, 1) a very large overlap among the
wide age-ranges provided for each of the six phases, 2) a
loss of precision when the technique is applied to older
individuals (e.g., 401 years), 3) a great waste of morpho-
logical information on age that is not captured by the
feature-scoring and phase-assignment criteria, and 4) a
high degree of variability in method interpretation and a
low degree of standardization across applications and
practitioners (Algee-Hewitt, 2013). These factors all
imply that this current "morphoscopic" process of
feature-scoring and bone-to-phase-matching allows for a
very large degree of observation (user-induced) and esti-
mation (method-specific) error. Assessment criteria do
have the potential for improvement, and efforts are
being made to develop more effective component-driven
approaches that consider individually the sequence and
the rate of change for the features contributing to the
indicator’s morphology (Milner and Boldsen, 2012,
2013). All of the adult age estimation techniques,
whether based on the pubic symphysis or other age-pro-
gressive/skeletal degenerative indicators, that are quali-
tative in their methodologies, share the disadvantage of
being dependent, to some nontrival extent, on the
expectations of the researchers and experience of the
practitioners (Baccino et al., 1999; Kimmerle, Prince and
Berg, 2008).

What is still needed to advance the science of age-at-
death estimation is the widespread adoption of objective,

quantitative methods that better capture the full range
of diversity in the morphological expression of the indi-
cator at any given age, reduce the user-induced error by
removing the subjectivity of the scoring procedure, and
improve the estimation of point-ages and age ranges by
introducing a statistically robust, fully computational
workflow (Slice and Algee-Hewitt, 2015). Further, they
should respond to the ongoing calls for implementing
standardized, best-practice methods for age-at-death
estimation (Garvin and Passalacqua, 2012). It is increas-
ingly important that emerging methods yield the quality
of skeletal aging data necessary to make meaningful
paleodemographic inferences in archaeological research
contexts and to meet the evolving medico-legal stand-
ards of scientific evidence for forensic casework reporting
(Ritz-Timme et al., 2000; Hoppa and Vaupel, 2002;
Christensen and Crowder, 2009; Holden, 2009;
SWGANTH Age Estimation, 2013; Algee-Hewitt, 2013).

The purpose of this study is to develop an objective
fully quantitative method for age-at-death determina-
tion. Here, we present a unique approach that exploits
the potential of three-dimensional (3D) surface scans of
the pubic symphysis, implements a thin plate spline
(TPS) algorithm, and allows for a straightforward and
consistent estimation in both archaeological and forensic
settings.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Surface scan files

In order to analyze the surface of the pubic symphysis,
some numerical representation of its shape needs to be
provided. Three-dimensional (3D) laser scanners gener-
ate a dense point cloud or a polygonal mesh that cap-
tures the geometry of a physical object with hundreds or
thousands of coordinate (x, y, z) measurements. The 3D
shape is represented as numerous small adjacent trian-
gles, called faces. The data files produced by the 3D
scanners store the coordinates of all the vertices and the
information on how they are connected to form the trian-
gles. The software we developed uses ASCII and binary
PLY (http://paulbourke.net/dataformats/ply/) files.

3D laser scan samples

To develop and test the method proposed in this arti-
cle, 3D laser scans of the pubic symphysis from 56 cases
were used. This sample was sourced from a larger collec-
tion of bracket scans (scanned at three consecutive
angles) taken with the NextEngine 3D Desktop Scanner
(Model 2020i). Each pubic bone was placed approxi-
mately 5 to 9 inches away from the scanner box and ori-
ented such that the face of the symphysis was positioned
at 908 or perpendicular to the base of AutoDrive scan-
ning stand, onto which the ramus was secured with
modeling clay (see Fig. 1). Individual scans were pro-
duced in approximately 3.5 min, using the following
high definition (HD) scanning settings: neutral image
capture, 16 divisions, 40 K points per inch2 with a trian-
gle size of 0.0050. These scans were manipulated using
the accompanying software, Scan Studio HD version
1.3.2, such that multiple scans were autoaligned to form
a single mesh, the face of the pubic symphysis mesh was
isolated by visual inspection and the surrounding areas
of the bone deleted, leaving only the trimmed surface
mesh for the region of interest. Postprocessing steps,
like hole filling, smoothing and simplification, were not
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performed in order to preserve the raw qualities of the
scan for ease of future replication. These data collection
protocols were repeated by two (senior and junior)
observers at different times and locations for a random
set of cases to assess the degree of variation in the
meshes produced and the ages estimated using our algo-
rithm (see the Results section). From the final aligned
and trimmed meshes, we extracted the 3D coordinate
data (x, y, z values) that characterize the surface of the
pubic symphysis for each sample and subjected these
values to our method’s computational procedure.

Our primary sample includes a single scan for each of
44 modern American individuals, opportunistically
selected from the more recent cases available in the
W.M. Bass Skeletal Collection, curated by the Forensic
Anthropology Center at the University of Tennessee in
Knoxville (http://fac.utk.edu/). As some studies have
shown that source population and sex may affect the
morphology of the pubic symphysis as well as its age-
progressive changes (Gilbert and McKern, 1973; Katz
and Suchey, 1986, 1989; Hoppa, 2000; Berg, 2008; Kim-
merle et al., 2008), the individuals used here represent
self-identified white males of known age-at-death and
birth year. Candidates were not screened for pathologi-
cal conditions, but the preservation and completeness of
the os coxae was of concern to ensure that alternative
methods could be applied in order to produce compara-
tive age data. Efforts were made to include as many
young and very old individuals as possible given the con-
straints imposed by the Bass Collection’s composition of
largely older aged donors. This schema allowed us to
ensure that a large proportion of the sample could also

be aged using conventional estimation procedures with-
out needing to assign the skeletons to a terminal, open-
ended interval of 501 years (following the example of
Milner and Boldsen, 2012) and to approximate the age
distribution of the cases used in the development of the
Suchey-Brooks method (see Brooks and Suchey, 1990 for
their sample histogram). Figure 2 shows the age distri-
bution of our sample. While we have considered addi-
tional cases (n> 150), we report here on this reduced
sample of 44 so that we refer to the same cases analyzed
by Slice and Algee-Hewitt (2015), whose work sets the
precedent for our computationally driven, laser scan
approach. Examples of four of the scans of different
ages-at-death included in this analysis are given in
Figure 3. The structure of the scans, vertices, and con-
nected face edges, is illustrated in Figure 4. In addition
to the 44 Bass Collection scans, 12 casts representing
the Suchey-Brooks phases were scanned and added to
the dataset. Each of the six phases is represented by two
cast scans, with an associated age. These casts serve as
our control samples: as they are publicly accessible, their
scans can be reproduced and our analysis externally
evaluated.

Standardizing the orientation

In order to apply the same algorithm to all of the
scans, we need to first standardize their position, size,
and orientation. Standardization of the position for each
scan is done by first translating the set of vertices so
that the middle point of the x, y, and z coordinates
matches the center of the coordinate system. This is
achieved by simply subtracting the middle values from
the x, y, and z coordinates of the entire set of vertices
from the coordinates of each vertex. Once the scan is
positioned at the origin, a principal component analysis
(PCA) is used to rotate it so that the x, y, and z coordi-
nates measure the largest variances in each dimension.
PCA is an orthogonal, linear transformation that rotates
the bone to a new coordinate system. As a result of the
rotation the x-axis defines the dimensions with the larg-
est variance, the y-axis defines the dimension with the
second largest variance, and the z-axis defines the
dimension with the smallest variance. This way the x-y
plane approximates the articular surface of the bone,
and we model variation in z direction. Figure 5 shows,
in two different orientations, an example of the pubic
symphysis after the rotation. PCA incorporates no infor-
mation on anatomical orientation.

Fig. 1. Position and orientation of the pubic bone during the
scanning of the pubic symphysis.

Fig. 2. The age distribution for the 56 scans.
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To ensure that scans will be of uniform size, we multi-
ply all of the vertex coordinates of each scan by a scaling
factor. The scaling factor is estimated for each scan
using the current size of the scan and the final desired
size. In order to preserve the aspect ratio of the scans
only the size in one of the dimensions (in our case the
length) is used in the calculation of the scaling factor.
The Appendix offers details on implementing the affine
transformations.

The PCA positioning aligns the length, width, and
depth of the scans but we also orient the anatomical
parts of the pubic symphysis. This is done manually
using a visualization tool included in the software that
allows the users to see the scans and flip them around
the axes. The individuals included in our study are rep-
resented by a scan of their left or right pubic symphysis
but not both. Flipping around the axis allows for all of
the scans, both left and right, to be oriented uniformly.
For our method, we positioned all scans in such a way
that the superior apex is to the left (negative x coordi-
nates), the ventral margin is on top (positive y coordi-
nates), and the dorsal margin is at the bottom (negative
y coordinates). The anatomical orientation of the scans
does not affect the computational method as long as the
same sample points are used.

The thin plate splines (TPS)

In this article, we adopt the sophisticated surface
characterization technique of thin plate splines (TPS).
The TPS algorithm models the bending of an infinitely
thin, flat metal plate (Bookstein, 1989). In the case of
the 3D laser scans, the hypothetical metal plate will be
bent to match the surface of the pubic symphysis. The
method computes the minimum energy that is required
for this bending. Our expectation is that the changes
occurring on the symphyseal face, transforming from a
high billowed surface to a smoother, flattened one, will
be captured by the method as the required minimum
bending energy decreases. This novel approach to the
quantification of the pubic symphyseal surface allows us
to address acknowledged limitations of variance-based
methods, most notably that the spatial structure of the
data is not taken into account and similar results can be
returned for different morphological expressions simply
because they have the same variance (Slice and Algee-
Hewitt, 2015). When applied to the different graphs in
Figure 6, a variance-base method will return the same
value for both because they both have the same var-
iance, but the minimum bending energy (BE) required
for the plot on the left will be higher.

The first step of the TPS algorithm requires the selec-
tion of two sets of control points. One set of points lies
on the plane that is bent and the other on the bone

Fig. 3. Four examples of the 3D scans used in the model. The exact ages-at-death starting from the top left scan and moving in
a clockwise direction are 19, 39, 59, and 96 years.

Fig. 4. An example of a 3D scan showing the adjacent trian-
gles representing the curves on the surface.

Fig. 5. The position of the 3D scan after the translation to
the center of the coordinate system and PCA rotation. The fig-
ure shows the scan from two different angles with respect to
the coordinate axes.
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surface. The z values of the control points on the plane
need to be mapped to the z values on the points of the
bone. The exact mapping of the control points involves
solving a linear system A~x ¼~b. The solution of the sys-
tem ~x is used to interpolate the rest of the points and to
estimate the minimum bending energy.

Selecting control points. We begin by creating a grid
of square cells on a plane that extends from the mini-
mum to the maximum values in the x and y dimensions
of the scans. A number of points in one of the x or y
dimensions is selected (x was arbitrarily chosen). The
points divide the length of the scan into equal intervals.
Then enough points in the y direction are selected that
are the same distance apart from each other, to cover
the width of the scan. All the points are assigned a z
value of 0. As a result of the PCA rotation, this plane
passes through the scan.

The shape of the bones is, however, not rectangular.
When the initial grid overlaps the scan, some of the grid
points will be outside of the scan area. The TPS algo-
rithm matches two sets of control points exactly and,
since some of the points on the grid do not have a corre-
sponding point on the scan, the extraneous points need
to be identified and removed. To implement this, all the
vertices are projected onto the x-y plane simply by tak-
ing their z-coordinates to be 0, i.e., they are treated as
2D objects. This means that all the initial mesh points
and all the triangle projections lie on the same plane
and each mesh point can be inside only one triangle
since all occlusions on the scans were removed during
the cleaning process. For each mesh point the algorithm

finds the face for which it lies inside the projection. If a
mesh point is not inside any triangle this means that it
lies outside of the scan and is removed from the set of
control points. Figure 7 illustrates the process of select-
ing the control points on the plane. It shows the uniform
square mesh with the outside points colored in gray and
the final set of control points colored in black. At this
point each mesh point is associated with one face. The
equation for the 3D plane containing the three face ver-
tices (not their 2D projections) is constructed and the
projection of the mesh point onto that plane is calcu-
lated. The set of projected mesh points becomes the sec-
ond set of control points. The points on the two control
sets have the same x and y values but different heights
(z values). The heights will be mapped by the thin plate
splines algorithm.

TPS algorithm. Let the selected vertices on the sur-
face scan have the coordinates bi

x, bi
y and bi

z, where i
denotes the index of the vertex. If there are k selected
vertices, then 1 � i � k. Let the coordinates of the
selected points on the plane be denoted as pi

x, pi
y; and

pi
z. Let C be a k3k matrix such that

C ¼

U r11ð Þ U r12ð Þ U r13ð Þ

U r21ð Þ U r22ð Þ U r23ð Þ

U r31ð Þ U r32ð Þ U r33ð Þ

� � �

U r1kð Þ

U r2kð Þ

U r3kð Þ

� . .
.

�

U rk1ð Þ U rk2ð Þ U rk3ð Þ � � � U rkkð Þ

0
BBBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCCA
;

where rij, for 1 � i � k and 1 � j � k, is the distance
between point i and point j in the plane. The function U
is called a basis function, and is defined, for planar data,
as:

U rð Þ ¼ 0; for r ¼ 0

U rð Þ ¼ r2 log rð Þ; for r 6¼ 0

The distance between any point and itself is equal to
0, therefore U rij

� � ¼ 0 when i 5 j so that, in fact, all the
diagonal entries of matrix C are 0.

Let P be a k33 matrix such that

Fig. 6. Examples of surfaces that have the same variance but a higher minimum bending energy (left) and lower minimum
bending energy (right).

Fig. 7. The uniform square mesh used by the method plot-
ted against the corresponding scan. The grey vertices are con-
sidered to be outside of the surface and are not included in the
calculations.
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P ¼

1

1

�

p1
x p1

y

p2
x p2

x

� �

1 pk
x pk

y

0
BBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCA
:

And let M be a k13ð Þ3 k13ð Þ matrix such that

M ¼
C P

PT 0

 !
:

The right hand side, ~b, of the linear system is of
size k13 and is obtained from the z coordinates of the
selected points on the bone, i.e.,

~b ¼

b1
z

b2
z

�

bk
z

0

0

0

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

:

Now that the matrix M and the right hand side ~b of
the linear system M~x ¼~b, are constructed, it can be
solved for ~x.

Finding the inverse of a matrix is time consuming and
computationally expensive. To improve the efficiency of
the method, instead of finding the inverse of M, an LU fac-
torization with permutations is used. It factors the matrix
M into a lower triangular matrix L and an upper triangu-
lar matrix U by switching the rows of M and ~b in a con-
sistent way. Having the L and the U matrices, we can
avoid computing the inverse of the matrix by solving for-
ward and backward systems (Kinkaid and Cheney, 2002).

Now that ~x is known, its components can be used to
interpolate the height of every point on the plane. The
vector ~x is of size k13. Let ~w denote the first k elements
of ~x and ~a denote the last three elements. Then,

pl
z ¼ a11a2pl

x1a3pl
y1
Xk

i¼1

wiU k pi2plk2;

where pl is any point on the plane. After the transforma-
tion the value of pl will approximate the value of a point
on the bone if it is not one of the control points. If pl is
one of the control points, its value will match exactly the
z value of the corresponding control point on the bone.
The construction of the actual approximation of the sur-
face is not, however, needed for age estimation. The
method uses the minimum bending energy and only the
solution ~x of the linear system is required to calculate it.

Minimum bending energy

The value of the minimum bending energy, Emin, is
given by

Emin ¼ ~wC~wT

As we have pointed out earlier, the TPS algorithm
models the bending of a metal plate to match another
surface. Some force needs to be applied to the metal
plate to transform it. The minimum bending energy, as
the term suggests, is the least amount of energy
required to transform the infinitely thin flat plate into
the shape of the surface scan. It minimizes the integral

ð ð
o2z

ox2

 !2

12
o2z

oxoy

 !2

1
o2z

oy2

 !2
0
@

1
Adx dy

(Bookstein, 1991). This minimum bending energy is a mea-
sure of the complexity of the surface scan. If an association
can be made between age-at-death and the BE, this relation-
ship could be used to estimate the age-at-death of a given indi-
vidual. For the analysis and our regression model we used
logarithmic functions, log ageð Þ and log bendingenergyð Þ, to
enhance the linearity of the relationship.

Software development and procedure

The execution of the method includes a set procedure.
Step 1: the PLY file data provided by the 3D scan is
read. Step 2: the bone is subjected to a translation fol-
lowed by PCA to standardize positioning, scaling to
standardize the size and manually orienting the anatom-
ical parts. Step 3: the control points (a set of points on a
flat plane and on the bone, which are to be matched
exactly) are selected. Step 4: the TPS algorithm is imple-
mented, and the minimum bending energy (the energy
necessary to deform the planar landmarks to exactly
match those on the scan surface) is computed. The soft-
ware implementing the algorithm, forage, is available
for free download as a standalone Java application from
http://morphlab.sc.fsu.edu.

RESULTS

Our TPS method was tested using pubic bone scans
from a sample of 44 modern American male skeletons
for whom age-at-death was known and 12 scans of casts
representing the six phases of the Suchey-Brooks
method. After successful execution of our algorithm, we
obtained 56 minimum bending energy values. The linear
relationship between the age-at-death and the minimum
bending energy was studied.

Correlation and linear regression analysis on the
relationship between the log ageð Þ and the log
bendingenergyð Þ were performed. The coefficients for the

two analyses are 20.4765 and 20.2730, respectively. A
p-value of 0.0002 for both confirms the statistical signifi-
cance of our findings at the usual p-value less than 0.05
level. The equation for the regression line is y52
0:2730x13:9537. In our case y is log ageð Þ and x is
log bendingenergyð Þ. The age approximation is 10y. The
root mean square error (RMSE) for exact and estimated
ages is estimated to be 18.6183 years using the formula

RMSE ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

n

Xn

i¼1
estimatedi2exactið Þ2

r
;

where n is the number of bone scans that are used in
the model. The plot in Figure 8 shows the regression
line, the 12 cast scans of the Suchey-Brooks phases
shown as filled circles and the rest of the 44 scans
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shown as empty circles. The two cast scans representing
each phase are connected with straight lines and the
number of the corresponding phase is listed by the line.

The findings reported above were generated using a
mesh with 31 points in the x direction. This mesh size
was arbitrarily chosen for testing purposes. The results
of using meshes of different size, ranging from 11 to 101
points in x direction, were compared, and Table 1 shows
the p-value, the coefficient of determination (R2) and the
RMSE in years using different number of control points.
The p-value fluctuates around 0.002 as the number of
control points increases and the RMSE fluctuates
slightly around 19 years. The coefficient of determina-
tion shows that for the grid sizes producing the smallest
RMSEs and p-values, about 20 to 25% of the age varia-
tion is explained by the minimum bending energy.

Tables 2 and 3 show in detail the results for the Suchey-
Brooks casts and the Bass collection bones/scans, respec-
tively. The exact ages-at-death for the casts were provided
by Judy Suchey and the phase age-ranges reported in
Table 2 were taken from the original article (Brooks and
Suchey, 1990). Table 3 presents true ages relative to those
estimated from the laser scans using our algorithm as
well as the scores assigned to the corresponding bones by
a skeletal biologist experienced in using the Suchey-
Brooks method and very familiar with the morphological
variation characteristics of the Bass Collection.

To check the consistency of the method and to test its
behavior in practice, we applied a leave-one-out cross
validation procedure, such that a) each of our specimens
was removed from the data set, b) the model was built
using the remaining data, and c) the age of the excluded
specimen was predicted with the new model to which it
did not contribute. The RMSE for the leave-one-out cross
validation analysis using a mesh with 31 points in the x
direction is 18.9619.

As discussed in the Materials and Methods section a
random sample of 12 bones were scanned and cleaned
three times independently for a total of 36 scans. The
bending energy was estimated for each of the 36 scans
and the average of the three values for each bone was
used in the results reported so far in this article. Three

additional regression models were built using the three
sets of bone scans. The age estimates for each bone using
the three sets of scans differed by, at most, 3 years. In
addition the differences between the p-values and the
RMSEs were trivial. Analysis of variance results suggest
that the bending energies of individual bones are signifi-
cantly different even when accounting for the difference
in scanning context and practitioner-experience. The
results are statistically significant at the 1% level.

DISCUSSION

The results of the thin-plate splines algorithm pre-
sented in this article are comparable to the well-
established and preferred Suchey-Brooks system. Our
method is being actively expanded and has the potential
to become more accurate but, even in its current state, it
reduces the high concern over uncontrolled observer
error and subjectivity. This methodological improvement
gives us the ability to produce high quality estimates
that will contribute broadly to osteological laboratory
analysis and paleodemographic inference but also to
align skeletal methods for age-estimation with the prob-
abilistic approaches that are of growing significance in
other areas of forensic case analysis, such as predictive
phenotypic models and profile matching for individual
identification in genetics. With computational methods
like ours we can now more effectively respond to call of
improved standards in the forensic sciences.

Our results show that the deep billowing that charac-
terizes early stages of aging is best captured by the thin

Fig. 8. Results and regression line using the surface scans,
p-value 5 0.0002, R2 5 0.2270, RMSE 5 18.6183 years. The
Suchey-Brooks casts are shown as filled circles. The two casts
in each phase are connected with a line and the corresponding
phase numbers appear by the connecting lines.

TABLE 1. List of regression P values, R2, and root mean square
errors (RMSE) in years using meshes of different sizes (11

through 101 points in x-direction) for the surface scans

Mesh size P R2 RMSE

11 0.0001 0.2407 18.2160
21 0.0001 0.2597 18.3498
31 0.0002 0.2270 18.6183
41 0.0002 0.2239 18.6140
51 0.0005 0.2037 18.7417
61 0.0070 0.1271 19.0441
71 0.0061 0.1311 19.1512
81 0.0052 0.1357 19.0160
91 0.0037 0.1459 18.8807
101 0.0046 0.1390 18.9539

TABLE 2. Results for the 12 Suchey-Brooks casts: the table
shows the corresponding Suchey-Brooks phase, the exact age-at-
death, TPS age-estimate, and Suchey-Brooks phase age-range

Suchey-Brooks
phase

Exact
age

TPS estimated
age

Phase
range

I-I 16 23 15–23
I-II 21 36
II-I 22 28 19–34
II-II 20 31
III-I 27 31 21–46
III-II 27 34
IV-I 31 36 23–57
IV-II 37 46
V-I 59 43 27–66
V-II 45 41
VI-I 75 43 34–86
VI-II 86 37
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plate splines algorithm. For later age stages, as the pubic
symphysis face flattens and develops more complex irreg-
ular characteristics such as porousness, lipping, and pit-
ting (Brooks and Suchey, 1990), its shape is more difficult
to evaluate. Furthermore, the rim, breakdown of the mar-
gins and the occasional gap that exists on the top ventral
half of the scans (Milner and Boldsen, 2013) result in high
bending energy values for older people so the ages are
underestimated. Accordingly, looking at the results
reported in Tables 2 and 3, we can see that the age esti-
mates generated by our algorithmic approach are much
better for younger individuals. Figure 8 shows that
phases 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the Suchey-Brooks casts generally
fall along the regression line in the expected order. How-
ever, phases 5 and 6 overlap phase 4 and cannot be distin-
guished using the bending energy values. Overall our age
estimates fall within the corresponding Suchey-Brooks
phase, but it should be noted that the ages for some of the

younger individuals are overestimated due to the regres-
sion line being strongly influenced by the older individu-
als. Even though the age estimates for the older males are
highly underestimated, the large age intervals associated
with later Suchey-Brooks phases allow for our results to
still be significant. To confirm our observation that the
method performs better when applied to younger individ-
uals we built a model using only the 40 males with exact
age-at-death less than 50 years. Figure 9 shows the data
and regression line for the new model. The RMSE is only
6 years.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Building upon the advances made by Milner and Bold-
sen (2013) in their component-driven approach to indica-
tor scoring, we are actively extending this research to
include analysis of the different pubic symphysis parts.
Preliminary tests on the dorsal and the ventral halves
separately promise good results. This kind of partial
analysis will be useful in situations when the entire face
of the pubic symphysis is not available for study due to
loss of bony macrostructure not associated with aging,
like fragmentation from trauma or postmorterm damage,
and necessary exclusion on account of pathological con-
ditions. Further, we foresee success in the method’s
application to other age indicators such as the sternal
rib ends, and the medial surface of the clavicle, given
their topographic and developmental/degenerative simi-
larities. The model presented in this article was devel-
oped using only self-identified white American males. Its
performance needs to be tested using mixed-sex and
multipopulational data. Preliminary work on an unpub-
lished sample of South-West Hispanics yielded positive
results. The Hispanic data is unidentified so only
Suchey-Brooks scores are available as age estimates but
8 out of the 11 males had an age estimate that accu-
rately mapped to the corresponding phase age-range.

To ensure accessibility to this approach, we developed
software that enables the straightforward execution of
our TPS method by skeletal biologists and medicolegal
practitioners. The software is free for download (http://
morphlab.sc.fsu.edu).

TABLE 3. Results of exact age, TPS age estimate, assigned
Suchey-Brooks phase, and the corresponding phase age interval

for each of the 44 W.M. Bass Skeletal Collection scans/bones
used in the model

Exact
age

TPS estimated
age

Suchey-Brooks
phase

Phase
range

19 26 I (late) 15–23
25 29 II (late) 19–34
25 33 I (late) 15–23
26 44 IV (early) 23–57
26 24 II (late) 19–34
27 47 IV (late) 23–57
27 40 III (early) 21–46
29 48 IV (late) 23–57
33 42 IV (early) 23–57
33 52 IV (late) 23–57
34 47 IV (early) 23–57
34 37 IV (late) 23–57
35 45 IV (late) 23–57
36 39 IV (late) 23–57
36 51 IV (late) 23–57
37 46 IV (early) 23–57
37 46 IV (late) 23–57
38 46 IV (late) 23–57
39 45 V (late) 27–66
39 38 IV (early) 23–57
39 45 IV (late) 23–57
39 35 V (early) 27–66
41 36 V (late) 27–66
41 54 V (late) 27–66
42 51 V (early) 27–66
43 40 V (early) 27–66
46 43 V (early) 27–66
47 53 V (late) 27–66
48 57 V (early) 27–66
49 40 V (early) 27–66
49 55 V (early) 27–66
50 45 VI (early) 34–86
54 42 IV (late) 23–57
55 45 VI (early) 34–86
59 44 V (early) 27–66
64 41 VI (early) 34–86
65 48 VI (early) 34–86
71 40 VI (late) 34–86
72 34 VI (late) 34–86
76 41 V (late) 27–66
77 44 VI (early) 34–86
83 36 V (late) 27–66
85 52 V (early) 27–66
96 45 VI (late) 34–86

Fig. 9. Results and regression line using only scans for peo-
ple who are younger than 50 years. The number of data points
is 40 and the RMSE is 6.39 years.
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CONCLUSION

Our tests of the thin plate spline (TPS) algorithm
method are encouraging for resolving the ongoing con-
cerns over method error reduction and standardization.
We have demonstrated that it is possible to generate reli-
able and accurate estimates of age-at-death in a way that
is invariant to the level of expertise and experience of the
practitioner. This article’s results show that there exists a
significant linear relationship between the value of the
log(minimum bending energy) generated by the TPS algo-
rithm and the log(age-at-death) of the individual. When
the TPS method was applied to the entire scan surface,
we identified a significant correlation, which resulted in a
root mean square error of approximately 19 years and a p-
value of 0.0002 when using a grid with 31 points in x
direction. These findings demonstrate that given the scan
of a new pubic bone, our method can be used with success
to calculate the minimum bending energy associated with
it: after which, the equation for the line describing the
relationship between the two variables can be used to esti-
mate the age. Overall, the method was consistent in esti-
mating high bending energy for younger cases and lower
bending energy and for older cases.

It is important to note that we have confirmed that
our TPS approach can yield estimates comparable to the
established morphoscopic age-at-death techniques,
including Suchey-Brooks method. Our method offers,
however, the added advantage of a fully integrated,
objective and quantitative, framework of analysis that
has potential for future refinement and increased esti-
mation accuracy. Further, the design of our morphomet-
ric approach offers many practical improvements. The
full-workflow (from laser scan acquisition to age estima-
tion) allows for the ongoing incorporation of reference
samples that represent different geographic, temporal,
and socially defined populations that are of archaeologi-
cal and forensic significance. As scanner data is stored
in a file and can be used to reconstruct the skeletal
remains in virtual space, 3D models can be archived for
future study and downstream statistical analyses can be
performed in the absence of the physical materials.
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APPENDIX

AFFINE TRANSFORMATIONS APPLIED
TO THE SCANS

Translation

Translation is essentially an operation that moves a
given set of points a constant distance in a given direc-
tion. In order to translate the scan to the center of the
coordinate system, it is necessary to calculate the cur-
rent position of the geometric center of the scan. This is
done by finding the middle point between the smallest
and the largest values in each of the three dimensions.

This point is used as the current center of the scan.
Then, the equivalent of the following matrix-vector mul-
tiplication is carried out:

1 0 0 2cx

0 1 0 2cy

0

0

0

0

1 2cz

0 1

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA

px

py

pz

1

0
BBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCA
¼

px2cx

py2cy

pz2cz

1

0
BBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCA
;

where cx, cy, and cz are the x, y, and z coordinates of the
current position of the center of the scan and px, py; and
pz are the coordinates of each of the n vertices of the
scan. The vertices are now centered with their middle
point at (0,0,0).

Principal component analysis

Once the bone is positioned at the origin, PCA is used
to rotate it so that the x, y, and z axes define the dimen-
sions with the largest variance (x), the second largest
variance (y), and the smallest variance (z). PCA is an
orthogonal, linear transformation that rotates the bone
to a new coordinate system. In the current application,
the PCA algorithm uses a centered data matrix, A, that
is an n33 matrix where n is the number of vertices and
the three columns correspond to the x, y, and z coordi-
nates of each vertex after the centering.

First, the 333 matrix defined by ATA is calculated.
Then, this matrix is factorized using a singular value
decomposition (SVD) (Kinkaid and Cheney, 2002). The
ATA matrix is factored into a 333 diagonal matrix S
that has the singular values as its diagonal entries and
two orthogonal 333 matrices U and V, such that
ATA ¼ USVT . Since ATA is symmetric and positive defi-
nite, U 5 V. The n33 matrix AV gives the coordinates for
the vertices after the PCA rotation.

Scaling

To make the scans of uniform size, it is necessary to
multiply all of the vertex coordinates of all of the scans
by some scaling factor that is different for the different
scans. Not all three dimensions can be of equal size
because this will distort the aspect ratio of the scans.
The method scales the length x of the scans uniformly
for all of them and changes the width y and depth z
accordingly. Finding the scaling factor requires finding
the current length (the distance between the smallest
and the largest values in x direction after PCA) of the
scan Dx0ð Þ and selecting a length for the scan after the
scaling Dx1ð Þ. For our method we scaled all scans to be
of unit length. The scaling factor S is the ratio of the

two numbers Dx1

Dx0

� �
. Then, the equivalent of the following

matrix-vector multiplication is carried out:

S 0 0 0

0 S 0 0

0

0

0

0

S 0

0 1

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA

px

py

pz

1

0
BBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCA
¼

S3Px

S3Py

S3Pz

1

0
BBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCA
;

where px, py; and pz are the coordinates of each vertex of
the scan.
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A Computational Framework for Age-at-Death
Estimation from the Skeleton: Surface and
Outline Analysis of 3D Laser Scans of the
Adult Pubic Symphysis*

ABSTRACT: In forensic anthropology, age-at-death estimation typically requires the macroscopic assessment of the skeletal indicator and its
association with a phase or score. High subjectivity and error are the recognized disadvantages of this approach, creating a need for alternative
tools that enable the objective and mathematically robust assessment of true chronological age. We describe, here, three fully computational,
quantitative shape analysis methods and a combinatory approach that make use of three-dimensional laser scans of the pubic symphysis. We
report a novel age-related shape measure, focusing on the changes observed in the ventral margin curvature, and refine two former methods,
whose measures capture the flatness of the symphyseal surface. We show how we can decrease age-estimation error and improve prior results
by combining these outline and surface measures in two multivariate regression models. The presented models produce objective age-estimates
that are comparable to current practices with root-mean-square-errors between 13.7 and 16.5 years.

KEYWORDS: forensic science, age-at-death estimation, pubic symphysis, age indicator morphology, biological profile, skeletal casework
analysis, morphometrics, 3D laser scans, outline analysis, multivariate regression, bone surface mapping

Identifying the most appropriate method for estimating age-at-
death from adult skeletal remains has inspired sustained interest
in methodological innovation among forensic anthropologists, in
particular over the last three decades (1). This investment in age-
at-death estimation reflects its importance to skeletal analysis as,
with other demographic parameters, like sex, ancestry, and sta-
ture, it represents an essential component of the biological pro-
file, providing key information for individual identification in
medico-legal casework (1). Given the established history of
research and publication on the pubic symphysis by, for exam-
ple, Todd (2), McKern and Stewart (3), Suchey and Brooks
(4–7), and, most recently, Milner and Boldsen (8), it is not sur-
prising that, despite the existence of other age-informative
regions in the skeleton (e,g., auricular surface, sternal rib ends,
cranial sutures, and the medial surface of the clavicle), it remains
the most reliable (9), most frequently used (10), and the most
widely preferred (11) of the indicators considered in age-at-death
estimation. While there have been recent efforts to refine how

the pubic symphysis is visually assessed and to define new sta-
tistical approaches to its analysis (12–16), standard practice con-
tinues to require the macroscopic comparison of the bone
surface morphology of the pubic symphysis to a set of popula-
tion-specific criteria that represent a series of pre-defined phases,
such that the case-specific age-at-death can be estimated from an
age-range previously associated with the assigned phase (2,3,5).
While this approach is attractive for its simplicity, its fundamen-
tal processes of feature-scoring and bone-to-phase-matching are
methodologically subjective. It is also questionably appropriate
for remains whose full review of the bone surface is obscured
by factors such as fragmentation, pathologies, trauma, or tapho-
nomic defects. Its efficacy rests, therefore, upon the training and
experience of the practitioner, the degree of preservation, and
the morphological typicality of that specimen relative to the
method-specific standards, which may include text-based
descriptions, photographs, and comparative casts (17). While the
problems of method and observer error inherent within this kind
of skeletal age-estimation protocol are well-documented across
the field (18–20) and important work has been done on advanc-
ing additional, notably component-based, scoring methods (14),
forensic anthropology currently lacks an alternative to this core
“macro-morphoscopic” procedure. There is, therefore, a need to
broaden our thinking on how we can differently and more pro-
ductively assess the structure of the pubic symphysis, and, ulti-
mately, harness this information to infer true chronological age
with reduced error. Here, we advocate for developing new objec-
tive, quantitative methodologies that not only resolve these pre-
existing limitations but are also satisfying to the evolving
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demands of age-at-death estimation in contemporary skeletal
analysis and forensic identification contexts (1,21–26). We
respond, specifically, to the recommendations for best practice in
forensic case analysis given by the SWGANTH Age Estimation
Advisory Committee: that age-at-death analyses should be car-
ried out “with a spirit of scientific integrity” and “subjective
interpretation should be limited, scientifically tested methods
should be used, where possible, and method weaknesses and
limitations should be communicated” (27).
We offer, therefore, improvement to age-estimation in forensic

anthropology by developing a novel approach to quantifying
bone surface morphology from laser scans. Our methods use
three-dimensional coordinate data to permit a more thorough
characterization of the age-related changes in pubic symphyseal
shape and deliver a comprehensive framework for implementing
a fully computational approach to the estimation of age-at-death.
In this paper, we: 1) introduce a completely novel computational
method that measures the curvature of the ventral margin of the
scans and defines its relationship to the known age-at-death; 2)
address the data limitations of our prior work, updating the pro-
posed SAH-Score (28) and TPS/BE algorithm (29) methods, and
report new models that incorporate additional data; and 3) com-
bine these three aforementioned measures into two multivariate
regression models that minimize the root-mean-square-error
(RMSE) of the age-at-death estimate.
We present, for the first time, a standardized methodology for

scanning the pubic bone surface, processing the three-dimen-
sional meshes for coordinate data extraction, and implementing
three complementary methods as individually executable tech-
niques that merge shape analysis with age-estimation (the SAH-
Score, TPS/BE, and curvature-based algorithms). Our results for
all methods show a statistically significant relationship between
the independent measures and the known ages-at-death. As each
of these measures successfully, and differently, captures some of
the age-associated changes of the symphyseal face morphology,
we take advantage of their individual strengths by merging these
methods together in multivariate procedures, attaining further
improvement in results. Under this unified framework, we show
how we can obtain a mathematically rigorous approximation of
true chronological age that consistently outperforms the tradi-
tional pubic symphyseal scoring techniques by producing accu-
rate and precise results, while simultaneously reducing the risk
of method and observer subjectivity.

Materials and Methods

Data Acquisition

The models discussed here are built using 3D laser scans of
the pubic symphysis, representing 93 adult individuals of foren-
sic casework significance for whom sex, ancestry and true age-
at-death are a priori known. The scans were taken with the
NextEngine 3D Desktop Scanner, 2020i. Each pubic bone was
positioned at 5 to 9 inches away from the scanner box with the
symphyseal face being perpendicular to the base of the AutoD-
rive scanning stand. Each scan was produced in approximately
3.5 min using high definition scanning settings, specifying neu-
tral image capture, 16 divisions, and 40K points per square inch.
The scans were manipulated with the accompanying software,
ScanStudio HD version 1.3.2, so that multiple scans were auto-
aligned to form a single mesh. The mesh of the symphyseal face
was isolated from the rest of the pubic bone, and the

surrounding areas of the bone were deleted, leaving only the
trimmed surface mesh for the region of interest.
All 3D laser scanners capture the shape of an object by gener-

ating dense point clouds. The high-dimensional information from
the scans can be stored in files of various formats. Our methods
use PLY files (ASCII and binary), which simply consist of two
lists of numbers. The first list gives the x, y, and z coordinates
of each generated point (vertex) and the second list provides
information on how the vertices are connected to form triangles.
The angles at which the triangles’ edges connect approximate
the curvature of the shape. Figure 1 gives an example of a 3D
scan available in our data, when shown as a seemingly smooth
surface (top) and as a number of adjacent triangles (bottom).

Sample Properties

The true ages-at-death in our full dataset (n = 93) range from
16 to 90 years, with an equal number of pre-middle aged
(younger than 40 years) and post-middle aged (older than
40 years) individuals. Figure 2 shows the distribution of ages
present in our data. Studies have identified variation in pubic
symphyseal morphology among different populations and
between the sexes (6,7,12,16,30–34), therefore, we have limited
our model building to data sourced from self-identified, or exter-
nally documented, white males. The majority of the scans,
n = 68, in our data set were sourced from the W. M. Bass
Donated Skeletal Collection, housed at the University of Ten-
nessee, Knoxville (35). The Bass collection scans have dates of
death that span the years 1987–2012. In addition, we included
scans taken on two sets of publicly available casts, for which
true ages are known and method-specific age-ranges are associ-
ated. Twelve casts are used for the application of the Suchey-
Brooks system (5) and another 13 casts are used to implement
McKern and Stewart’s component-based scoring (3). By incor-
porating these cast-derived scans, we are able to evaluate the
performance of our models against the well-established tech-
niques for which these reference cast sets were originally pro-
duced. All Bass Collection scans represent the randomly selected
left or right symphyseal surface of a unique individual. The six
Suchey-Brooks phases are each represented by two different
casts for a total of 12 Suchey-Brooks cast scans. Each of these
casts was scanned and cleaned 3 times independently. These

FIG. 1––An example of a 3D scan shown as a smooth surface (top) and as
a number of adjacent triangles (bottom).
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replicate scans were used in supplementary analyses to evaluate
the impact that any variability in the scanning and cleaning pro-
cesses may have on our estimated ages.
The original data used for the development of the SAH-Score

and TPS/BE methods consisted of a subset of our currently
available scans. The regression models presented in the SAH-
Score paper (28) are built using 53 scans, while those given in
the TPS/BE paper (29) make use of additional 3 scans from the
Bass Collection, for a total of 56 scans. In both cases, the data
was weighted by pubic symphyses that exhibit shape characteris-
tics typical for older individuals, with less than 20% of the scans
scored as Suchey-Brooks phases I, II, or III. The expectation is
that with the addition of more data, thereby increasing quantity
n and broadening the coverage of ages sampled, the results for
both of the previously reported methods would improve. The
new curvature method, as well as the combined-method regres-
sion models, both reported first here, were developed using the
full complement of our available, 93, scans.

Surface & Outline Methods

This paper applies three computational shape analysis tech-
niques to the morphology of the pubic symphysis, as captured
by three-dimensional laser scans and represented by coordinate
(x, y, z) data. These methods include:

• The SAH-Score, proposed by Slice and Algee-Hewitt (2015)
that measures the variance on the symphyseal face to capture
the gradual flattening of the surface associated with aging.

• The thin plate splines-based (TPS) measure proposed by
Stoyanova, Algee-Hewitt and Slice (2015) that measures the
bending energy (BE) required for transforming a perfectly
flat, infinitely thin plate to match the surface of a pubic sym-
physis scan. Both the SAH-Score and TPS/BE methods cap-
ture the surface’s gradual transition from ridged and furrowed
to flat, but the BE accounts for the spatial structure of the
analyzed shape.

• A newly developed component technique that measures the
curvature of the ventral margin to capture the progressive for-
mation of a rim around the entire symphyseal surface and its
later erosion, accounting for the observation that older aged
individuals present a depression of the symphyseal face rela-
tive to the rim.

Our three proposed computational methods aim at capturing
age-related morphological features of the pubic symphysis that are
recognized by previous studies and used in current practice

(2,3,5,14). Table 1 lists the specific morphology described in
well-known, published studies and our computational method that
quantifies it.

Data Manipulation

Prior to the use of any of this paper’s three algorithms, the
data needs to be standardized and some preprocessing steps need
to be implemented, as described by Stoyanova, Algee-Hewitt
and Slice (29). In order to standardize the scans’ location, orien-
tation and size, each scan is subjected to translation to the center
of the coordinate system, rotation by the use of principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA), and scaling to a uniform length. In addi-
tion, the scans’ anatomical orientation is standardized so that the
ventral, dorsal, superior and inferior halves are oriented in the
same way. The SAH-Score algorithm makes use of all scan ver-
tices but the TPS and the ventral curvature algorithms require
the selection of a limited number of sample points that approxi-
mate the shape feature in question. The sample points used by
the TPS algorithm are essentially a rectangular mesh covering
the entire scan surface. Stoyanova, Algee-Hewitt and Slice (29)
provide the computational details of selecting the vertices and
discuss the use of meshes with different density.
The new algorithm introduced here for assessing the curvature

of the ventral margin of the symphyseal face requires the selec-
tion of a number of equidistant semi-landmarks along the ventral
margin of the scans. This is achieved by the same sampling
grids used for the TPS algorithm. First, meshes with different
densities are generated that cover the entire surface of the scans
and later the inside points are identified and deleted leaving only
vertices around the outline. While the TPS/BE paper (29) dis-
cusses the results of densities that vary in size from 11 points
along the length to the scans to 101 points, the sparse grids,
those with 11 and 21 vertices along the length, do not ade-
quately account for the morphology of the symphyseal outline.
Therefore, the results of using different numbers of outline semi-
landmarks, ranging from 31 to 101, are compared in this study.

Curvature of the Ventral Margin

One of the changes that occur on the outline of the pubic
symphysis is its progressive evolution from a more narrow shape
(greater length to width ratio) towards a more rounded shape
(smaller length to width ratio), a transition which is usually com-
pleted by Suchey-Brooks phase IV (5). We have developed, and
present first here, a novel computational method that focuses

FIG. 2––Histogram of the age distribution of the data used in the
presented models.

TABLE 1––Summarizes the specific age-related morphological changes cap-
tured by our computational methods and previous studies that discuss the

relevant features.

Age-related Morphological
Feature

Publication Describing
the Feature

Our Proposed
Method for
Capturing
the Feature

Transition of the symphyseal
face from having a billowing
surface (ridges and furrows;
grooves) to a flat surface.

Todd, 1920 (2)
McKern and Stewart,
1957 (3)
Brooks and Suchey,
1990 (5)
Milner and Boldsen,
2013 (14)

SAH-Score
TPS/BE Score

Complete oval outline Todd, 1920 (2)
Brooks and Suchey,
1990 (5)

Curvature of the
ventral margin
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particularly on this age-related “outline” characteristic. The asso-
ciated algorithm uses least-squares to find the best-fitting circle
through the selected semi-landmarks on the ventral half of the
symphyseal outline. It minimizes the distances between the
semi-landmarks and the circle and returns its radius, r, as well
as the x-y location of its center. The curvature of the ventral
margin is measured as 1/r. Figure 3 illustrates an example of the
selected semi-landmarks along the ventral margin of one of the
scans and the best-fitting circle through the vertices. A large
radius implies a small curvature value (observed in younger indi-
viduals) and a smaller radius produces higher curvature value
(typical for older individuals). This age-related shape characteris-
tic is clearly illustrated in Figure 4, which shows the outlines of
the scans of individuals whose ages-at-death are, respectively,
from left to right, 25, 36, and 85 years. The outlines are oriented
so that the ventral margin is to the right.

Algorithm

Given the set of data points (xi, yi.) for i = 1, 2,. . ., n, we seek
the circle that best fits the data. The equation for a circle with
radius r and center located at (cx, cy) is (x–cx)

2 + (y–cy)
2 = r2,

which is equivalent to a(x2 + y2) + bx + cy + d =0,
where a 6¼ 0 is arbitrary and b ¼ �2cxa; c ¼ �2cya;
d ¼ �aðr � c2x � c2yÞ. Thus, we seek to minimize

min
Xn

i¼1 a x2 þ y2
� �þ bxþ cyþ d

� �2
; subject to

a2 þ b2 þ c2 þ d2 ¼ 1:

Alternatively, the equation can be expressed in matrix form

min||Av||,

where v = (a,b,c,d)T and A is the n 9 4 matrix

A ¼
x21 þ y21
..
.

x2n þ y2n

x1
..
.

xn

y1
..
.

yn

1
..
.

1

0
B@

1
CA:

The solution to min||Av|| is given by the right singular vector
of A associated with the smallest singular value. In other words,

we use the singular value decomposition A = USVT and take the
last column of V. From that, cx = �b/2a, cy = �c/2a, and

r ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
c2x þ c2y � d=a2

q
.

SAH-Score

The first fully quantitative and objective method for age-
at-death estimation using 3D scans of the pubic symphysis was
proposed by Slice and Algee-Hewitt (28). This SAH-Score
method proceeds by subjecting the scan vertices to PCA and,
then, by successively identifying the first principal component
(PC) with the dimension with the greatest coordinate variance
(the length of the scan), the second PC with the dimension with
the second highest variance (the width of the scan) and the third
PC with the dimension with the smallest variance (the depth of
the scan). The eigenvalues associated with each of the PCs is
proportional to the variance of the coordinates in the given
dimension. The age-progressive transition of the symphyseal face
- from being covered in ridges and furrows towards complete

FIG. 3––The semi-landmarks generated over the ventral margin of one of the scans (right) and the best-fitting circle (left).

FIG. 4––Example of the selected semi-landmarks on three of the scan out-
lines and part of the best-fitting circle going through the vertices. The indi-
viduals have known ages-at-death equal to 25, 36, and 85 years (left to
right).
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surface flattening - is captured by the change in variance in the
third dimension. This method is shown, therefore, to produce
high variance values for the younger individuals and low vari-
ance values for the older individuals (28).

Thin Plate Splines

The TPS algorithm was proposed as an alternative to the
SAH-Score because, unlike a variance-based method, it accounts
for the spatial structure of the shape (29): distinguishing, for
instance, between the two different structures in Figure 5 by pro-
ducing a higher BE value for the example on the left and a
lower BE value for the example on the right. The algorithm sim-
ulates the bending of an infinitely thin, flat plate to match the
scan surface and estimates the energy required for the bending.
It uses two sets of corresponding control points: the first consists
of the x, y, and z coordinates of the equidistant sample points
selected on the scan surface, while the second represents the flat
plane. The vertices in the second control set have the same x
and y coordinates as the first set but all z coordinates are posi-
tioned at 0 so that the second set of control points lies in the
x–y plane. Then, a linear system is devised using the vertex
coordinates and the distances between them. The right-hand side
of the system is a vector of the z coordinates of the vertices on
the scan that are the targets. The solution of the linear system
can be used to estimate the energy required for the z values on
the plane to be transformed to the z values on the scan surface.
This energy is taken as the measure for complexity of the scan
surface and is shown to be associated with the exact age-at-death
(29). The algorithm is discussed in detail in Stoyanova, Algee-
Hewitt and Slice (29).

Results

Curvature of the Ventral Margin

A measure of the curvature of the ventral margin was calcu-
lated for all of the 93 pubic bone scans, representing self-identi-
fied white males with known ages-at-death. A linear
regression analysis was performed on the relationship between
the exact age-at-death and the value of the ventral curvature.
The model uses the actual curvature value and log of the exact
age-at-death. We are interested in minimizing the RMSE
between the exact and estimated ages, defined as RMSE =ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1
n

Pn
i¼1 estimatedi � exactið Þ2

q
, where n is the sample size. The

results of the regression analysis (p-value, R2, and RMSE) of

using a different number of semi-landmarks along the outline are
included in Table 2. The small variation in results for the differ-
ent number of sample vertices indicates that the measure
accounts for the general shape of the ventral margin rather than
the details on the outline. The best results are obtained by the
use of 61 sample points: p-value = 7.6 9 10�7, R2

value = 0.2365 and RMSE = 16.5457. The equation of the
regression line is y = 3.0739 + 6.7344x, where y is log(age) and
x is the value of the ventral curvature. Figure 6 illustrates the
results of the regression analysis. The Suchey-Brooks cast scans
are shown as filled gray circles and the two scans that corre-
spond to each phase are connected by a straight line, with the
phase numbers shown by the connecting lines. The McKern and
Stewart casts are similarly identified but by filled black circles.

Improvement of the SAH and TPS/BE Method Scores

The original SAH-Score publication reports results for a regres-
sion model that uses log of the known age-at-death and log of the
surface variance, giving p-value = 0.0036, R2 value = 0.1974,
and RMSE = 17.76 years (28). The results previously reported for
the TPS/BE method are also based on a log-log regression model,
such that p-value = 0.0001, R2 value = 0.2597, and
RMSE = 18.3498 (29). With this paper’s new introduction of
approximately 40 additional scans the results for the SAH-Score
regression model are revised to: p-value = 1.6 9 10�14, R2

value = 0.4786, and RMSE = 14.1511 years. For the BE, the
similarly updated results are p-value = 4.7 9 10�9, R2

value = 0.3151, and RMSE = 16.3831 years. In both cases we
demonstrate clearly that with the addition of samples there is a
substantial improvement in model statistics and estimated values.
In the case of the SAH-Score the R2 value improvement is about
28% and the RMSE is decreased by 3.5 years. For the TPS/BE
method, the R2 value is increased by 5.5% and the RMSE is
decreased by 2 years. The new p-values are both significant at the
0.05 level. The results are summarized in Table 3. The equations
for the new regression lines for the SAH-Score and for the BE
respectively are y = 2.0595 � 0.8496x and y = 3.6024 �
0.4069x, where y is log(age) and x is log(SAH-Score) for the first
equation and log(BE) for the second equation. Figures 7 and 8
show the new regression models for the SAH-Score and TPS/BE
methods respectively and, similar to Figure 6, the Suchey-Brooks
cast scans are represented by filled gray circles connected by
straight lines, the McKern and Stewart casts are shown as filled
black circles. In the case of the BE, the old and new results are
consistent in that the same sample grid size (21 vertices along the
length of the scans) produces best results.

FIG. 5––Examples of structures that will produce the same SAH-Score (variance) but different bending energy values.
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Combining the Measures

Each of the three measures demonstrates a strong relationship
with the known age-at-death. The two surface scores both mea-
sure the flatness of the symphyseal face and therefore capture
similar shape characteristics. The curvature of the ventral margin
provides unique shape information that is unaccounted for by
the surface measures. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that
some combination of surface and outline measures will improve
the age-estimation, in accuracy and precision or both. Table 4
shows the correlation coefficients of the three measures. The
results of combining the SAH-Score and the curvature of the
ventral margin in a multivariate regression model are p-
value = 6.0 9 10�15, adjusted R2 = 0.5178, and RMSE = 13
.6830 years. The observed improvement is 4% in the R2 and

about a half year in the RMSE. The results of combining the
TPS/BE method with the curvature of the ventral margin pro-
duces a p-value = 1.3 9 10�11, adjusted R2 = 0.4267, and

TABLE 2––Results of using the curvature of the ventral margin of the
outline for the different sample grid sizes.

Grid Size p-Value R2 RMSE

31 9.6 9 10�6 0.1946 16.9702
41 5.8 9 10�6 0.2031 16.8586
51 1.0 9 10�6 0.2319 16.5756
61 7.6 9 10�7 0.2365 16.5457
71 1.1 9 10�6 0.2305 16.6891
81 9.5 9 10�6 0.2330 16.6096
91 8.6 9 10�6 0.2347 16.6459
101 1.8 9 10�6 0.2222 16.7431

FIG. 6––The regression model for the ventral curvature margin. The
Suchey-Brooks casts are shown as filled gray circles, and the two casts in
each phase are connected by a straight line. The corresponding phase num-
bers are shown by the connecting lines. The McKern and Stewart casts are
shown as filled black circles.

TABLE 3––Summary of the results of the SAH-Score and the TPS/BE methods applied to both the old and the new datasets and the improvement offered by
the additional data.

SAH-Score TPS/BE Method

p-Value R2 RMSE p-Value R2 RMSE

Old data 0.0036 0.1974 17.76 0.0001 0.2597 18.3498
New data 1.6 9 10�14 0.4786 14.1511 4.7 9 10�9 0.3151 16.3831
Improvement 0.2812 �3.6089 0.0554 �1.9667

FIG. 7––The log-log regression model for the SAH-Score using the new
data. The Suchey-Brooks casts are shown as filled gray circles, and the two
casts in each phase are connected by a straight line. The corresponding
phase numbers are shown by the connecting lines. The McKern and Stewart
casts are shown as filled black circles.

FIG. 8––The log-log regression model for the bending energy using the
new data. The Suchey-Brooks casts are shown as filled gray circles, and the
two casts in each phase are connected by a straight line. The corresponding
phase numbers are shown by the connecting lines. The McKern and Stewart
casts are shown as filled black circles.
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RMSE = 15.0704 years. The improvement is 11% in R2 value
and 1.3 years in RMSE. A summary of the results is presented
in Table 5. The equations of the regression lines are
y = 2.015 + 3.0674a � 0.7281b and y = 3.1805 + 4.8460a –
0.3312c, where y is log(age), a is the value of the ventral curva-
ture, b is the log(SAH-Score) and c the log(BE). Figures 9 and
10 show the known age-at-death versus the estimated age-
at-death for the two multivariate regression models.

Evaluation of the Models

All models were subjected to cross-validation analysis, where
the data set is split into two subsets with equal number of scans
with the same age distribution as the original set. A model is
built using each one of the subsets and the ages of the excluded
scans are approximated by that model. The cross-validation
RMSEs for the SAH-Score combined with the curvature value
for the two sets are 14.31 and 12.96 years, while the cross-vali-
dation RMSEs for the TPS/BE and curvature measures are 15.49
and 15.01 years respectively.
We estimated the difference between the exact age-at-death

and the estimated age for each scan using each of the 5 regres-
sion models. The average age-distances for the ventral curvature,
the SAH-Score and the TPS/BE method respectively are 12.8,
10.9, and 12.7 years. The corresponding numbers for the two
multivariate regression models are 10.8 years (ventral curvature
+ SAH-Score) and 11.4 years (ventral curvature + TPS/BE). The
average among the 5 models is 11.7 years. In addition, our
results indicate that 28–34% of the age-estimates are within
5 years of the known age-at-death, 17–32% are within
5–10 years of the exact age and 8.6–19% are within 10–15 years.
Overall, more than half of the estimates are within 10 years of the
exact age-at-death and 64.5–75% are within 15 years. Tables 6
and 7 present the aforementioned results in detail.
For comparison against the performance of the Suchey-Brooks

method, Table 8 shows the exact ages of the Suchey-Brooks
casts, their corresponding phase with associated age-interval, and
their estimated ages using the SAH-Score, the TPS/BE, and both
multivariate models. It can be observed from the table that with
the exception of the second phase I scan all of our age-estimates
are within the associated age-interval. In addition, the age-inter-
vals produced by our models (2xRMSE) range from about 27 to
32 years and are generally smaller than the Suchey-Brooks
phase intervals.

Testing Repeatability

The models presented so far include the second set of the
replicate Suchey-Brooks cast scans. Additional models are built
using the first and the third replicate sets. Table 9 summarizes
the results of the three sets of cast scans. Further, it is important
to evaluate whether the replicating scans produce similar age-
estimates. The ages of the casts in sets 1 and 3 are estimated by
the model that includes the scans in replicate set 2. On average
the difference between the estimated ages of set 2 and the esti-
mated ages of set 1 for the TPS/BE combined with the curvature
value is 4.16 years, the difference between set 2 and set 3 is
2.75 years. For the SAH-Score and the curvature value, the
respective values are slightly less at 3.91 and 1.5 years.

Additional Model Performance Tests

We evaluate the performance of our methods against recent
publications (36–39) by calculating the bias and inaccuracy val-
ues (Tables 10 and 11) for each of our proposed models as well
as the mean of the age estimated and the correlation coefficient
between the exact ages-at-death and the estimated ages-at-death
(Table 12). The bias and inaccuracy values are calculated
using the formulae: Bias ¼ P

estimated age � exact ageð Þ=N
and Inaccuracy ¼ P jestimated age � exact agej=N, where N is
the sample size. The bias shows whether the individuals in a

TABLE 4––The correlation coefficients of the three measures.

Measure SAH-Score BE Ventral Curvature

SAH-Score 1.0000 0.5594 �0.4467
BE 0.5594 1.0000 �0.2351
Ventral Curvature �0.4467 �0.2351 1.0000

TABLE 5––Summary of the results of the SAH-Score and the BE used in univariate regression models versus the multivariate results when combined with the
curvature value and the improvement.

SAH-Score TPS Method

p-Value R2 RMSE p-Value R2 RMSE

Univariate 1.6 9 10�14 0.4786 14.1511 4.7 9 10�9 0.3151 16.3831
Multivariate 6.0 9 10�15 0.5178 13.6830 1.3 9 10�11 0.4267 15.0704
Improvement 0.0392 �0.4681 0.1116 1.3127

FIG. 9––The exact age-at-death versus the age-at-death estimated by a
multivariate regression model that includes the SAH-Score and the curvature
of the ventral margin. The Suchey-Brooks casts are shown as filled gray cir-
cles, and the two casts in each phase are connected by a straight line. The
corresponding phase numbers are shown by the connecting lines. The
McKern and Stewart casts are shown as filled black circles.
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given age group are consistently overestimated or underestimated
and the inaccuracy is a measure of the error similar to the
RMSE. Table 10 shows that, for each of the five models, the
males who are between 40 and 49 years old are aged with the
least bias (as low as 0.06) and lowest inaccuracy (between 5.31
and 7.93 years). Table 12 demonstrates that the correlations

between the exact ages-at-death and the estimated ages-at-death
are robustly positive between 0.41 and 0.65 (p-value < 0.05),
suggesting a monotonic relationship with high degree of linear
dependence. The means of the estimated age-at-death for the five
models are within 2 years of the sample mean.

Discussion

Reinforcing our prior work, with the addition of a novel cur-
vature-based method and the refinement of our previous methods
through expanded case sampling, we demonstrate that objective
and reliable age-at-death estimation can be obtained by the use
of computational methods and 3D laser scans. The results pre-
sented here show a significant improvement over those initially
reported in the SAH-Score (28) and TPS (29) papers. Grand
means calculated across all three methods show how we achieve
estimates for 29.2% of our sample that fall within a 5 year
range, 50.6% for a 10 year range, and 66.1% for a 15 year range
of their true age. When combined, we arrive at even better
results: increasing these values to 33.3%, 58%, and 72% respec-
tively. It can be argued that, by attaining a RMSE as low as
13.68 years, we offer objective computational methods that out-
perform the current gold-standard, Suchey-Brooks, age-estima-
tion technique.
We demonstrate that further improvement can be achieved by

incorporating additional shape measures that capture unique
information. To this end, we have proposed an outline-based
score that measures, specifically, the curvature of the ventral
margin. As a single measure, the curvature of the ventral margin
does not outperform either one of the surface measures, how-
ever, it adds improvement to both the SAH-Score and TPS/BE
methods when combined in multivariate regression models. The
proposed outline score addresses a specific concern about the
accurate representation of the margin of the pubic symphysis by
the scan data. In particular, the symphyseal face needs to be
manually selected from the rest of the bone. The cleaning pro-
cess depends to some extent on the resolution of the scan data.
Additionally, in younger individuals there is a lack of delimita-
tion of the extremities (5). Studying the outline morphology in
great detail may introduce error in the calculations. Therefore,
we expect that methods that capture the overall shape of the out-
line can provide more reliable information. The proposed

FIG. 10––The exact age-at-death versus the age-at-death estimated by a
multivariate regression model that includes the bending energy and the cur-
vature of the ventral margin. The Suchey-Brooks casts are shown as filled
gray circles, and the two casts in each phase are connected by a straight
line. The corresponding phase numbers are shown by the connecting lines.
The McKern and Stewart casts are shown as filled black circles.

TABLE 6––For each method, the percent of age-estimates that fall within 5,
10, and 15 years of the exact age-at-death of the individuals.

Difference
in Years SAH-Score TPS/BE

Ventral
Curvature

SAH-
Score +
Outline

BE
+ Outline

≤ 5 34.4% 27.9% 30.1% 32.2% 34.4%
6–10 21.5 25.8 18.2 32.2 17.2
11–15 19.3 13.9 16.1 8.6 19.3
> 15 24.7 32.2 35.4 26.8 29.0

TABLE 7––For each method and for each age group the percent of age-estimates that fall within 5, 10, and 15 years of the exact age-at-death of the individuals.

Age-at-death Difference in Years SAH-Score TPS/BE Ventral Curvature SAH-Score + Outline BE + Outline

<30 ≤ 5 44% 32% 20% 40% 48%
6–10 24 32 28 48 28
11–15 24 12 20 4 8
>15 8 24 32 8 16

30–39 ≤ 5 30.4 43.5 47.8 30.5 21.8
6–10 43.5 39.1 17.4 47.8 21.8
11–15 21.7 4.3 8.7 4.3 39.1
>15 4.3 6.3 26.1 17.4 17.3

40–49 ≤ 5 50 37.5 56.25 43.75 62.5
6–10 12.5 25 25 31.25 18.75
11–15 25 31.25 18.75 18.75 18.75
>15 12.5 6.25 0 6.25 0

50–59 ≤ 5 50 16.7 25 50 41.7
6–10 8.3 25 16.7 16.7 8.3
11–15 25 33.3 25 16.7 16.7
>15 16.7 25 33.3 16.7 33.3

>60 ≤ 5 0 0 0 0 0
6–10 5.9 0 0 0 0
11–15 0 0 11.8 5.9 11.8
>15 94.1 100 88.2 94.1 88.2
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measure for the curvature of the ventral margin addresses this
requirement by demonstrating low dependence on the number of
selected semi-landmarks.
When used in univariate regression models against the known

age-at-death, the SAH-Score outperforms the BE by more than
15% in R2 value and 2.2 years in RMSE. When combined with
the outline measure the models that use the SAH-Score continue
to perform better, however, the results of the multivariate regres-
sion models are more similar. The difference between the
adjusted R2 values is 10% and the difference of the RMSEs is
about 1.5 years. This indicates that some of the outline informa-
tion that was unaccounted for by the TPS/BE was actually cap-
tured by the SAH-Score.

The multivariate regression models were subjected to cross-
validation analysis where a model is built using only half of the
data and is used to evaluate the excluded scans. The two esti-
mated cross-validation RMSEs for both methods are within less
than a year from the RMSEs of using all the data, which attests
for the models’ accuracy and stability in practice. Further, the
two additional scans of each of the Suchey-Brooks casts were
used for testing purposes to show how the scanning and cleaning
process affect the results of the models. Although not identical,
the three sets of scans produce, overall, comparable age-esti-
mates.
Tests of capability between age-estimation approaches, includ-

ing very new techniques, are critical in support of method utility
and for highlighting areas that need or have undergone improve-
ment (36–39). Accordingly, we have generated bias and inaccu-
racy estimates for our methods (Tables 10 and 11), as well as
correlation coefficients (Table 12) that serve as comparative data
between our results and those obtained with the Suchey-Brooks
method. The bias values show that our methods consistently
overestimate the ages of young individuals (< 40) and underesti-
mate the ages of very old individuals (> 60). When comparing
our inaccuracy values to Miranker (36), we observe that our
models perform least well for the 20–40 age group. Importantly,
however, we show that they are more accurate when applied to

TABLE 8––Results for the 12 Suchey-Brooks casts. The table reports the exact age-at-death, Suchey-Brooks phase and associated age-interval for each cast as
well as the age-estimates produced by the surface measures as univariate models and the two multivariate regression models.

Suchey-Brooks Phase Phase Age-range Exact Age SAH-Score BE SAH + Outline Estimate BE + Outline Estimate

I–I 15–23 16 24 20 22 18
I–II 21 33 40 30 33
II–I 19–34 22 25 30 27 33
II–II 20 30 27 30 28
III–I 21–46 27 33 32 34 33
III–I 27 23 31 23 30
IV–I 23–57 31 37 37 38 38
IV–II 37 53 51 53 51
V–I 27–66 59 48 50 55 63
V–II 45 29 49 30 46
VI–I 34–86 75 52 58 55 63
VI–II 86 55 43 61 53

TABLE 9––Results of the combined models for the replicating sets of the
Suchey-Brooks cast scans.

SAH-Score + Outline BE + Outline

p-Value R2 RMSE p-Value R2 RMSE

Set1 9.0 9 10�15 0.5129 13.8630 1.4 9 10�11 0.04257 15.1522
Set2 6.0 9 10�15 0.5178 13.6830 1.3 9 10�11 0.4140 15.0704
Set3 2.5 9 10�14 0.5012 13.8393 5.0 9 10�11 0.4094 15.2896

TABLE 10––The bias and inaccuracy values calculated for each of our five models. The results are reported by age group as well as for the entire dataset.

Age-at-death

SAH-Score BE Ventral Curv SAH + Outline BE + Outline

Inaccuracy Bias Inaccuracy Bias Inaccuracy Bias Inaccuracy Bias Inaccuracy Bias

< 30 8.32 7.2 9.12 8.96 11.4 11.08 7.64 6.12 7.04 6.64
30–39 7.69 3.95 8.39 7.34 8.60 6.69 8.91 5.17 10.21 8.30
40–49 7.93 1.43 7.56 0.06 5.18 �3.93 7.62 1 5.31 �0.43
50–59 7.58 �6.08 12.08 �12.08 11.25 �10.58 7.75 �5.41 10.16 �9.5
≥ 60 23.76 �23.76 28.41 �28.41 29.11 �29.11 23.11 �23.11 26 �26
Entire dataset 10.81 �1.96 12.58 �2.51 12.86 �2.73 10.79 �1.82 11.39 �2.21

TABLE 11––The bias and inaccuracy values calculated for each of our five models is given. For ease of comparison, the results are reported using the same
age groups as in Miranker (36).

Exact age-at-death

SAH-Score BE Ventral Curv SAH + Outline BE + Outline

Inaccuracy Bias Inaccuracy Bias Inaccuracy Bias Inaccuracy Bias Inaccuracy Bias

20–40 8.1 5.71 9.08 8.47 9.89 5.84 8.36 5.76 8.93 7.76
41–60 7.66 �2.25 9.22 �5.96 7.88 �6.85 7.74 �2.03 7.33 �4.81
61–80 21.57 �21.57 25.28 �25.28 27.28 �27.28 21.35 �21.35 23.5 �23.5
≥ 81 34 �34 43 �43 37.66 �37.66 31.33 �31.33 37.66 �37.66
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all other age groups. Only minor exceptions are when the BE/
TPS score is used as a single measure for individuals older than
81 years and the curvature of the ventral margin is used as a sin-
gle measure for individuals older than 60 years. It should be
noted that, for the 41–60 age group, the error from our multi-
variate regression models is half of that reported by Miranker
(36). The correlation coefficients between the exact ages-at-death
and the estimated ages-at-death are consistent with Merritt’s
findings: “There are moderate, positive, significant correlations
for. . . the Suchey-Brooks (0.569, p < 0.001) . . . mean ages-at-
death to the actual ages-at-death.” (37).
What is important to learn from these comparisons is that our

methods offer improvement in age-estimation for some cohorts
and offer improvement in objectivity across all estimates. The
methods given here respond, therefore, to the increasing expecta-
tions of rigor in the forensic sciences. Specifically, they can help
skeletal biologists overcome the emerging issues surrounding cri-
teria of “reasonable scientific certainty,” recalling recent state-
ments made by the Department of Justice against the suitability
of these kind of evidentiary standards (40).

Software

Multiplatform, open source software called forAGE is avail-
able for download at (http://morphlab.sc.fsu.edu/). Example scan
files of a subset of the standard comparative casts are included
with the program to allow all forensic practitioners to test the
software and compare results form their own scans of these same
casts. Currently, the program accepts a PLY scan file as input,
calculates the SAH-Score and the TPS/BE and estimates the age-
at-death using the regression models presented in the surface
analysis papers (28,29). To accompany this new publication, we
have produced an updated version of forAGE for immediate
release that also calculates the curvature of the ventral margin
and estimates the age-at-death using the multivariate regression
models presented here.
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TECHNICAL NOTE

ANTHROPOLOGY

Detelina K. Stoyanova,1 Ph.D.; Bridget F. B. Algee-Hewitt,1,2 Ph.D.; Jieun Kim ,1 Ph.D.; and
Dennis E. Slice,1,3 Ph.D.

A Study on the Asymmetry of the Human Left
and Right Pubic Symphyseal Surfaces Using
High-Definition Data Capture and
Computational Shape Methods*

ABSTRACT: The pubic symphysis is among the most commonly used bilateral age indicators. Because of potential differences between
right and left sides, it is necessary to investigate within-individual asymmetry, which can inflate age estimation error. This study uses 3D laser
scans of paired pubic symphyses for 88 documented White males. Scan data are analyzed by numerical shape algorithms, proposed as an alter-
native to traditional visual assessment techniques. Results are used to quantify the within-individual asymmetry, evaluating if one side produces
a better age-estimate. Relationships between the asymmetry and advanced age, weight, and stature are examined. This analysis indicates that
the computational, shape-based techniques are robust to asymmetry (>80% of paired differences are within 10 years and >90% are within
15 years). For notably more asymmetric cases, differences in estimates are not associated with life history factors. Based on this study, either
side can be used for age-at-death estimation by the computational methods.

KEYWORDS: forensic science, age-at-death estimation, pubic symphysis, asymmetry, 3D laser scans, computational algorithms, morpho-
metrics

For forensic anthropologists, age-at-death is among the most
important of the demographic parameters that are subject to esti-
mation from osteological indicators in the adult skeleton (1). In
this forensic setting, knowing age-at-death for a set of unidenti-
fied human remains provides critical personal information that,
when combined with other osteological data, may assist the
medicolegal community in missing person, mass fatality, human
rights, and violent crime casework (2). Therefore, the accuracy
and precision with which age-at-death can be inferred, has the
potential to directly affect whether the decedent is positively
identified. In forensic literature, accuracy can be defined in two
ways: (i) the distance between an estimated value and true value
(3); or (ii) the ability of a prediction interval/range to capture the
true value (4,5). On the other hand, precision can indicate two
different properties of a method: (i) the repeatability of a method
between-/within-observer at different times regardless of the dis-
tance between the estimated value and the true value (3); or (ii)
the width of a predicted interval/range (4,5). In this study,

accuracy and precision follow the former definitions and, there-
fore, signify the distance between the age-estimate and docu-
mented chronological age and the repeatability of age estimation
methods, respectively, when the methods are applied to an age
indicator exhibiting varying degrees of bilateral asymmetry.
Owing to the importance of age, there has been considerable
focus placed on assessing skeletal indicators of age and method
performance (4,6–23). Particular interest has been paid to the
pubic symphysis and to the Suchey–Brooks (24–26) system, a
method for the visual assessment of the symphysis and the esti-
mation of age using discrete phases associated with known ages.
This emphasis is not surprising as the pubic symphysis is histori-
cally one of the first skeletal features to be described in the con-
text of age estimation (24,27–32) and continues to be the most
widely studied age-progressive trait in the adult skeleton for both
past and present populations (17,33–46). Moreover, today, the
pubic symphysis and the Suchey–Brooks system are said to be
the preferred skeletal indicator/method for age-at-death estima-
tion by forensic anthropologists (10).
Asymmetry in the pubic bone morphology is a critical and

potentially confounding factor to consider in age estimation,
especially for cases where the pubic symphysis is the only avail-
able/preferred source for age prediction (17,47–49). It increases
variation in the indicator’s assessment, which may in turn con-
tribute to age estimation error. Asymmetry here refers to differ-
ences in the feature morphology between the paired elements for
the same age indicator, and specifically the pubic symphyseal
surface. In this context, the left and right sides of the pubic sym-
physis may vary in appearance and in their assigned phase or
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score (e.g., Todd, McKern and Stewart, Suchey–Brooks). If so,
the estimated age (or the age range) of the individual may differ
according to which side of the pelvis is subjected to review.
Consequently, asymmetric features may compromise the accu-
racy of the biological profile in terms of the information given
on age when the practitioner derives a final age-estimate,
whether voluntarily or unavoidably (due to the condition of the
remains), without consulting any other age indicators than the
pubic symphysis. This risk is highest when there is no clear indi-
cation of which one of the sides, the left or right pubic symphy-
seal surface, displays the more “truthful” information on
biological age for the given skeleton.
Asymmetry in phase classification occurs in nontrivial propor-

tions, even exceeding 60% of cases in recent studies (17,47–49).
As others have already cautioned, in the presence of asymmetry,
there are important statistical effects on age estimation as accuracy
drops significantly at a reported rate of �20% (47). There are also
practical consequences. For example, any apparently miss-matched
bones found outside of clear paired, single individual context
(e.g., when commingling is suspect as in mass fatality scenes)
could be treated independently. They would be assigned to differ-
ent phases and age intervals (48), and their discordant age-related
morphologies could lead to an erroneous accounting of the mini-
mum number of individuals (MNI) at the recovery site (49).
Some strategies for estimating the age-at-death in the presence

of more notable asymmetry include taking the mean age of the
two sides as suggested by Schmitt, 2004 (48). Schmitt’s results
show that calculating mean age does not offer significant
improvement for the Asian sample used in the study. Overbury
et al., 2009 (47) detect weak directional asymmetry, with the
right side appearing slightly older than the left. However, the
authors claim that the accuracy of the Suchey–Brooks system is
not affected by this directional asymmetry. Nevertheless, they
suggest selecting the “older” side as a more accurate predictor,
reporting an increase in accuracy from 78% to 91% when the
older side is used. Lottering et al., 2013 (17) report that the right
side is more accurate when the Suchey–Brooks method is
applied to Australian populations.
This study uses a suite of recently proposed computational

methods that are based on coordinate data from 3D laser scans,
implements three new shape-analysis algorithms, and applies five
univariate and multivariate regression models for age-at-death
estimation. It evaluates these methods’ sensitivity to within-indi-
vidual asymmetry. These “fully computational” methods are cho-
sen for such analysis over the gross visual assessment or bone-
phase/stage matching methodologies of more familiar practice for
the fact that (i) they were first proposed to eliminate subjectivity
in bone evaluation and reduce error in age estimation and (ii) they
are designed to capture shape information using high density, 3D
coordinates and methods of continuous data analysis. Further,
unlike the phase-based methods, the computational algorithms
produce continuous age-at-death estimations and are thus likely to
capture more subtle differences between the left and right sides.

Materials and Methods

This study uses 3D laser scan data of left and right pubic
symphyses. The pubic symphysis scans were taken with the
widely available desktop laser scanner, NextEngine 3D Scanner
Ultra HD, following the scanning protocol from the papers of
Slice and Algee-Hewitt (20) and Stoyanova et al. (21,22) to pro-
duce a high-definition 3D model: 16 divisions, 67K points per
square inch with a triangle size of 0.0050, and bracket scanning

in macro mode. Figure 1 shows one of the pubic symphysis
scans available in the dataset when displayed as a smooth sur-
face and as a number of small adjacent triangles. The laser scan-
ner generates an output file that includes a list of x, y, and z
coordinates for each vertex in the 3D space. This representation
of the data as a number of 3D coordinates allows for its analysis
by numerical algorithms.
This study samples 176 3D laser scans of both the left and

right pubic symphyses for 88 modern American males of
reported White identity and with known ages-at-death. These
scans were collected from the W. M. Bass Donated Skeletal Col-
lection, housed at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville (50)
and from the Maxwell Museum’s collection curated by the
University of New Mexico (51). The ages in the sample range
from 19 to 93 years. Figure 2 offers a histogram of the age dis-
tribution of males in the sample. In addition, height and weight
are available for approximately 71 of the individuals from which
body mass index (BMI) was calculated using the formula body
mass (kilograms)/stature (meters)2 (52). Based on the BMI, the
following clinical categories were defined: underweight
(BMI < 18.5), normal weight (18.5 ≤ BMI ≤ 24.99), overweight
(25 ≤ BMI ≤ 29.99), and obese (BMI ≥ 30) (53). In the sample,
nine individuals were classified as underweight, 27 as normal
weight, 17 as overweight, and 18 as obese. The individuals’
reported height, weight, calculated BMI, and known age were
used as a possible way of explaining higher asymmetry values
observed in some cases.
The morphology of each pubic symphysis scan was quantified

using the algorithms included in the open source, multiplatform
program forAge (54) written specifically for the implementation
of the computational, shape-based age estimation methods tested
here. Given a 3D laser scan of the pubic symphysis as input,
forAge calculates three shape scores: (i) SAH-Score (20), (ii)
bending energy (BE) score (21) and (iii) ventral curvature (VC)
score (22). The SAH-Score measures the variance on the surface
of the pubic symphysis such that high variance values are asso-
ciated with younger individuals for whom the symphyseal face
is covered by furrows and ridges and low variance is associated
with older individuals for whom the furrows and ridges have
flattened over time. BE uses thin plate splines (TPS) to model
the bending of an infinitely thin plate to match the surface of the

FIG. 1––An example of a 3D laser scan of the pubic symphysis shown as
a smooth surface (top) and as a number of adjacent triangles (bottom).
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pubic symphysis and calculates the minimum energy required
for the transformation. Similar to the SAH-Score, high BE values
are calculated for younger individuals and lower BE values are
calculated for older individuals. The VC score quantifies the out-
line of the ventral margin of the pubic symphysis. The ventral
margin becomes more curved with aging causing low curvature
values to be associated with younger people and high curvature
values to be associated with older individuals. In addition to the
three measures, forAge also calculates age-estimates using five
regression models—three univariate models based on each of the
three scores and two multivariate models combining the SAH-
Score with the VC and the BE measure with the VC. All five
models proposed by Stoyanova et al., 2017 (22) are built on a
sample of 93 randomly selected left and right scans (one scan
per individual) of White males with known ages-at-death. The
sample includes approximately the same number of left and right
scans. A small number (approximately 25) of the scans in the
original forAge models were also included in this study’s sample
of 176 scans. The final estimates produced by all forAge models
are point estimates of age.
In this study, the classic bias and inaccuracy measures by

Saunders et al., 1992 (55) were slightly modified such that two
different sets of inaccuracy and bias relevant to the evaluation of
bilateral asymmetry in the pubic symphysis can be produced.
The first set of inaccuracy and bias assesses the difference in
raw shape-measure values/scores between the left side and the
right side without considering age-estimates and documented
ages. The second set of inaccuracy and bias evaluates the differ-
ence in age-estimates between the left side and the right side.
After establishing the comparability of the age estimation models
produced from either side, the difference between age-estimates
and documented chronological ages is assessed to determine
which side produces more accurate age-at-death estimates. The
following paragraphs explain these steps in greater detail.
Given that the age-estimates produced by forAge are based on

mixed left and right scans, a necessary first step of this analysis
is to investigate whether the use of models based on only left or
only right scans is more appropriate. This is performed by a bias
and inaccuracy analysis that assesses whether one side consis-
tently produces higher (or lower) scores and quantifies the differ-
ence between the left and right scores. For this study, the sample
was split into age groups that have approximately the same num-
ber of people; specifically, the age groups were 19–39 years (22
people), 40–54 years (23 people), 55–69 years (23 people), and
70-and older (20 people). The bias is defined as

Bias ¼
X

left score� right scoreð Þ=N;

and the inaccuracy as

Inaccuracy ¼
X

left score� right scorej j=N;

where N is the number of sample points. As the three shape
scores—SAH-Score, BE and VC—show a linear relationship to
the exact age-at-death, it is implied that consistently higher (or
lower) scores will results in consistent over- (under-) estimation.
Similarly, a larger difference between the scores produced by the
left and right side is expected to result in a larger difference
between the age-estimates, hence, a larger asymmetry value.
Additionally, based on the three shape scores, new regression

models were built using only left and only right scans (from the
88 individuals included in this study’s sample) to assess whether
the age estimation error produced by models using only one side
offered any improvement compared to the mixed models. To
assess whether there was a significant difference between the
age-estimates from the models based on only left and only right
scans, the two sets of estimates (left and right) were subjected to
Student’s t-test for paired samples, the Wilcoxon signed-rank
test—as a nonparametric equivalent, the Kolmogorov–Smirnov
test for distributional differences, and Spearman correlation anal-
ysis to compare the two sets of age-estimates.
The results of the analysis (presented in detail in the next sec-

tion) indicate that the mixed models implemented in forAge are
adequate. Therefore, the five age-estimates for each left and right
scan were calculated using the forAge program for a total of 880
age-estimates. The difference between the exact age-at-death and
the left estimate was compared to the difference between the
exact age-at-death and the right estimate to assess whether one
side consistently produced lower estimation errors. In addition,
the left and right age-estimates were subjected to a bias and
inaccuracy analysis. Bias is defined as

Bias ¼
X

left estimate� right estimateð Þ=N;

and the inaccuracy as

Inaccuracy ¼
X

left estimate� right estimatej j=N;

where N is the number of individuals in the sample.
Similar to Overbury et al., 2009 (47), the number of more

accurate “older” estimates was compared to the number of more
accurate “younger” estimates to test whether the “older” or
“younger” side offered consistently better age approximation.
Next, the difference in years between the left and right age-

estimates was calculated and used as a measure of the within-
individual asymmetry. Lastly, the asymmetry measure (the calcu-
lated difference in years between the left and right age-estimates)
was regressed against the individuals’ weights, heights, BMIs,
and true ages to investigate any relationship that the asymmetry
has with these life history factors.

Results

Bias and Inaccuracy Analysis of the Three Shape Scores

The results from the bias and inaccuracy analysis for the three
shape scores are reported in Table 1. Overall, the inaccuracy

FIG. 2––A histogram of the age distribution of individuals in the data.
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slightly increases with age for the SAH-Score and the BE. For
the VC score, it increases up to 70-years and then there is a
slight decrease. Figure 3 shows the absolute value of the differ-
ence between the left and right scores per individual for each of
the three measures. The differences are plotted versus the indi-
viduals’ ages. For ease of reading the data, the different age
cohorts are marked with a different symbol. The bias values for
the entire sample are all positive. This implies that the scores
produced by the left sides are overall higher. However, there is a
fluctuation between positive and negative values in the different
age intervals, which indicates that the left sides do not consis-
tently produce higher scores.

Assessing Whether One Side Better Models the Age-Related
Morphologies

The regression models built using only left and only right sur-
faces produce five sets of paired (left and right) age-estimates.
The paired t-test for mean difference, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
for distributional difference, Wilcoxon signed-rank test for med-
ian difference, and Spearman correlation analysis indicate that
there is no significant difference between the two sets (left and
right) of age-estimates. More specifically, the tests’ p-values
range from 0.1 to 0.98 and the correlation coefficients range
from 0.2 to 0.74, implying that neither side offers a better model
of the age-progressive changes. This justifies the mixed models
offered by forAge on which the rest of the presented results are
based.

Assessing Whether the Left or Right Age-estimate is Closer to
the True Age-at-Death

The difference between the left estimate (calculated by for-
Age) and the exact age is calculated and compared to the differ-
ence between the right estimate and the exact age-at-death.
Results of the number of individuals for whom the left or right
estimate is more accurate (closer to the exact age-at-death) are
presented in Table 2. For two of the models, univariate SAH-
Score and multivariate SAH-Score and VC, there are more left
sides that are closer to the true age. For the remaining three
models, more of the right sides appear to be closer to the true
age. However, in all cases, the difference between the number of
more accurate left and right scans is less than 7% with the
exception of the SAH-Score combined with the VC. In this latter
case, the difference is about 11%. One side does not offer con-
sistently better estimates than the other.
The majority of ages are underestimated by the computational

algorithms, and therefore, the older estimate (whether left or
right) is closer to the true age-at-death. In the cases, when the

models do not underestimate the age (only 165 out of 880 age-
estimates), there is a fluctuation between the older and the
younger estimate being closer to the true age.

Comparison of the Two Sets of Age-estimates—Left and Right

Table 3 presents a breakdown of the age differences between
the left and right estimates for the 88 individuals. The majority
of differences between the left and right scans are within 5 years
and as few as 1% have over 15 years difference. There seems to
be a slightly higher level of asymmetry for the age-estimates
when using the SAH-Score alone and in combination with the
VC measure. However, overall, the age-estimates of the left and
right scans are close in value.
The results of the bias and inaccuracy analysis of the left and

right age-estimates are presented in Table 4. Similar to the anal-
ysis of bias and inaccuracy in the calculated scores, there is a
fluctuation between positive and negative bias values. This find-
ing indicates that neither side (left or right) produces consistently
younger or older age-estimates. The bias values for all models
for postmiddle aged people are positive, implying that the left
age-estimate is more often older for this cohort. However, when
considering subsamples in that same age group, there is still
fluctuation. The inaccuracy values are consistent among all age
groups, which suggests that the age-estimates produced by the
three shape scores are not sensitive to the within-individual
asymmetry.

Determining Whether the Asymmetry is Related to Weight,
Height, BMI, or Advanced Age

The age differences between the left and right estimates for
each of the five models are calculated and regressed against the
weight, height, BMI, and true ages of the individuals. The statis-
tics show no relationship between the differences and any of the
four factors. More specifically, the p-values of all regression
models range from 0.21 to 0.94.
As the population in the dataset can be categorized more

easily based on their age and BMI, the study reports these
results in more details. Table 5 reports in greater detail the rela-
tionship between the true ages of the individuals and the within-
individual asymmetry. Based on their age, the sample is catego-
rized as premiddle aged (younger than 40 years) and postmiddle
aged (older than 40) people. The reports show how many indi-
viduals younger than 40 have an asymmetry up to 5 years, from
5 to 10 years, from 10 to 15 years, and over 15 years for each
of the five models. The same results are reported for the males
who are over 40 years old. There are 22 premiddle aged and 66
postmiddle aged individuals. The findings indicate that

TABLE 1––Bias and inaccuracy between the left and right sides for each measure are reported for the entire sample and by age interval.

Age Interval and Count

SAH-Score Bending Energy Ventral Curvature

Bias Inaccuracy Bias Inaccuracy Bias Inaccuracy

Entire sample (88) 0.0005 0.0311 0.0185 0.5950 0.0022 0.0195
19–39 (21) 0.0244 0.0645 0.0124 0.4992 �0.0016 0.0164
40–54 (23) �0.0110 0.0657 �0.2044 0.5482 0.0004 0.0211
55–69 (23) �0.0081 0.0729 0.3579 0.6363 0.0082 0.0212
70–93 (20) �0.0025 0.0792 �0.1088 0.7070 0.0015 0.0192
>40 (66) �0.0074 0.0723 0.0205 0.6270 0.0034 0.0205

Next to the age interval (in parenthesis) is the count of individuals in the given sub-sample.
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asymmetry is not affected by advanced age. For both groups
(younger and older than 40), up to 1.5% of the differences are
estimated to be over 15 years with the exception of the SAH-
Score age-estimate and the age-estimate from the multivariate
model including the SAH-Score and the VC. Even though these
two models result in more people (about 10%) having an asym-
metry of over 15 years, the findings are the same for both age
groups.
The same breakdown of age differences—<5 years, 5–

10 years, 10–15 years, or 15 years—for each of the five mod-
els is reported for each BMI category (underweight, normal
weight, overweight, and obese) in Table 6. There is no notable
correlation between the individual asymmetry and the BMI
category.

Discussion

Age does not account for all the specific morphology of the
pubic symphysis. It is a known fact that an individual’s lifestyle,
childbirth, and disease among other factors affect the rate at
which the pubic symphysis ages (56–59). In most situations,
whether forensic or bioarchaeological in nature, prior informa-
tion on the individual is unknown to the observers. Therefore, it
is crucial that practitioners are provided with tools for age-at-
death estimation that are independent of the potentially unknown
life history of the person in question. Further, in many cases,
when only fragmentary remains are available, it is important to
know whether both symphyseal surfaces can be used with the
same level of confidence.
In this study, bias and inaccuracy analysis finds that neither

side produces consistently higher/lower shape scores than the
other. This suggests that both sides model the age-progressive
changes of the morphology of the pubic symphysis equally well.
The models using only left or only right pubic symphysis scans
show similar relationship between the scores and the true age-at-
death. Therefore, it can be concluded that the proposed models
built on randomly selected left or right scans are sufficiently reli-
able, regardless of the chosen side. When the ages-at-death are
estimated using the left and right side for the same individual, it
is observed that the differences between the estimates produced
by the two sides for the majority of individuals are within
5 years (46–76%), 75–95% are within 10 years, and 89–99%
are within 15 years. Only 1–11% are more than 15 years apart.
Overall, the age-estimates produced by the BE measure and its
combination with the VC show to be least influenced by the
within-individual asymmetry. In this context, models based on
these variables should be preferred even though the SAH-Score
generally produces a lower root-mean-square error (22). It
should be noted that the computational methods may be assess-
ing different bone features from the phase-based systems, and
this could be the reason for their low-dependence on asymmetry.
Further, it is important to recall that forAge produces point esti-
mates of age and not age ranges and the asymmetry analyses are
based on these single values.
For those individuals with notably more asymmetric sides, this

study investigates whether the asymmetry is related to factors
recognized as accelerating aging (47,60,61) such as the person’s
weight, height, advanced age, and calculated BMI. The results
indicate that the difference between the age-estimates produced
by the computational algorithms is not associated with any of
the four factors, which may in part be due to the fact that the
weight and heights are self-reported. Further, an individual’s
weight and height at death may not represent those variables

FIG. 3––The absolute value of the difference between the left and right
scores for each measure plotted against the known ages-at-death. The indi-
viduals who are younger than 40 years are displayed as stars (*), those who
are between 40 and 55 years are marked as diamonds, 55–70 years are
marked as plus signs, and those older than 70 years are displayed as circles.
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during a person’s lifetime. This study’s results are in disagree-
ment with the conclusions of Wescott (61), whose study investi-
gated the effects of obesity on ages estimated with Suchey–
Brooks methods for two BMI-based cohorts of modern Ameri-
cans. While they report how the obese group shows more bias,
less precision, and weaker correlations between inferred and true
age, the results for the pubic symphysis tests were not statisti-
cally significant. The results also disagree with those reported by
Merritt (60), who found that body size was an important factor
for the validity of the estimates produced using the Suchey–
Brooks method. Specifically, “short and light” persons were

consistently underaged, while “tall and heavy” persons were
consistently overaged. The contradictory findings reported in this
study are important when seeking to infer skeletal age-at-death
in the human identification context as they offer the forensic
anthropologist a valuable advantage. We show how robust esti-
mates can be produced even when life history information is
unknown for the forensic case and cannot be accounted for sta-
tistically in the estimation model.
The present study agrees with the conclusions in Schmitt (48),

who determined that taking the mean of the two age-estimates
(left and right) does not offer an improvement to the results.

TABLE 2––Number of more accurate left sides versus more accurate right sides. Accuracy is defined as the difference between the known and the estimated
age-at-death.

More Accurate Side

SAH-Score TPS/BE Ventral Curvature
SAH-

Score + Outline BE + Outline

Count % Count % Count % Count % Count %

Left 47 53.4 43 48.9 42 47.7 49 55.7 41 46.6
Right 41 46.6 45 51.1 46 51.3 39 44.3 47 53.4

TABLE 3––Number of people (as a count and as a percentage) for whom the estimated age difference between the left and the right pubic symphysis is within
5, 6–10, 11–15, or >15 years.

Difference in Years

SAH-Score TPS/BE Ventral Curvature
SAH-

Score + Outline BE + Outline

Count % Count % Count % Count % Count %

≤5 40 45.5 67 76.1 49 55.7 43 48.9 64 72.7
6–10 31 35.2 17 19.3 30 34.1 23 26.1 17 19.3
11–15 9 10.2 3 3.4 7 8 12 13.6 6 6.8
>15 8 9.1 1 1.2 2 2.2 10 11.4 1 1.2

TABLE 4––Bias and inaccuracy between the left and right estimates for each model are reported for the entire sample and by age interval.

Age Interval and Count

SAH-Score Bending Energy Ventral Curvature SAH + VC BE + VC

Bias Inaccuracy Bias Inaccuracy Bias Inaccuracy Bias Inaccuracy Bias Inaccuracy

Entire sample (88) �0.2443 6.9582 0.0140 3.5517 0.6342 5.0785 �0.0718 7.0722 0.4724 3.9331
19–39 (22) �4.9459 8.2904 �0.5668 3.0831 �0.1813 4.3686 �4.3977 7.4622 �0.7072 2.8136
40–54 (23) 2.0s621 5.2891 1.5895 3.5956 0.0991 5.7121 1.2347 6.7330 2.0082 4.0717
55–69 (23) 1.4186 7.0230 �1.7343 3.6847 2.3395 5.5065 2.1921 6.9252 �0.2378 5.0204
70–93 (20) 0.3625 7.3375 0.8515 3.8635 0.1855 4.6385 0.5805 7.2025 0.8205 3.7545
>40 (66) 1.3228 6.5140 0.2075 3.7078 0.9060 5.3151 1.3701 6.9422 0.8656 4.3062

Next to the age interval (in parenthesis) is the count of individuals in the given sub-sample.

TABLE 5––Number of people who are younger or older than 40 years for whom the estimated age difference between the left and the right pubic symphysis is
within 5, 6-10, 11-15, or >15 years.

Individuals Age Difference in Years

SAH-Score TPS/BE
Ventral
Curvature

SAH-
Score + Outline BE + Outline

Count % Count % Count % Count % Count %

Younger than 40 ≤5 6 27.3 18 81.8 14 63.6 9 40.9 18 81.8
6–10 9 40.9 3 13.6 6 27.3 6 27.3 4 18.2
11–15 5 22.7 1 4.5 2 9.1 5 22.7 0 0

>15 2 9.1 0 0 0 0 2 9.1 0 0
Older than 40 ≤5 34 51.5 49 74.2 35 53 34 51.5 46 69.7

6–10 22 33.3 14 21.2 24 36.4 17 25.8 13 19.7
11–15 4 6.1 2 3.1 5 7.6 7 10.6 6 9.1

>15 6 9.1 1 1.5 2 3 8 12.1 1 1.5

The results are shown as a count and as a percentage of the whole sample.
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Using the mean age as an estimate would work in situations
when one side overestimates the true age while the other side
underestimates it. Here, only 33 of the total number of 880 age-
estimates appear to underestimate the age while the rest to over-
estimate. In other words, improvements offered by the mean age
can only be expected for <4% of the estimates. This study is
somewhat in line with the findings of Overbury et al. (47), that
proposed the use of the older side as a more accurate predictor.
The reason for this agreement is that the majority of the ages
estimated by the computational methods in the present study
underestimate the true age. Moreover, it is shown here that
selecting the older side does not necessarily offer a significant
improvement to the accuracy of the methods as the left and right
age-estimates are overall close in value for most individuals in
the sample.
The results of the current study disagree with previous find-

ings that have shown high prevalence of asymmetry for the
Suchey–Brooks system as noted in over 60% of the samples
analyzed (17,47–49). Specifically, this study does not detect
either (i) the greater magnitude of asymmetry with increased age
or (ii) the directional asymmetry favoring the right side (17,47).
This study is, however, in line with the recent research by Kurki
(62) that demonstrated low directional and mosaic patterns of
asymmetry in pelvic measurements. Although any direct compar-
ison of studies using different variables of interest (i.e., metric
dimensions vs. morphological patterns of the pelvic element)
should be made with caution, a few biomechanical theories can
be extended to explain the trends observed in the current study.
It is already well-established that different skeletal elements and
bone features exhibit different degrees of asymmetry (63). Partic-
ularly, it is known that biomechanical stress, one of the causal
factors for skeletal asymmetry, has greater impact on bone dia-
physis rather than epiphyses (64–67), suggesting there is less
environmental plasticity in the epiphyseal/articulating region and
that variation in this region is more genetically constrained
(68,69). In line with these findings, the lack of both directional
and absolute asymmetry in age-estimates observed in the paired
pubic symphyses in our study is possibly due to the bone’s resi-
lience to biomechanical stress/physical loading, a conclusion

supported by the low correlations between individual body size
and age-at-death observed for the sample.
While this study provides new information on the presence of

asymmetry in the pubic symphysis and its effect on age estima-
tion when adopting a fully computational approach, it represents
a first stage analysis. There are considerable opportunities for
expansion, such that future work should investigate the replica-
bility of these results and/or produce additional findings when,
for example, enlarging the reference database included in the
forAge software, using more target samples of mixed sex and
ancestry, and considering age ranges instead of point estimates
of age-at-death. Further, as for any study that seeks to provide
recommendations for forensic anthropological practice, it is
important to pursue downstream analyses that perform similar
tests in an applied casework setting.
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While forensic anthropology is often characterized as an applied science, it is deeply rooted in 

the larger discipline of biological anthropology. As forensic practitioners, we work to extend the 

theory of, and methods for, the study of human variation to the medico-legal context. We 

continue, therefore, to address the fundamental questions of topics critical to biological 

anthropology, such as the degree and distribution of skeletal and genetic diversity and the effects 

of environment and life history on morphological expression, just as we seek to infer the 

demographic parameters of sex, age, and ancestry that allow us to broadly characterize modern 

peoples. In speaking for the single person, however, forensic anthropologists are uniquely 

challenged with the issue of scale. We must distill down our approaches (or methods) of 

biological anthropology for the detection and documentation of populational trends to the level 

of the individual forensic case as we reconstruct the biological profile and address the personal 

identity concerns that dominate the forensic anthropological analysis of unknown human 

remains. In concert with this change in scope, forensic anthropologists must also contend with a 

refocusing of perspective towards the investigative and judicial system. At once, we are expected 

to respond to the dynamic needs of individual identification, in the service of human rights, 

social justice, and the medico-legal community, the increasing demands for scientific rigor in 

case analysis and reporting, and the changing expectations for admissible evidence and expert 

testimony in the courtroom (Christensen and Crowder 2009; Grivas and Komar 2008; Lesciotto 

2015; Steadman 2009; Steadman et al. 2006; Wiersema et al. 2009). 

Not surprisingly, the field of forensic anthropology has evolved considerably over the 

course of the last half-century. The present state of the discipline is very different from when it 

was first admitted into the American Academy of Forensic Sciences as the ‘physical 

anthropology’ section in 1972, yet there are interesting and important parallel moments in its 
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developmental trajectory. A decade later, Snow (1982) wrote about the new expansion of 

physical anthropology into the area of forensics “at a time when many physical anthropologists 

are deeply concerned with the need to expand the scope of our field beyond its traditional 

boundaries […]. (p. 97).” Similarly, we are writing here about how forensic anthropology is 

presently undergoing its own transformation, as it expands its reach to adopt methods that would 

have been once outside the limits of the forensic anthropologist’s traditional expertise. As a field, 

it stands, therefore, at the crossroads between diverse areas of study beyond skeletal variation– 

from computational biology, genetics, isotopes, and demography, to cultural anthropology 

(Algee-Hewitt et al. 2018; Hughes et al. 2017). This point is most obviously supported by the 

amendment of its AAFS section title to the more inclusive title of ‘Anthropology’ in 2013. This 

change was equally born out by the trends observed in publications specific to forensic 

anthropology. From a Web of Science analysis of the publications of the Journal of Forensic 

Science, when filtered for Anthropology as research area and constrained to the roughly, five-

year period of 2013 to 2018, we find that the top ten cited papers (Christensen et al. 2014; 

Crowder et al. 2013; Edgar 2013; Hackman and Black 2013; Hauther et al. 2015; Hefner and 

Ousley 2014; Kim et al. 2013; Stephan 2014; Stephan et al. 2013; Tise et al. 2013) have titles 

that explicitly address the computational topics of advanced statistics, classification algorithms, 

and imaging methods and speak to the bio-social issues of racial and ancestral identity for 

peoples of multiple origins with complex population histories. Moreover, in these studies, we see 

more multicomponent frameworks that embrace the technological advances in complementary, 

computationally driven, fields, and a recognition of the potential value of computational 

approaches to the forensic anthropologist’s applied work, whether in aid of law enforcement or 
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in large scale responses to humanitarian crises, human right violations or mass disasters. This 

movement in forensic anthropology represents swift and major progress forward. 

This shift in our research priorities is especially important as it comes at the same time as 

the wider forensic community is undergoing a period of self-reflection and redefinition of 

expectations. With this has come many critiques of the rigor of the science of forensics, which 

have acted in several subfields, like fingerprint, bloodstain and bitemark analysis, as a motivating 

factor for change not only in protocols but also in the perception of the value of certain 

techniques for casework and the scientific basis for their justification as trial evidence (Cooper 

2016; Expert Working Group on Human Factors in Latent Print Analysis 2012; Page et al. 

2011a; Page et al. 2011b; Saks et al. 2016; Taylor et al. 2016). We recall how in 2009 the 

National Research Council (NRC) of the United States (Committee on Identifying the Needs of 

the Forensic Sciences Community and National Research Council 2009) published a report that 

admonished the state of the field, writing that “‘[t]he bottom line is simple: [i]n a number of 

forensic science disciplines, forensic science professionals have yet to establish either the 

validity of their approach or the accuracy of their conclusions….”(p. 53) and how “[m]uch 

forensic evidence […] is introduced in criminal trials without any meaningful scientific 

validation, determination of error rates, or reliability testing…”(p. 107-108). This report also 

charged the forensic science community to make the fundamental changes necessary to drive its 

practitioners towards a true transformation in thinking, asking forensic scientists to make the 

improvements, both “systemic and scientific,” that are essential to “…ensure the reliability of the 

disciplines, establish enforceable standards, and promote best practices and their consistent 

application” (p. xix). Its coincident release at the peak year for the number of exonerations by 

DNA in the United States (CNN 2013) has helped us to recognize the miscarriages of justice that 
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can result from the uncritical admission of unvalidated science, expert testimony or evidence 

(Garrett 2012). With progressive interest over time, likely owing to the widespread visibility 

brought to these issues by, for example, the Innocence Project, this NRC report has garnered 

more attention in very recent years: doubling its readership since 2014, accumulating 21,787 

downloads as of April 2018, and generating an Altmetric score of 612, which serves as a 

measure of the amount of attention the report has received from both social media and the news 

(The National Academies Press 2018). 

We can also look to the 2016 announcement by the Department of Justice (DOJ) on 

scientific certainty. Building on the momentum of the NRC report and on the recommendations 

of the National Commission on Forensic Science (NCFS), it formally rejects the phrase “to a 

reasonable degree of scientific certainty,” which has long served in expert testimony as a 

signifier of factuality (National Commission on Forensic Science (NCFS) 2016). This mandate 

acknowledges what others in the legal system as well as in forensic anthropology have already 

noted (Kaye 2010; Steadman et al. 2006): it is a linguistic trope plagued by subjectivity, that may 

be erroneously equated with certainty at the level of beyond a “reasonable” doubt and that 

introduces confusion in the presence of actual probabilistic evidence. At the most foundational 

level, therefore, all forensic sciences need the transparent quantification of uncertainty through 

error testing and validation studies as well as approaches that reduce error and permit the 

probabilistic statements on the weight of evidence – these are expectations that can only be met 

by computational approaches. 

Thinking computationally about forensics can significantly strengthen our forensic 

anthropological practice, yielding more reliable and accurate findings. Computational methods, 

in particular, offer several advantages to the study of forensic anthropological data. Through the 
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analysis of large quantities of informational data, they allow us, as researchers, to perform more 

comprehensive or deeper investigations, effectively overcoming the limitations of cognitive 

ability and building stronger scientific foundations for our applied casework techniques. For 

example, recent advancement in various innovative data capturing technologies enable us to 

collect and examine more nuanced and detailed information from forensic samples and scenes 

(Claes et al. 2014; Park et al. 2017; Perlin et al. 2015; Stoyanova et al. 2017; van Oorschot et al. 

2010; Walsh et al. 2014), and the availability of free-access software and computational 

algorithms, through open source coding initiatives, allows for widespread access to more 

complex probabilistic methods (Boldsen et al. 2002; Kim et al. 2013; Konigsberg 2015; 

Konigsberg et al. 2016), while significantly reducing processing time for big – high dimensional, 

large sample – data. Most importantly, the growing number of inter-disciplinary collaborations 

and the high competition in the technology market have lowered the burden of accessibility to 

new technologies, both in terms of expense as well as practice, making approachable those new 

methods that were once off limits because of their sizeable learning-curve and need for 

specialized knowledge or degree of expertise. The ubiquity of technology that is equally relevant 

to science and society, therefore, pushes us forward towards embracing the new technological 

developments and adopting the new methodological approaches. 

By probing anthropological case data in previously unavailable ways, computational 

tools also give us a means to reveal latent data trends, identify and explore novel questions, and 

establish inferential procedures that deliver more satisfying results. Thereby, we improve the 

quality of our aid to the medico-legal community. Finally, when computational systems are used 

to represent expert knowledge, they allow us to better capture, distill and interpret complex data 

(Algee-Hewitt 2016; Konigsberg et al. 2016), while also improving precision and accuracy, 
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reducing subjectivity, and facilitating the automation of traditional procedures – many of which 

have been shown to suffer from human, whether, intra- or inter-observer error (Kimmerle et al. 

2008; Stoyanova et al. 2017). They permit, therefore, the analysis of data in a standardized way, 

that promotes objectivity and reproducibility, method- and/or self-assessment and the reporting 

of rates of error. Incorporating computational methods into the forensic anthropological toolkit 

helps us to overcome the common criticism that forensic evidence and courtroom testimony, in 

areas exclusive of, the gold standard, DNA analysis, lack a strong scientific basis (Steadman et 

al. 2006) To most effectively and responsibly profit from these computational resources, we as 

both researchers and practitioners must engage in focused discussions of their advantages and 

limitations. The “hybrid-intelligence of human and machines” (Franke and Srihari 2007) requires 

the development of best practices for their use, as we contend with the evolving issues of 

software compatibility and our data management, bioethical concerns over the new kinds of 

information that we now have or make accessible, and the question of the dissemination of 

results among our peers, to our students and future colleagues in the classroom, for the medico-

legal community, and to the public who we seek to serve and educate. 

Now is an exciting and critical time for the future of forensic anthropology. It is ripe for 

the field and the practitioner to embrace the challenges that increased rigor in case evaluation 

techniques and heightened expectations for evidence and testimony bring. As current educators, 

through our dissemination of research, mentorship in the lab and teaching in the classroom, it is 

also time for us to redefine our educational expectations that reflect the necessary integration of 

field and new method and, so, meet the needs of the next generation of practitioners. We are 

charged, therefore, to achieve a synthesis of anthropological and computational thinking. Such 

interdisciplinary educational opportunities will greatly benefit the field, just as interdisciplinary 
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research collaborations are already advancing our ability to adopt external approaches and 

integrate cutting-edge technologies in order to revisit prior assumptions and shed fresh light on 

forensic anthropological questions (Adserias‐Garriga et al. 2017; Algee-Hewitt et al. 2016; 

Hughes et al. 2017; Villa et al. 2016). 

By turning to what Steadman (2018) has called “computational anthropology,” we can 

benefit at present from the many advantages that marrying technology with statistically driven 

approaches to forensic case analysis offers while also working to propel the theory, methods and 

practice of forensic anthropology forward. The papers included in the two special issues on 

“Thinking Computationally about Forensics” that we introduce here are the products of a 

symposium organized by Algee-Hewitt and Kim for the 87th annual meeting of the American 

Association of Physical Anthropologists in Austin, TX, in 2018. Its goal was to motivate 

discussions between those research-focused biological anthropologists, who engage in 

computational anthropology and those practitioners of forensic anthropology, whose applied 

work serves the medico-legal community. This symposium operated as a nexus for discussions 

about the interactions between theoretical contributions to forensic analysis and the practical 

value of these advancements in the actual casework setting. These special issues embody the 

spirit of this symposium, as we reflect on the ways in which advanced quantitative approaches to 

research in biological anthropology can be extended to questions of relevance to forensic 

anthropology. The contributors to these issues dive deeply into a variety of subjects, from the 

construction of the biological profile to investigative techniques for human remains recovery, yet 

they all exemplify the kind of novel work which stands at the point of intersection between 

theory, method and practice. These articles show the promise of improved methods for ancestry 

estimation from skeletal metrics and genetics alike, the future of individual identifiability from 
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linked genetic data, the bioethical concerns over privacy and profiling as technological 

advancements in predictive modeling move faster than regulatory bodies can sustain their 

oversight, the application of new imaging technologies for enhanced investigation, whether in 

the context of the facial reconstruction of human remains from CT scans or the detection of 

clandestine burials using unnamed aerial vehicles as remote sensing platforms for data 

acquisition, or the novel fully-computational shape-based estimation of age at death for 

understudied populations. 

The commentaries that accompany each issue address the places we have been, where we 

stand now and where we must go in service of the field. They provide us with special insight into 

how computational approaches to forensics are viewed from the perspective of the expert in 

human identification practice and in scientific computing. Although their point of reference 

differs, the overarching message is remarkably similar. It is not enough for us to execute 

computational research in an intellectual vacuum, promising improvement to current methods in 

forensic casework. We must also deliver on that promise by producing tools – whether as new 

frameworks of analysis, standards and protocols, executable code, or software – that are 

conceptually and physically accessible to the wider community of forensic anthropologists. In 

doing so, we should facilitate, with greater ease, the adoption of the methods of “computational 

anthropology” by the average practitioner as well their extension by the advanced user, permit 

the straightforward evaluation of their statistical foundations and rates of error, and encourage 

their acceptance by the medico-legal system. 

The purpose of these special issues is to provide a forum for us to foreground our 

interests in advancing computational research that has implications for the forensic 

anthropological sciences, and to enrich current procedures with the potential to change the course 
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of future human identification practice. Here, we bring together a mix of participants, who 

engage wide-ranging skeletal, genomic, phenotypic and meta-data analyses, to 1) introduce new 

algorithmic advances and methodological improvement, 2) present work on the application of 

computational techniques to understudied populations, novel datasets or new information types, 

and 3) speak to the challenges that the revolution in data technologies may pose for future 

scientific investigation as well as the broader social effects on issues of policy, privacy and lay 

interpretation. We believe that the work of the issues’ contributing authors exemplifies 

successful attempts at making advancements in all steps of the forensic casework analysis 

process: from locating clandestine graves, to the molecular, chemical, and osteological analysis 

of the retrieved remains in the forensic laboratory, to the re-fleshing of forensic case to reveal the 

unique features of the person, and finally to the presentation of our evidence and the 

communication of our findings beyond the laboratory and courtroom into the wider discourse, 

here in Human Biology. 

We hope that this journal’s present commitment to forensic research represents the first 

of many, with future issues that will showcase the continued development of exciting new 

techniques, especially for unexplored data types and underserved populations, and support the 

dissemination of promising research in forensic anthropology to a larger audience. 
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ABSTRACT: Modern computational resources make available a rich toolkit of statistical 

methods that can be applied to forensic questions. This toolkit is built on the foundation of 

statistical developments dating back to the 19th century. To fully and effectively exploit these 

developments, both the makers and users of software must be keenly aware of the quality, i.e., 

the accuracy and precision, of the data being modeled or analyzed, and end-users must be 

sufficiently familiar with the underlying theory to understand the process and results of any 

analysis or software they use. This is especially important for medico-legal personnel who might 

be called upon to testify in a court of law and be subject to cross-examination. With respect to 

the development of computational tools, it is increasingly important that they be made available 

as open-source code to avoid the pitfalls of commercial software support and the potential 

dependence of end-users on orphaned software.
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What might be called the classical approach to natural history, including general taxonomy, 

physical anthropology, and forensics, can be quite effective. This involves the proclamations and 

pronouncements of a seasoned professional who has carefully inspected thousands of individuals

and comparative samples. A problem with this approach is that it is neither easily extensible nor 

scalable nor transferable to practitioners of lesser expertise. Statistical analysis, arising from 

probability theory and greatly elaborated in the late 19th and early-to-mid 20th centuries by the 

likes of Galton, Pearson, Gosset, and Fisher did much to remove the potential subjectivity of the 

classical process for simple analyses and measurements. The work of Pearson (1928) on the skull

of Henry Stewart, Lord Darnley, through the comparison of portraits and contemporary 

descriptions of the same and of Pearson and Morant (1934) on the authenticity of the skull of 

Oliver Cromwell represent early, quantitative analyses addressing the very forensic problem of 

the individual identity of contested human remains. These studies outline and implement much 

of the morphometric methodology still useful in the toolkit of the forensic anthropologist.

Many of the interesting problems is shape analysis, including forensic applications, are, however,

multivariate in nature and not readily suited to the inspection or analysis of individual measures 

or indices. While Galton, Pearson and others were concerned with correlation amongst variables,

it required the relatively recent advent of matrix algebra and multivariate analysis to fully 

elucidate the principles and potential of the joint analysis of multiple measurements. Cayley 

defined matrix multiplication and inverses in the mid-19th century (Cayley 1858), which was 

exploited and extended by Wishart in the study of covariances (Wishart 1928) and used by 

Hotelling (1931) and Wilks (1946) to extend the univariate means testing to suites of covarying 
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variables. As with the much of the work published in Biometrika contributing to the 

development of univariate statistics, physical anthropology played a key role as, for instance, 

Mahalanobis' work extending Pearson's Coefficent of Racial Likeness to account for covariance 

structure and leading to the now ubiquitous Mahalanobis distance (1927, 1936). In the realm of 

modern shape analysis, Mosier (1939) provided a method for comparing configurations of points

in any dimension that is the fundamental operation used in the Generalized Procrustes Analysis 

of shape (Gower 1975, Rohlf and Slice 1990).

Despite the power and desirability of the approaches developed and available in the early 20th 

century, their sophistication and computational requirements limited their general adoption and 

application to practical problems of interest to physical and forensic anthropologists – Howells' 

(1973) extensive use of discriminant functions and factor analysis to analyze a vast amount of 

craniometric data stands as the exception that proves the rule (Oxnard 1974). 

This is not to say that early workers were without computational power, but they had names. 

Here is a quote from a letter of Karl Pearson to his funding organization, the Worshipful 

Company of Drapers, reprinted in Egon Pearson's 1936 biographical obituary (Pearson 1936). K.

Pearson writes:

“This has been altered by the appointment of Dr. Lee as a computator, and by the occasional 

payment of additional calculators, e.g., Miss F. Cave of Girton College.”

Today, even ignoring the potential of parallel processing, there is more than enough computing 

power available on the desktop along with an accessible panoply of data collection modalities for
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physical and forensic anthropologists around the world to realize much of the potential of 

multivariate tools. However, there are a number of considerations that should be kept in mind in 

their development and use. 

The first issue to be addressed in the development and use of computational tools is that of the 

question being addressed. In this area, applied forensic science has an advantage over many other

fields. The important questions in forensics are often external and clearly stated – What sex was 

the person represented by the skeletal remains? What was their ancestry? How old were they 

when they died? How long have they been dead? And the more general and possibly more 

difficult, who were they? With such clear and important questions in hand, one can begin to 

develop or select tools appropriate for the question being asked and whatever material might be 

available for analysis.

Given such a decidedly clear question, the Tool Makers (to borrow a phrase commonly used in 

general morphometric parlance), can begin to address ways in which it can be answered for 

specific or commonly available data. Here, the importance of the data used to develop a method 

cannot be overstated, and its quality and relevance should be given extensive consideration. This 

is especially true for quality, as relevance will reveal itself in the course of method development 

and testing.

There are a number of issues to consider with respect to data quality, but note that sample size is 

an issue of quantity, not quality.  With sufficient sample size, one is almost guaranteed statistical 

significance, but that may or may not be useful in the applied setting. Effect size (Kelley 2012) is

a more appropriate indicator of model utility, e.g., R^2 in a regression problem (Yin and Fan 
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2001), but see the discussion of dimensionality below.

Data quality is an issue of the repeatability of measurements initially within and between 

observers involved in the method development, but ultimately across end-users. Quantities that 

cannot be reliably reproduced by different individuals are not particularly helpful for applied use.

After repeatability, data accuracy is a primary concern. One must be certain that the data used for

method development is correct. It should be checked and rechecked for outliers and simple 

transcription errors, and here plotting can play a crucial role. To quote the admonition of the late 

Dr. Leslie L. Marcus, “Plot the hell out of your data!” Plot the raw data. Plot the principle 

components. Plot the histograms. Plot. Plot. Plot.

I have, on more than one occasion, been asked by both students, established researchers, and 

editors to look at striking or unusual results from a morphometric analysis. As I tell my students, 

I refuse. Instead, I ask for the original data. After checking the data to be sure it has been 

accurately encoded and has no result-determining outliers, I will attempt to reproduce the results.

Only then might I have something to say. Often, though, I have found an issue with the data that 

can explain the anomalous results. Simply being off by one can randomize relationships within 

unordered data sets, and a group miscoding can shockingly invert otherwise standard results. 

Check your data.

While sample size, itself, is not particularly relevant for model development where any useful 

effect should be strong enough to be evident with modest numbers of individuals, it may be 

problematic relative to data dimensionality. Data dimensionality refers to the number of variables

recorded per individual observation. Simple sets of measurements like the length and diameter of
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a long bone or the gnathic, cephalic, and other indices present few problems with respect to 

sample size. With modern data-acquisition techniques and shape-analysis methods data 

dimensionality can be a substantial consideration. A sample of, say, 1000 individuals should be 

more than enough to reveal any relationship of morphology to another variable of interest, but 

consider that if those 1000 individuals have been scanned at even modest resolution, the surfaces

may contain an average of 100,000 points each! In three dimensions, this results in 300,000 

measured variables. This situation is ripe for overfitting with the ability to completely separate 

any partitioning of the original data one might specify. Scans of one million three-dimensional 

points are not uncommon. 

This leads to the often necessary issue of dimension reduction, the most common method for 

which is Principle Components Analysis (PCA) (Jackson 2005). It is common for researchers to 

reduce dimension by taking only projections of the original data onto the first, first three, or first 

i PCs accounting for x percent of the sample variation. Here it is important to remember that 

PCA is driven by one thing – directed variance resulting from variable covariance or correlation. 

Nothing in the machinery of PCA knows about sex or ancestry or age or anything but variance 

and variable correlation. The first few PCs are sensitive to outliers in the data and even highly 

variable measurements, either naturally or those just difficult to collect. Plotting the data 

projections onto the PCs is, in fact, very useful for checking for outliers and highly variable 

measurements in the data set, but analyzing just the first few or many PCs can completely miss 

an otherwise strong signal of interest. Again, check your data and its covariance patterns.

Nonetheless, some sort of dimension reduction is often necessary when dealing with complex 
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variable measurements, either naturally or those just difficult to collect. Plotting the data 

projections onto the PCs is, in fact, very useful for checking for outliers and highly variable 

measurements in the data set, but analyzing just the first few or many PCs can completely miss 

an otherwise strong signal of interest. Again, check your data and its covariance patterns.

Nonetheless, some sort of dimension reduction is often necessary when dealing with complex 
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data sets, and PCA is a familiar and useful one. One needs to be VERY careful in the selection of

components to use and aware of the implications of this choice. For a cautionary note and further

discussion of PCA see Bookstein (2017, 2018).

Another thing to keep in mind is that models are generally optimal for the data used to build the 

model. As such, comparing predicted values from a model to the data used to build the model 

can be especially misleading. Instead, one must carry out some sort of validation procedure 

comparing predictions to known values for individuals completely removed from model 

construction. One such approach I find particularly useful is Lachenbruch's method of cross-

validation (LachenBruch and Mickey 1968) where each individual is removed from the dataset, a

model built anew, and that individual's trait predicted from the new model. This gives a realistic 

indication of the performance of a method, and I even include doing this as an option in, for 

instance, 3D-ID (Slice and Ross 2009), so that the user can see for themselves how well the 

software is expected to perform.

With respect to Tool Makers, I would suggest a few important attributes of any tool expected to 

be used by the community. First, the implementation should be platform-independent. This is not

that hard to achieve. The R-programming environment (R Core Team 2015) provides many tools

for data manipulation and can be downloaded to run on any common platform – Windows, OS 

X, Linux. Java (https://www.java.com) is often the most popular programming language at any 

given time (e.g., https://www.tiobe.com/tiobe-index/), has virtual machines available for 

common operating systems, and development environments allowing for the easy production of 

simple, intuitive user interfaces. If raw power is required – the previous suggestions are 
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“interpreted” environments and, hence, slower, then C/C++ are good choices with compilers 

available for any platform.

Secondly, it is critical that software be open-source. That is, the source code should be made 

freely available for users, but mostly other programmers, to inspect or modify or debug. This is 

critical, though I have violated this suggestion in the past (but I am trying to do better, e.g., 

forAge (Stoyanova, Algee-Hewitt, and Slice 2015) and gpsa (Pomidor and Slice 2015)), because 

programs distributed as executables, no matter how useful, die with the interest of the 

programmer or with the programmer, themselves. If source code is available, there is at least a 

chance that another capable person can take over development and maintenance or find bugs and

problems with the original code. 

In contrast, the support and maintenance of commercial software is a daunting task, and a lot of 

money is required to keep on staff a sufficient number of programmers and customer-service 

representatives. Anything less that a full commercial enterprise behind a package is mostly 

doomed to failure. However, the money required to support such an enterprise is likely to be 

more than a relatively small community can provide or even justify. Open-source software of 

high quality, even from an individual developer, greatly diminishes the chance of later user 

dependence on an orphaned program.

The comments thus far have been mostly directed at Tool Makers. The Tool Users also have a 

responsibility for the appropriate and efficacious use of the tools provided. Here again, data 

quality is critical. Even if one has but a single bone, the measurements of which are to be 

submitted to a classification or prediction program, the collection of those measurements must be
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tested and retested to ensure their greatest precision and accuracy. Method developers can help 

here by providing raw material through which end-users can compare their data collection results

to those assumed by the developer, though this may be practical only for digitally recorded 

specimens.

Finally, it is absolutely necessary that the end-user has a sufficient understanding of the methods 

being implemented and the data upon which a method or result is based. This is especially 

critical for medico-legal professionals who might be called upon to give court testimony and be 

subject to cross-examination. Any set of appropriately structured numbers submitted to a 

program will give some sort of appropriately labeled result. Without understanding the 

underlying processing and models, the end-user really has no idea of their validity. This does not 

mean that end-users must be able to derive equations or expound on the details of underlying 

theory, but it does mean they should be able to explain what the program is doing, what 

relationships within the data are being exploited, and what the results mean, especially as to the 

uncertainty inherent in them. As a general rule, if you cannot explain what you did to a random 

person on the street, then you don't understand the method enough to be using it.

The above provides some basic considerations for the development and use of computational 

models and software in the forensic setting. These should be quite familiar to most involved in 

these activities. If they are not, study them carefully and take them to heart.
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